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ABSTRACT

The biophysical geography of the Republic of Panama Is summarized.
There are detailed discussions or pre-historic and historic human
ecology on the isthmus w!th emphasis giyvi to exploitive actiy!ties
and how they relate to biotic disturbances and alterations. It is
shown that man must have been In the Isthmian area nearly 20 thousand
years ago and that his activities, first as a food gatherer and later
as a food producer and gatherer, have markedly influenced the vegetation
cover and the faunal patterns on the isthmus. It is posited that the
environmental influence was sufficiently great in pre-historic times
to have played a significant role in certain faunal dispersals over
the land bridge which connects N•orth and South America. The Spanish
invasion In the 16th ce,,tury resulted in a drastic decrease in human
population which led t( the reestablishment of forest cover over large
parts of the isthmus and, probably, an alteration of some of the faunal
patterns which obtained at th- time of European contact. The imposition
of new land-use patterr~s and the growth of human populations in recent
years have led again to major tree removal and faunal Impoverishment.
The redistribution of human population particularly in the region of
the Canal has resulted In major forest removal and the creation of L.
new barrier to the dispersal of certain forest faunal elements. On
the other hand, the changed conditions have favored the dispersal of
faunal elements which are adapted to grass lands and/or second growth
condotions.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

The study which follows is an attempt to show that man has been

a biogeographic factor on mainland Middle America for a period of time

approaching twenty millenia.

When the investigation was first undertaken it was to have been

limited to an evaluation of human-influenced zoogeographic changes on

the Panama Land Bridge during the twentieth century. However, during

the course of the field study it became increasingly obvious that the

scope of the investigation was too limited in its time depth. This

fact became increasingly apparent when an analysis of the field data be-

gan. Thus, it was decided to extend the study to include the entire

period during which man seems to have been present In the Isthmian

region. The writer is grateful to the Office of Naval Research for

permitting him added time to pursue the extended line of investigation.

The ecological role of man in the humid tropics of the Western

Hemisphere is very Inadequately understood and th.re persists In several

scientific quarters the notion that, in the main, the forests of

Neotropica are "forests primeval.' Though written four decades ago

the following statement might still Identify the Ideas held by rather

too many scientists-scholars as to the past role of man in one part

of Neotropica, the Isthmus of Panama:

Human occupation of Panama to a degree sufficient to
exert a marked effect on the original biota Is still
restricted largely to particular sections leaving the
greater part of the region In primeval condition.
(Goldman, 1926)

Though the study to follow is only Introductory and exploratory

in nature the writer hopes that all who read It will come away with
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an appreciation of the role of humen cultural activities in shaping

or influencing the faunal patterns of mainland Middle America. By

extrapolation, it should also become apparent that all areas within

the humid tropics of the world must be examined with the end of dis-

covering to what degree the assumed pristine ecological conditions

are In fact the result of human cultural machinations.

In most cases maps pertaining to particular parts of the text

are mentioned In appropriate places but two exceptions should be

noted, (1) the location map of Panama - Map 10 - Is not mentioned as

this would entail too much repetition and the reader Is advised to con-

sult this map whenever an unfamiliar place name is mentioned, (2) the

phytophysiognomic map of Panama - Map 4 - is mentioned in the first

chapter but in Chapter 5 It would be very repetitious to do so and

the reader is advised to consult the map when reading Chapter 5.

A field Investigation Invariably takes a heavy toll of kindness

and cooperation from many persons and this study Is no exception. It

Is not possible to express gratitude to all those who deserve it and

the following list of persons include only those to whom the debt of

gratitude is too great to go unexpressed here: Dr. Martin Moynihan,

Director, Canal Zone Biological Area; Mrs. Adela Gomez, Administrative

Assistant, Canal Zone Biological Area; Captain William Schweer, U.S.d.,

Commanding Officer, Fort Rodman, Canal Zone; Dr. and Sra. Aurelio Alba,

Ocu, Panama; Don Jose Ferri, Aguadulce, Panama; Don Julio Afu,
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Juez de Tonosi, Tonosi, Panama; Senor Albert Sandberg, Boquete, Panama.

The investigator's wife, Mrs. Carole A. Bennett, served as unpaid

assistant in the field, and, as always, deserves the major credit

and thanks for her constant help and patience as well as manager of all

the critically important detlals associated with keeping a field

expedition operational.

The study received the financial support of the Office of Naval

Research under Contract USiN-NO14R-233(84).



Chapter I

81 0-PHYS I CAL GEOGRAPHY

Physi ography

The isthmian link connecting North and South America, of whicii

Panama is a significant part, did not exist throughout most of the

Tertiary period when a water gap of indeterminate width prevailed.

Exact determination of the times when the water gap first came into

existence and when it disappeared is not yet possible but geological

and paleontolcqical evidence indicates that the gap was effective by

the end of the Paleocene epoch and that a continuous land connection

was established during t0e middle or late Pliocene epoch. Throughout

most of the Tertiary period the region was subject to a high degree of

active volcanism (Terry, 1956). Evidences of volcanism are extremely

abundant in Panama and lend distinctiveness to many isthmian landscapes -

particularly in the areas west o, Panama City. Sedimentary rocks ere

abundant attesting to the long periods when parts o. the -resent isthmus

were beneath marine waters. Metamorphic rocks appear to be rare, at

least in the surface geology.

The dominant physiographic feature of Panama is the we!tern sierra

which extends from Costa Rica into Panama east'.,ard to within thirty miles

of Panam& CiLy (Hap I). Many local namei are applied to this range and

rather than repeat all of them here It seems useful merely to refer to

the entire complex in Panama as the western sierra. It is composed largely,

If not entirely, of volcanic materials and the dominant peaks are apparently

all of volcanic origin, many beinj extinct volcanos. The highest of

these peaks and the hit.hest elevation in Panama is El BarL (or El VoIcan)
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and is located at the extreme western end of the range. This extinct

(Pleistocene?) volcano rises to approximately 11,1!-0 feet (3,i27 m)

and dominates the physical landscape of western Panama. A few miles

to the east of El Baru, the second highest peak in ?anama, Cerro Santiago,

rises to 9,272 feet (2,8.2 m). Scattered throughout the length of the

sierra are many unnamed peaks of volcanic origin. Eastward from Cerro

Santiago elevations decrease in the sierra and then rise slightly at

the eastern terminus where the plug forming Cerro Campana eiles to

3,314 feet (1,000 m).

South or the western sierre and west of Panama City into Costa Rica

there are numerous volcanic extrusives which form low hills, knobs, and

caps. Dikes and plugs of varying size are also commnon in the sierran

foothills. Volcanic ejecta covers large local areas as for example the

Pacific slopes of El Baru and the southern slopes of the sierra just to

the west ef Cerro Campana. This last is a most conspicuous area and is

the result o;' the deposition of material ejected from the crater of El

Valle, an event which may have occurred in the Pleistocene (Terry, 19)).

The materials have been deeply dissected to form extremely stee;.-sided

interfluves almost barranca-like in form. The areal extent and depth

(perhaps more than 1`0 feet, 1:6 m) of the El Valle ejecta suggest! that

at the time of the deposition a biogeographic event of considerable

significance may have occurred, viz., the ejecta probably covered to

lethal depths all the vegetation over many squire miles from the sierra

to the Pacific Ocean. filled all the water courses, and destroyed all

animal life not able to flee. After the event it is likely that the

disturbed area acted as an Important barrier to biotic dispersal through

this part of the isthmus. Indeed, it nmay sti!l be a ?artial barrier.
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A second prominent physiographic feature of western Panama is the

Azuero Peninsula which throsts southward into the Paciuic. Low on the

north its elevations rise in the southwest and culminate at just above

6,000 feet (0,846 m) at the top oi the little-known Cerro Cambutal which

is probably of volcanic origin. It lies in a knot of peaks that are

usually ouscured by clouds and mists making observation from the air all

but impossible. It is possible that much of the peninsula was an island

durlq thr Tertiary but not, in this writer's opinion, since the Pliocene.

The area to the tast of Panama City is somewhat less known than

the western part Just dtscussed. Perhaps it would be more correct to

say that published mrateruls -re relatively scarce since several parts

have received tihe attentions of petroleum exp!oratior crews and thus the

structure of some of the parts must be well known to a few persons.

Physiogr~p1uiically tha area seems to be in an older erosion cycle than

is western Panoma (Terry, 1956). Relief is in general more subdued than

in the west with the highest elevation occurring along the Panama-

Colombia border at the summit of Cerro Tacarcuoa, 6,153 feet (1,850 M).

The most extensively developed upland system, the serrania de San Bias,

is aligned with the arcuate configuration of the Atlantic coast and has

elevations rangi'ig between 1,000 feet (300 m) and 2,000 feet (6OO'1).

South of Cerro Tacarcuna and extending away from the Panama-Colombia

border is an upland that reaches to just above a mile (1,620 m) -t

Cerro Pirre. Directly west from the Ibst and close to the Pacific shore

another small upland complex occurs which,at Cerro Jaque,reaches an ele-

vation said to be one mile high (1,620 m). iNorth of the last two

.Aamed uplands and east of Panama City lies the remaining important up-

land in eastern Panama, the serrania de Maje, which rises to L,720 feet

(1,430 m). This is an all but unexplored region. The writer approached
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it closely from the air and the summit area appeared to be of volcanic

material.

Plain surfaces of low elevation 3re not common features in Panama

and are almost confined to the ?acific side of the Isthmus. The most

important development occurs in eastern Panama where broad arcuate valleys

are occupied by the Rio Bayano and the Rio Chucunaque-Rio Tuira systems.

In these Ieas the elevations are mostly below 600 feet (200 m). The

second most significant plain is located west of Panama City and is

centered in Cocle Province from whence it derives its name, the Llanos

de Cocle. A plain of smaller extent has been developed at the Pacific

foot of El Baru. The Atlaitic coast is almost witiout pilins because

for much of its length low hills march down to the ocean. The chief

exception occurs in the area adjacent to the Costa Rica border in the

Province of Bocas del Toro.

The total land area of ?anama has undoubtedly undergone considerable

change during the geological past. The protean isthmus may h6ve had a

much smaller area than at presant (Lloyd, 1963) but may have always

followed its present sigmoidal orientation. With continued emergence

and deposition the isthmus widened and at times may have been much larger

than at present especially durin, the Pleistocene when sea stancs were

below the present. Tuan (19%0) has presented evidc.ce to show that sea

5tands were at least 80 feet (24 m) lower than now and it appears that

world-wide sea stands were at times 300 feet (100 m) lower than now (Flinit,

1937)o A lowering of sea stands would have most importantly effected the

Paciiric side where the continental shelf extends well offshore on the

Golfo de Panama and Golfo de Chiriqui areas. Maximum lowerings would

have joined the Perlas Island group to the mainland as well as Isla Colba

(providing isostatic conditions krevailed).
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A further note of physiographic significance is the lowest elevation

along the continental divide. This presently occurs in the region of

the Canal Zone a few miles north of Ponama City and Is approximately 200

feet (61 m) in elevation. The cutting of the Canal has in fact lowered

the elevation to approximately 37 feet (25 m) which is the level of the

man-made Gatun Lake. If there has not been any significant earth move-

ment in this area since the isthmian link came into existence, this low

elevation has been of great sigoilicance in the past as it must be at

present to biotic dispersals across the isthmus.

Climate$

Present zoogeographica! patterns on the isthmus of Panama and in

contiguous regions argues for climatic changes during and after the

Pleistocene. Paleoclimatic reconstructions for the isthmus can scarcely

be said to have begun but some light is cast on the matter by data from

Colombia and Costa Rica.

Results obtained from pollen samples take~i in soundings iW northern

Colombia indicate that significant zltitudinal shifts in temperature occurred

during the late Wisconsin (Vldrm)glaclation (van der Hammen, 1961). In

Costa Rica an analysis of pollen samples obtained at 90 43',1 83°%6'W

indicates an altitudinal shirt downward by 2,112 feet (650 m) of the tree

line during the latter part of the Wisconsin glaciation (Martin, 19,4).

Wayl (1975) reported on geomorphic signs of glaciation in the Sierra de

Talamanca at :oints not far removed from western Panama. It is not yet

possible to assign reliable estimates to the magnitude of the indicated

temperatLre changes but they would appear to be of importance to

biotic dispersals.
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Contributing to the hypothesis thaC there were significant altitudinal

lowerings o01 temperatures on the isthmus ot Panama during the Pleistocene

are some aspects of present and past mammalian distributions on the isthmus

and in areas to the north and south which strongly suggest that conditions

now obtaining at elevations between 4,000 feet (1,230 m) and 6,000 feet

(1,84i m) were once reduced to near sea level. One example is the present

distribution of the shrew genus Cryptotis which is of a very disjunct

nature on the isthmus of Panama and Central America. If temperature is

a prime controlling factor in the distributioa of this insectivore it

would require a marked lowering of temperature to permit it to disperse

across the lower parts of the isthmus.

The p -sent arrangement of macroclimates are fairly well known or

may be interpolated with a fair degree of accuracy (Map 2). For

descriptive purposes the widely employed K'ppen climatic classification

will be used in the discujssion to follow but it should be kept in mind

that this classification, like most others, suffers in terms of its

direct applicability to biogeographic phenomena. This is due largely to

the fact that its regional generalizations are derived from arithmetic

mean values ol climatic elements in turn derived from weather data ob-

tained from instruments that seldom are placed in characteristic biological

situations.

The latitudinal position of Panama imposes upon most or it an

alternation of 'wet' and "dry` seasons, Although some authors have treatel

these seasonal chaiiges as thou~h they ozcur with a chronometer-like

regularity, exactly the opposite is usually the case. An examination of

rainfall data for almost any station on the isthmus reveals that rainfall

variability is great and may be ot far reaching biogeographical significa,,ce

(Bennett, 19)3). A further problem is presented by the use of the
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adjectives "dry' and 'wet", It seems doubtful that any fixed and

generally applicable quantity of precipitation can be assigned to either

of the adjectives at least insofar as biogeographic applications are

concerned.

In the Koppen system a tropical warm (0) climate is said to be

continuously moist (Q) if the average precipitation of the dryest month

is not less than 2.4" (60 mm) - such a climate is term-d a tropical

rainforest climate. An area of A climate having at least one month with

an average precipitation of less than 2.4" may, if there is heavy preci-

pitation later in the year, be designated as tropical monsoon climate (Am).

The Af/Am boundary Is determined by application of a formula based upon

the total precipitation received In a calendar year which is compared with

the amount of rain which falls during the driest month(s). The idea

is that copious rainfall can have a compensating effect on the period of

reduced precipitation. Whatever value such a conclusion may have for

descriptive climatology it must have little or no application to the facts

of biotic dltributions. A periodic shortage of environmental moisture,

as a shortage of any other necessary ecologic component in an environ-

ment, can scarcely be compensated for If certain living organisms cannot

continue to function during the period of shortage, as per Liebig's law

of minimum. Other areas In the A climates with dry months as defined
11

by Koppen but which do not have the so-called compensating rains at

other times are termed tropical savanna climates (Aw). It might be

further Indicated that the traditional use of calendar months in climat

tology tends to obscure the actual duration of wet and dry periods how-

ever they may be defined. The foregoing caveats notwithstanding, the

Koppen system provites the blogeograpi~er with a useful means of

grossly depicting the broad regional configurations of
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macroclimates in any area and is superior to some of the more misleading

climatic designations which have commonly appeared in the biogeographic

literature.

In Panama the wet season usually occurs between late April to middle

December with the dry season occurring during the remaining period. The

intensity in the development of the two seasons varies markedly in diff-

erent places over the isthmus. The dry season has its best development

in areas from Panama City westward and south of the western sierra. The

moistest dry season areas are found on the Atlantic slopes and at thu

higher elevations on the isthmus. The onset of the dry season is heralded

in a typical year, by the sudden appearance of the northiast trade winds

which, in their passage over the land, describe fairly intricate local

patterns because of the alignment of highlands athwart the wind's path.

In the Cocle Plains area the winds are exceedingly well developed and

their searing effect is often felt for four months each year. In the

region of the Canal Zone, where there is a minimum of obstruction, the

winds often sweep past with great vigor passing over the Golfo de Panama

with sufficient frictiooal drag as tc produce ujwelling in the marine

waters (Schaefer and Bishop, 19j8). In the upper elevations of the west-

ern sierra the winds blow with great force forcln•, clouds and mists alonj

in a wild profusion. In other parts of Panama, as for example in the

northwest end ol the Azuero Peniosula, the trades seem to be weakly develoD-

ed near the ground.

The wet season usually arrives accompanied by increases in atmospheric

humidity and, in the beginning, temporary suspensions of the trade wind

flow. Convectional activity increases rapidly and heavy rains becnft

frequent. After the wet season is well developed wind directions alter

and strong south winds accompanied by heavy precipitation are a common
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feature. Much electrical activity accompanies the wet season disturbances.

Climates of the highlands are modified by the temperature lapse rate

of the atmosphere. The alignment of the highlands also tends to create

important quantities of orographic precipitatioti af almost daily mists

are the rule over the higher points. In the El Baru area a common dry

season phenomenon on the Pacific side are light mists, baiarequ3, which

fall from cloudless skys having been driven over and past the summit

areas by the trades. Although the areal extent of the highland climates

(designated as Cw on the map) is based largely upon assumptions of

lapse rates and seasonal patterning (summer) of precipitation, it is

believed that they are approximately correct.

Hydrography

With the ,artial exception of the Rio Chagres, all the large rivers

of Panama drain to th- Pacific. The Cilagres once drained to the Atlzntic

only but now its waters are employed in Canal lock operations which means

that some of the river's waters find their way to the Pacific. Because

of the limited land area there is a paucity of well developed drainage

systems - In fact only two significant river systems exist, viz., the

Rio Chucunaque-Rio Tuira and the Rio Bayano (M.p 3).

The markedly seasonal aspect of precipitation uver much of tfe

isthmus greatly influences the stream flow regimes. Ourin the rainy

season river flow is at a maximum arid floodiný is a common phenomenon

with most of the rivers carryin] a heavy silt loijd. Durin, the drier

period the rivers often fall very low and etherwise turbid streams often

flow clear. This last being especially bue of the tributary streams of'

the Rio Bayano and Rio Chucunaque. The latter river remains murky with
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its silt load throughout the year although tne Bayano usually becomes

very clear during the dry season. The alternation of murkiness and

clarity is characteristic of many of the streams in1 western Panama such

as the R:o Santa Maria and Rio Chiriqui Viejo. Some small streams such

as the Rio Ancon in western Panama have a permanent discoloring of their

waters due to the passage of their waters across volcanic tuffs which in

the case of the just named stream imparts a milky appearance to the

water throughout the year. In areas where there has been serious forest

removal streamn flow regimes are seasonally very dissimilar. In such

cases rainy season flooding alternates with dry season flows which may

be so reduced as to cause the streams to be no more than a series of ýools

joined by small trickles of water.

Lakes are by no means common iii Panama with the only large ones -

Madden and Gatun - being of human construction for Canal operation. A

lake of a few acres extent occurs in the El Hato area on the slopes ot

El Baru at just above j:,000 feet elevation. A lake formerly existed in

the caldera crater of El Valle but was long ago drained when the head-

ward cutting Rio Anton breached the crater's south wall. P very small

lake - Laguna de Las Yeguas - lies in the sierran foothills north of

Aguadulce in central western Panama. There Is also a very small lake on

Cerro Tacarcuna. Aside from the above mentioned modest entities no other

nitural lakes in Panama are known to this writer. Oxbow ponds are a

common feature of at east the lower two thirds of the Rio Chucunaque

and extensive marshy areas occur in the lower portions of the some river.

On older maps the area is shown as a lake - Ia Laguna de Matusagrati - but

this is in fact only a seasoitally flooded area, not a lake.
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Phytophysiognomy

In the belief that it is the phytophysiognomic rather than the

floristic characteristics of vegetation that are of the greater significance

to animal distributions and dispersals the remarks to follow will be chiefly

confined to the physical appearance of isthmian vegetation.

Several systems of phytoohysiognomic classification are available

but ail require some relsion when employed in the field. The system

that this writer has found to be most e2plicable to general conditions

in Panama is one devised by Beard (1955). However, Beard's classification

does not allow for major considerations of human Influences on vegetation

and furthermore carries with it a too heavy implication that climaxes

are the rule. Thus, while the pnytophyslognomic units recognized by

Beard do in fact exist this writer finds himself reluctant to employ

his terminology since to do so would be to strongly imply that the

present facts of phytophysiognomy on the Isthmus are "natural" or pristine

when it is a major purpose or this paper to demonstrate Just the opposite.

Thereftfe In a desire to focus attention upon the human altered aspects

of isthmian vegetation Beard's useful classification Is not here employed

but instead one devised by the writer is used. The following remarks

are designed to supplement the map legend. (Map 11).

Old Mature Forest. While it is not oossible to assign an age to

this formation it Is probably close to a climax situation - if there is

such a phenomenon as climax vegetation. It is located almost entirely in

Zhe upper elevations of the various large and small sierras of Panama

which by virtue of elevation and the apparenc lack of cultural artifacts

Indicating previous occupance by mail is here judged to have been the object
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of virtually no alteration by man in the past. Areas above 5,000 feet

generally experience markedly humid conditions throughout the year -

this is particularly true of the tipper regions which receive the full

blast of the trades. With the exception of the El Baru region these

highland forests are little known ac present.

Old Forest. This formation occurs at present where historical or

archaeological records indicate previous human occupance at the agri-

cultural level. Today such areas are all but vacated by man which is

a post-contact phenomenon.

Forest. This foraetion is very similar to the one just described

but differs chiefly by being disturbed at present (and probably also in

the aboriginal past) by the cultural activities of man. Sufficient areas

in forest remain to justify inclusion in this category althoujh as in the

areas adjacent to the Canal Zone but within the Republic oi Panama the

forest is now reduced to isolated patches which in themselves will pro-

bably cease to exist in the not distaot future.

Low Tress cnd /or Bush. Mostly non-Deciduous, Ofteui Fire dnd Drought

Resistent With Grass usually Abundant. This is a markedly culturally dis-

turbed vegetation complex brought about chiefly throigh the activities

of burning end overgrazing although it is likely that edaphic factors

indedendent of the aforementioned also have been operative. A common

shrub of the drier phase ( 4 a) is Chumico, Curatellg americana, which is

often t0e rlrst shrub-form to appear after a fle. Deise stands or this

species occur in the Chiriqui area where they are given the name chumicales.

(Chumico is also a common entity in map regio, ua). Other characteristic

taxa occurring in this formation are ,iace, 8yrsonime crassifolia, 1erlaon,

Anarcardium occidentale, Malaguezo, Xylopia sop., Cigua. ,4ectandra spp.

4ance may well be the most abandant tree in this formation. The malagueto
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is especially abundant in the La region or Chiriqui where it forms dense

and almost pure stands on burned-over land. An abundant and frequent

associate oi the shrubs is the aggressive introduced grass, Faragua,

Hyparrhenea rufa.

Tho~n-Buth and Cactus. This formation seems to be under strong edephic

control, especially in western Panama. It is found just landward of man-

groves (not mapped) and seems to occur on fairly saline arid droughty soils.

Since these areas are also subject to seasons of little or no precipitation

this must also be a signiricant factor. Althou.h man may not have played

a significanL role in creatinj this formation the possibility or" man-

set fires cannot be entirely ruled out as a contributing factor.

Many of the shrubs and trees are rrmed. Some of the many taxa present

include Acacia, Hamelia, Oenocarpus, Prosopis, and the cactus Acanthocereus

pentagonus. In the vicinity of Monagrillo (near Chitre) the writer dis-

covered a species of Ountia growtn, abundantly, but this may ha.ve been

introduced. Its crnaracteristics did not appear to agree with those given

for 0. elatior described from the 'earlas Islands. The Acantthocereus is

chiefly located in the drier and more salioe portions of this formation

and soetimes occurs in the strand. The small area shown as 5 in Darien

has been so designated on the basis of the shrub forms present which

includes Prosopis.

Grass with isolated stands o., trees and (often) Palms. This is a

pronouncedly culturally induced formatio., and has usually come about where

there has been a Iong his:ory ot turinirg and/or tree removal for agriculture

and livestock graziu'j. In the moister areas, as for txample near the Rio

Santa Maria, woodland remnants are still common. In the drier areas the

species composition is very similar to that of region 4 discussed above.

Many or the woodland remnants now occur upon rocky outcrops formed by
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the abundant volcanic extrusives alluded to earlier. Man-created palm

savannas are common especialiy in the western end of region 6a and in 6b

where the palms are spared for use as thatching material and ,or the

fermentation of palm wine.

Grassy Plains. This formation has a fairly restricted distribution

and has resulted ivrom a congeries o,: edaphic, climatic and cultural factors.

The formation is best developed in the eastern part or the Cocle Plain

where soil conditions are very poor. During the annual dry season this

area receiveg the full blast of the trades and also is set afire by

deliberate and accidental acts of the human occupanzs. A surprising

amount of shrub forms occur o, which Curateila, Oyrsonia, and AnatardiLum

are most frequent. If burning were to be halted as well as all grazing

most if not all of this area would revert to shrub and law trees.

Grass and/or Sedges on steep slopes. This formation owls Its

existence largely to long-repeated burning and forest cleariog. The areas

of major development are all in western Pariama. In region 8a the appear-

ance is one o, considerable desolation - there beinc scarcely a tree

upon the laid. In region 8b there is a high complonent of sedges. In this

last area a notable feature is the all but absent transition bc~ween the

remaining forest ,nd the grass and sedges. All of these areas would peo-

aably support tree cover providing tfere has not occurred some non-

reversible edaphic change.

Galeria Forest. Only two instances of this formztioo are shown on

the map because ot the diffit ,lty of showing it at reduced scale. These

seem to be culturally induced phenomen. being the stream-side remnants

or once extensive woodlands or forests. Althoujh taxonomically varied

the more common taxa include Ficus spp., Anacardium excelsum, ard Cecropia

spp. The latter is also a common component of neLw second growth situations
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in almost all parts of the isthmus.

Living Fences. This formation is not shown on the map because it

is almost ubiquitous in the sttled portions of Panama and occurs in such

tenuous patterns as to preclude its mauping at the scale employed. None-

theless it is an important phytophysiognomic feature and in many heavily

settled parts of western Panama it constitutes the most conspicuous arboreal

element. As the name implies, this formation consists of trees planted

to form living fences ior the purposes of fencing areas devoted to crops

or livestock. Such a fence reduces termite damage which would rapidly

result were dry timber to be employed. They also provide a wood supply

for fuel and construction purFoses. Many texa are used but the followi-iy

seem to be the most conon, Bursera simaruba, Anacardium occidentale,

Diphysa robinoides and Spondias spp. Sometimes, insteed of trees, a

terrestrial bromeliad, Bromelia spp., is employed. These are planted in

dense thickets around house and garden sites to protect them from the

unwanted incursions of livestock.

Zoogeography

The importaice of the area between Mexico and Colombia as a biotic

land-bridge is well known and has been remarked and discussed too often

in the literature to require any further exposition. On the other hand,

many of the details - geographic, biotic, and historic - are still to be

worked out and will occupy the time of many investigators li the years

to come.

It is generally agreed th•t a water gap or gaps existed in the Panama -

Central American region from the late Peleocene to the middle or late

Pliocene thus resultini, in a formidable ecologicel barrier between North
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and South America during the greater part of the Tertiary. With the

establishment of the land-bridge in the Pliocene there resulted a flow of

mammalian taxa between the two continental masses with the more important

flow being from north to south, i.e., the Holarctic invasion of Nootropica

was the more important o' the dispersals. (Simpson, 1950). However, in

Recent time the faunal flow has been entirely reversed" (Hershkovitz,

1958), and the mammalian fauna, at least, of the Central American-Panama

bridge is today a Neotropical entity and not, as has been traditionally

held, a transition zone between the Neartic acid the Neotropical (Hershkovitz,

1958).

Sclater (13j3) seems to have been the first to have assigned to this

area the designition of a subregion of the Neotropical Region (on the

basis of the avian fauna) ond to have asserted that it was a transition

zone, This designation ;as been generally followed to very recent time

(Darlington, 19>7) but insofar as mammals are concerned the designation is

no longer justified. Until analysis of other faunal components (ayes,

reptilia, amphibia, etc.) are undertaken in the manner followed by

Hershkovitz it seems appropriate to follow the latter eor the time being

Inasmuch as most of the zoological observations in this section, as well

as the entire study, are directed toward the mammalian fauna.

A careful examination of Hershkovitz's study suggests that 6 further

refinement of geographic distributions than he achieved can be attained

and that in so doing one may be able to show a greater degree of dis-

tributional complexity on the isthmus 5nd Central America than was shown

in the last cited publication.

In aei effort to better illustrace this writer's later remarks, it

is desirable to briefly review HI'rshkovitz's geographical sub-headings.

Hershkovitz divided Lhe pertinent mammalian distributions into geographic
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groupings es follows:

Holarctic Neotropical

,Nearctic Brazilian Pat W. I.

No. N.M. S.M. C.A. Bt.

No. , iorth America north of the Mexican boundary (i.e. the U.S.A. -

Mexican political boundary)

,4.M. = Mexico north of the ,4eotropical - Holarctic boundary (which
ap:oears to be drawn along the parallel of 230 30'N)

S.M. = Southern Mexico portion of the Brazilian Subregion (which
apparently includes all of Mexico south of th= Neotropical-
Holarctic - Nearctic - boundary)

C.A. = Ceitral Americanoportion of the Brazilian Subregion (this
includes Panama although elsewiere in the publication the
Choco area of Colombia is included)

Br. - South American portion or the Brazilian Suuregion (see
Patagonian Subregio, ,i.e., this includes those parts of South
America not in the Patagonian Subregion).

Pat. = Patagonian Subregion which "includes Uruguay, all of Argentina
except Misiones and northern Corrientes, Chile, the alpine
highlands of Bolivia, the coast and puna zones of Peru, the
paramos of Ecuador to the equator, and the Falkland islands...'

W.I. = West Indian insular Subregion

Althouyh the above geographic units served to demonstrate Hershkovitz's

thesis that the area usually considered to be the Central American Sub-

region of the Neotropical is in fact (in terms of the manmialian fauna

;t least) only a northward extension of the Brazilian Subregion,

a comparison of Hershkovitz's geographic units with a map will quickly

show that the units are usually ,'ar from being any where near equal in

area and thus, it is possible that some distributional complexities may

be obscured. In an effort to demonstrite this last, the area between
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45-. 0 Nand 45 0S have been divided Into class intervals of 5 of latitude

and the distribution of mammalian genera present in the areas have been

plotted (Table 1). Hershkovitz's list of mammalian genera has generally

been followed with some minor changes adopted from Hall and Kelson (1959)

and Cabrera (1957, 1960).

An examination of Table I will peimit one to perceive that there is

a very considerable degree of mammalian distributional complexity in the

Central American-southern Mexican area. The complexities suggest that

there Is reason to believe thit there is little distributional stasis

involved - rather the area may be supposed to be in a state of biogeographic

flux. This seems to be no better illustrated than by the primates. On

Hershkovitz's table the genera Cebus, Saimirl, Aotus and Saguinus occur

in the Central American portion oa the Brazilian Subregio,'. This strongly

suggests that the ranges of all these genera are more or less equal

throughout the entire area. However, Cebus ranges north as far as southern

Honduras, Saimiri is confined to a small area of extreme southwest Panama

and southwest Costa Rica, Aotus is ,lot known west of the Azuero Peninsula

in Panama and Saguinus does not occur north of Panama in the Centrdl American
area. The two remaining primate gepera present in the area, Ateles and

Alouatta, range north to southern Mexico with Ateles havin 9 the sllghtly

greater northward extension. Had one degree of latitude classes bý!en

employed even more pronounced distributional variations would have been

demonstrittd.

It should also be noted that many of the mammalian taxa do not by

any means hive continuous distributions through the area. One example of

many that might be cited is that of the shrew genus Cryptotis which has

a markedly disjunct di4ribution through the Central American area being

confined to isolated areas at moderate to high elevtion.
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Rather than treat in detail with the patterns of mammalian distributions

in the entire Central American area, attention will be focussed upon

Panama. To aid in describing the patterning of mammalian distributions

in Panama the country has been divided into a series of 15' intervals of

longitude. Lorgitude, rather than latitude is of the greater significance

to biotic distributions in Panama due to the placement and configuration

of the land mass. Panama extends through only slightly more than two

degrees of latitude but through approximately six degrees of longitude.

In Table 2 are shown the distributions of mammalian genera (excluding

chiroptera and marine genera) which are known to occur in Panama.

An examination of Table 2 will make it quite evident that very

complex mammalian distributions obtain in: Panama at present. It appears

that the general area of the Canal Zone Is the approximate westward limit

of some forms, e.g. Hydrochoerus, the uplands of western and eastern Panama

contain elements not common to the whole isthmus, e. g., Cryptotis, Macro-

geomys; the Azuero Peninsula lacks some taxa which might reasonably be

expected to occur there, e.g., Tapirus, iazama; western Panama is the south-

ward (and eastward in Central America) limit of sofie taxa, e.g., Jgntinkia.

The Soquete area seems to contain an especially distinctive mamnmalian

fauna which Includes some forms not known to occur elsewhere In Panama,

e.g., SyntheqscIurus. Rei throdontomys sUtichrastl., $c9t lnofiS xerfMl Inus,

Rheolys hor&tmnni.

The Insular mammalian faunal assemblages are fairly well known. The

largest Island group, Archipielago de las Perlas, lies in the Golfo de

Panama distant 3pproximately 42 miles southwest of Panama City a nd approximate-

ly 20 miles distant from the nearest mainland (Darien). The intervening

channel is within the 30 fathom curve. Isla Coiba. the largest island

on the Pacific coast of Central America, lies to the west of the Azuero
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Peninsula and just landward of the 50 fathom curve. Farther west there

is a group of islands in the Golfo de Chiriqui which appear -o have only

recently come into existence as a result of either land subsidence or a

rise in sea level, During low tide pzriods some of the islands coalesce

to form larger units. The greater part of the surfaces of these islends

are effpctad.dby dally tidal changes. The channels are very shallow - only

a siS.., owering of sea level would reunite all of them with the main-

land. Approximately one mile south of the last named group is Isla Boca

Brava and distant from this last at about 4.5 miles is Isla Parida.

On the Atlantic side there is a series of islands in the Laguna de

Chiriqui-Bocas del Toro area# all within shallow water. Approximately

14 miles offshore is the small and isolated Isla Escudo de Veraguas. No

other islands are to be encountered until east of the Canal Zone where

there is stretched along the coast a series of coral islands of small

individual size.

In Table 3 are given the distributioiis of mammals for the islands

as presently known and, in a few cases, the avian distributions are$ also

considered. The mammalian fauna o# the Chiriqui Islands is obviously

derived from the very adjacent mainland. The Colba Island mammalian

assemblage Is extremely peculiar having an unexpectedly great paucity of

taxa. The mammalian fauna of the Islas Perlas suggests that the group

has at one time been joined to the mainland but this does not answer

some of the questions posed. Why, for example, does Mazams only now

occur on S n Jose but is not known from the larger Isla del Rey? Why

does M occur there instead of Odocoileus? fime partial and tentative

answers will be offered below In sections dealing with cultural influences.
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Biophysical Regions

Various biologist, geologists, and geographers working in Panama

havq over the years sought to generalize the facts of the distribution

of physical and Wiological phenomena onto regional maps. An early attempt

to construct such a regional map was that accomplished by a Colombian

geographer (Perez, 1863) who divided the isthmus into two longitudinal

belts of which the northern was termed Selvas and the southern Sabanas.

The over-generalized map is of no value now. The next, and thus far,

the most Influential regional scheme was proposed by Goldman (1920) who

divided the isthmus into a series of life zones which were as follows:

"beginning at sea level these are the Lower Tropical Zone, of which there

are well-marked arid and humid divisions; the Upper Tropical or Subtropical

Zone, and the Temperate Zone."

Without going into great detail as to where the several zones were

located It is important to point out that the use of such designations

as "arid", "temperate' and "subtropical" Is not justified in Panama.

Goldman noted in the descriptions of his zones that the so-called arid

portions had heavy seasonal rains but still chose to use arid because of

the season of little or no rains which also occurred in the same areas.

Arid should be reserved for use In desert situations, some of which are

of course tropical in their latitudinal distributions. The term temperate

which comes so ready to the pen is another one that should usually be

avoided unless there is an accompanying careful description of what the

author means by temperateness. Although the question of temperateness

of climate has recently received important treatment (Bailey, 1964) its

casual use, particularly Insofar as tropical highlands are concerned, is

not, in this writer's view, justified. The term subtropical also Is too
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general to be of much assistance In comprehending just what sort of

climatic situation is being Indicated. The same term is often applied

to the Cs climates (Mediterraneani) of the Koppen system Is well as to

some Ca climates in che same climatic classification. In eanama, Goldman

applied subtropical to efetations of 3,000 feet to 8,503 feet.

Goldman was handica.ped in not having weather data #vailabie and

in not having visited maoy important parts or the isthmus. He also was

of the opinion that he was describing essentially pristine conditions as

the follow-ng quotation will illustrate 'Excepting at the Canal Lone and

limited areas in western ?anarma the republic is sparsely populated by man;

clearings are few, and aside from the rather extensive, open, grassy savannas

near the Pacific coast and smaller grass areas in the Chagres Vlley, the

isthmus is a practically unbroken expinse of forest." In a lacer

publication (1926) Goldman reiterated his position thus: 'Human occupation

of Oanama to a degree sufficient to exert a marked influence oon the

original biota is still restricted largely to particular sections leaving

the greater part of the region in primeval conditions. These postulates

will be challenged later in this paper so here attention is directed to

the fact that Goldman's life zone construct for Panane requires, in any

case, some important modifications in terminology and -onsiruction. In

the absence of any other regioial scheme vie find many .uthirs following

Goldman as for example Aldrich and Bole (1937) who, in an investigation of

birds and mammals of a small part of the Azuero region, tit Goldian's

classification into their area. Thus we find an area that is actually

an Am (tropical Monsoon) climate being described as a part of the arid

division of the tropical zone. A ,aper by Breder (1945) dealing with

the amphibians and reptiles of Darien also follows Goldman's scheme even

going so f,:r as to extend the arid division up the Rio Chucunaque some
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the Am climatic zone - to describe It as an arid region is to render the

adjective rmnaninglcss.

Two more recent attempts to regionalize the isthmus are represented

in the work of a pair of forester-ecologists (Holdridge and Budowski, 1956)

and a geographer (Guzman, 1956). The former produced a map which showed

the "plant formation" zones of the Republic of Panama. The effort has

its chief value in being more sophisticated than Goldman's map but has

thtc serious disadvantage of not having taken into considcration tree

removal. Thus the map is essentially a reconstruction and docs not at

all represent current (and long past) conditions over much of th,- isthmus.

The effort by Guzman rsulted in a map which tries to unify the known

facts of physical gcography into a series of r~gions. In many respects

this Is the best map of its kind that has been produced for Panama but it

has th, srrious fault of focussing upon the dry season so much as to us

the term dry lands for some ar2as wIich is no bctter than thc arid

resignation of Goldman.

What apptars to be the most recent attempt to divide the isthmus

into some sort of bioguogra.hic zones is that of Ryan (1963) who, using

the biotic Province conc.-pt of Dice, attempted to divide all of C~.ntral

America into biotic provinces based upon an arithmetic analysis of mammalian

groupings. Without cmbarking upon a criticism of tht method employed by

the author in his determination of the number and boundaries of the pro-

vinces ht found to exist it is here noted that he divided Panama into

three provinces, two of which are shared with Costa Rica. The limitcd

criteria employed for the formulation of the regions makes its utility

very reduced.
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As a geographer, this writer is well aware of the usefulness of

tht. regional genferalization and does not dcpreciate its relevance to

biogeographic representations. However, the writer does not believe

that sufficient is known of the distributions of plant and animal

taxa on the isthmus to justify an attempt to construct such a map at

present. Goldman's quoted comments not withstanding, the isthmus has

long bVen subjt.ct to the biotic disturbances of man end such disturbances

will markedly increase in the future. Until we sort out the factors

involved and the resulting alterations associatcd theretwith it seenms

undesirable to attempt a iiff zone or biotic zone syntheses at this time.

Of far greater use are individual maps that treat with individual

g•ographic feature.s, e.g., landforms, climate, vegetation, distribution

of animal taxa, etc. Life zone maps have strong implication of fixity

and climax which, on the isthmus at least, terýi to lead biogcographical

understanding astray.

Biologists and others will, nev, rthel ss, find it almost necessary

to r,:late their work to known facts of ecological g9,oyjranhy on the isthmus.

It is therefore suggcstod that the somn,what more laborious but more

precise method of relating ont's data to thc individual and local facts

of climate, landforms, hydrography, soils and so forto bc followed. The

isthmus of Panama is a small area but this should not continuL to mislead

field workers into the belief that the biophysical phcnoeiena are simply

grouped and easily dt:pict,!d by cartographic tccnhiques. Care should

especially be given to the usc of clionatic t rins. If an area has an

annual season of reduced precipitation it is far mor.c significant to

attempt to indicate th- quantitiks of precipitation involved and the

calendric periods involv-d than to use th, inis)rading adjectives alluded
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to above. It is with the above in mind that the maps accompanying

this paper have been drawn. It cannot be stated too strongly, however,

that all the maps included herewith are provisional in nature and~wll

necessitate major or minor revisions in~the future as more complete

data become available.
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Chapter 2

rFE PRE-AG.,ICULFURAL PERIOD OF HUMA,1 OCCUPA,,CE

Archaeological data presently available provide only a few clues

as to the time when th, first humans arrivea on and dispersed across

the Central American isthmus into South America. The dating for the

arrival of eariy man in W!orth America has gradually been extended back

to before 2u,Ojo years 6P with the present limit restingf on a somewhat

problematical date of 38,00o years 3P - the Lewisville site in iexas

(see Krieger, 1,64, f.Dr a recent discussion of this site). Of very

grat importance are datings of sites in South America fur these

permit at least an approximation of the time span involved in the first

human disperal - assuming that early mr.n walked into South America.

A not too firm date of appruximately 2u,uOo year. jP has been tenta-

tively assigned to a site in south-central Colombia (Angulo Valdvz,

I63, citing jurgi, 1-57); a site in northern Venezuela has yielded

a date of i'6,du + 3JU JP (Sanoja, 1,63); a Lagoa Santa (erazil, Plinas

Gerais) date of IU,o24 + 127 uP has been obtained (Ikrieger, 1,64,

citing Iurt, l>U2). a date ,ir lu,d32 + !,uO years cP is assoLiated

with human artifacts in iylodon Cave in the extrer-e southern part of

South America (Krieger, Uý,64 - see also ,,ir(.', 1-'). he foregoing

is only a partial listing of carbon 14 date:s now availahle for early

man in South America but should serve to chtablish a gross approxima-

tion of the time depth involved, and makvs it appear probable that

between 15,OOu to 2U0OuO years ago human gr.,ups wterc present on the

isthmus of Panama.
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ihe earliest (published) carbon 14 date available for Panama

is 4 , 8 51 + IUJ 3jC (Lothrop, Ui5ý, citing Deevuy, et al, 1,57) and

re!ates to a pre-ceramic site in the central Cocle P!ain (Cerro Mangote,

see ,icGimsey, 1,56 for an archeological description.) fhus it appears

that something on the order >,JOu to 14,00o years of pre-history

preceded the earliest piece of physical evidence we now possess for

the presence of man in Panama and of course the cultural level re-

presented by Cerro Mangote can in no way be related to the cultural

levels of the first peopli: who entered the area or, probably, to many

of the cultures present during some )f the millenia prior to the

developments associated with the Cerro Mangote site.

ihus it is obvious that any attempt to reconstruct the anthropo-

geography and ethnozoology of early man in the area must stem largely

from conjecture. fhat the following discussion is in fact largely

conjectural will be very apparent to the reader but it is offered as

the only possible meo-s by which some of the problems concerning this

paper may be examined.

As is well known to students of :,:ew World pre-history, theru ;s

still lacking a generally agreed upon taxonomy of culture sequence.

fhis of course presents a problem in communication and though it

cannot at present be resolved the course adopted here is to use the

stage or culture sequence terminology of more than one author and to

cite each person as the term arises.

Pre-Projectile Point Stage (Krieger, 1,64 = the Crude Percussion

Industries of Willey, lU6u; the Lower Lithic of Willey and Philips,

]:58.) i'his appears to be the earliest identifiable culture level

in the ,iew World. Sites attributed to this technological level are
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known in North America from south-central Miexico northward and from

Venezuela to Tierra del Fuego in South America (Krieger, 1964.) Of

the South American dates cited in the opening paragraph of this

chapter the south central Colombia site is referable to this culture

level (approximately 20,000 years BP.) Very little is known of the

ecological relations of this stage. Willey (1960) has concluded that

this stage probably had an unspecialized hunting and gathering economy

but he is careful to note the necessarily very tentative nature of

such a conclusion. These people possessed fire and a crude lithic

industry which had not progressed to a poirnt where serviceable pro-

jectile points could be crafted. Generalized gatherers operating in

small groups may not have encountered serious ecological difficulties

In dispersing across the isthmus if they stayed close to the marine

littoral which would seem to have provided the richest and most easily

exploited biotopes. One must wonder, however, as to what kinds of

macroclimatic and vegetational conditions existed on the Isthmus at

at the time of first entries. If the condition• were essentially those

prevailing today it seems that rather profound adaptations of shelter,

food handling and preservation, and gathering techniques would have

been required before successful dispersal could have taken place.

There is also the question of a whole new series of pathological

organisms to be faced which had not been present in middle and high

latitude environments. Can it have been that very different climatic

conditions existed then?

The arithmetic and physiologic population densities of these

groups may be assumed to have been very low. The distribution of

these people on the isthmus at any given time must have been extre-

mely dispersed,
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The effect that such cultures could have exerted on the ecology

of the territory occupied must have been extremely modest. On the

other hand, If these people regularly employed fire as a hunting tool,

which seems entirely likely, the long time span Involve6 suggests that

the cumulative effects of burning might have been ecologically signifi-

cant. It Is not likely that their faunal exploitive efforts resulted

in any important faunal changes, however.

Paleo-indian Stage (Krieger, 1964 Pleistocene Big-Game Hunting

of Willey, 1960). This stage apparently has Its genesis In the U.S.

southwest at around 15,000 BC (Willey, 1960) and may have been present

in southern South America by 8,500 BC (Mylodon Cave). The economy

of this stage was based upon hunting (Willey and Philips, 1958) but

must have included other subsistence activities as well. That such

peoples dispersed across the isthmus is obvious but it is difficult

to account for the reasons why hunters moved through the area at

all. it may be assumed that "hunters of all ages from all cultures

seemed motivated by a desire further to explore unspoiled hunting

areas" (dirdsell, 1557) but anyone familiar with the modest hunting

potential of the Isthmus today - and the region north of the Isthmus

to Mexico - must wonder If the faunal conditions which were encountered

by hunters were not markedly different than those which occur there

today. The forested tracts on the Isthmus of Central America do not

presently support large manmmalian populations - there is great

taxonomic diversity but Individual stocks tend to be small, parti-

cularly the stocks of the larger mammals such as tapirs (Tapirus)

and brocket deer (Mazama). The populations of small mammals such as

spiny rats (Proechimys) may be large in local areas but these small

animals could hardly serve as the dietary support of people who were
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chiefly dependent upon the chase for food and raw materials. in

addition, it may be suggested that great uninterrupted tracts of tropi-

cal forests would have presented rather formidable barriers to hunt-

ers whose techniques had been fashioned in middle and high latitudes

for hunting proboscideens (Mammut, 1nammuthus) and bison (Biso)

in fairly open country. At least two alternatives may be offered to

account for the nature of the basic factors which made possible the

dispersal of hunters across the isthmus of Central America into South

America, viz., the geographic ranges of certain large Pleistocene

mammals extended southward into Central America and perhaps beyond into

South America, or the hunters modified their hunting techniques and

general material culture to accomodate to humid tropical forest

conditions. Let me briefly consider the first alternative.

A partial but fairly representative list of large mammals presumed

to have been exploited by Pleistocene man in H'Jorth America has been

provided by Martin (1958). With certain revisions to bring the

list into accord with Simpsonas classification of mammals (1945)

the more important genera include: moose, (Alces) Pleistocene to

Recent, North America; pronghorn (Antilocapra) Pleistocene to Recent,

Sorth America; extinct "pronghorn" (Tetrameryx) Pleistocene, North

America; whitetail deer (Odocolleus) Pleistocene to Recent, North and

South America; bison (Olson) Pleistocene to Recent, North America;

elk (Cervus) Pleistocene to Recent, North America; horses (Eguus)

Upper Pliocene - Pleistocene, North America, Pleistocene, South

America; "camel" ( Camelops) Pleistocene, North America; "musk ox"

(Euceratherium) Pleistocene, North America; ground sloth ( Paramylodon)

Pleistocene, North America; mastodon ( Mammut) Middle Miocene-

Pleistocene, Worth America; mammoth ( rammuthus) Pleistocene, North
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America and possibly South America; mastodon ( Cuverionius) Upper

PlIocene-Plelstocene In North America, Pleistocene In South America.

(Paleontological occurrence from Simpson, 1945).

It appears that four genera from the list above might possibly

have figured In Central America and Panama, vlz., 0docolleus, Mammuthus,

and Cuverionlus. Of these four genera only Odocolleu..s occurs in a

wild state today. If the extinct proboscideans just listed were present

in the Central American area at the time of the first Invasion by

hunters, it could be surmised that hunters followed this choice game

Into South America. Unfortunately there is no cultural evidence that

such was the case and even reported proboscidean material In Central

America is extremely scarce. Mammoth ('mamut") teeth have recently

been discovered In Costa Rica near the Pacific Ocean (Anon. 1963).

Neither dating of the material nor Its generic affinity have been

reported In print. so far as this writer can ascertain. However, let

It be assumed that the four genera just mentioned were present In the

area between Mexico and Colombia at the time the first hunters passed

through. The limited land area Involved would tend to preclude the

presence of large numbers of any of the taxa. Furthermore, It is very

likely that only the Pacific side (drainage) v.:ild have supported

these animals. Whatever paleoclimatic and paaobotanic changes that

mi,;ht be Involved for the area during the Pleistocene It is reasonable

to assume that the Atlantic side would have been In heavy forest. This

would be so unless there was a major change In world wind patterns

and rainfall patterns on struck coasts. Thus a rather narrow Pacific

corridor of woodland grass may have been the maxlumum ecological sit-

uation available for the occupation of the four taxa. That there have
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long been forested conditions on the Atlantic slopes scems to bc corro-

borated, in part, by the presence of such taxa as baird's tapir (Tapirus

bairdil) whose range is llni"cd today to the Central American Province of

the Brazilian Subregion of the Neotrooical Region. That the Pacific side.

was the likely route of passage for the early hunters seems likely in that

the tapir has survived to the present in forested areas. If early hunt rs

could be effective exterminators of large mammals in continental areas

(see Martin, 1958) how much greater would their effectiveness have been

on the constricted isthmus in question? Thus the survival of the tapir

is strongly suggestive that the forest was not the route of dispersal.

It might in turn be suggested that many of the-then-present large mammals

were progressively exterminated by man as he moved through the Central

American area. In this regard it Is Interesting to note that today only

one large mammal, Odocoileus, is to be found In the nonforested tracts

along the entire Pacific drainage from Mexico to South America whereas

Taprus and two species of brocket deer (Mazama) occur in the forested

tract over the same distance.

Archaic Stage. (Willey and Phillips, 1q62). The oldest dat,,d

site thus far reported upon in Panama (Cerro Mangot ; McGimsay, 1956)

is a little over 6,300 BP (Baudez, 1963). Baudez summa -es the

culture Pt Cerro Mangote thus, "The community pattern is of the semi-

permanent sedentary typc. The food sources consist of shellfish and

game, no evidence for agriculture having been found." Thv next known

site in this sequenc. is located near the Parita river in Herrera

Provincc not far from the ocean and is termed thp Monagrillo site (Willey

and McGimsfy, 19r4). This is the earliest ceramic site, thus far locatcd

in Panama arid is one of the oldest ceramic sites in Latin Amrrica - 2,130

BC (Lothrop, 1959).

At the Mongarillo sitc no evidence of agriculture was discovered



(But see chapter 3). Chipped stone projectile points and scrapers were

found as well as pebble choppers, pestles, grinders, hammers, anvils,

and grinding stones. The two authors (Willey and McGimsey) hypothe-

size that the earliest phase of the Monagrillo culture was "apparently

based on a shellfish economy. Sixty two molluscan taxa were described

from the site of which Ostree chilensis and Tivela gracilor' occur In

much greater abundance than the others and they may be considered the

staple shellfish of the people living at the site." Vertebrate re-

mains Identified Included Odocolleus virqlnlaea ssp. "undoubtedly the

major mammalian staple of the ancient Inhabitants," Tayassu pecari,

Procygesp., Grampus rectippina (I have changed some of the names to

bring them Into line with the usual current usage); some other uniden-

tified cetacean material; 3 unidentified rodent skulls; some uniden-

tified avian humeri; 62 plastrons assigned to Podocnemls expansa;

5 plastrons assigned to AmydIdae; 37 fish vertebrae; 50 dactyls from

a crab, Maenilpe frontal-Is; two barnacles, Tetraclita; an unidentified

collection of 105 animal remains.

The assertion that the earliest phase of Monagrillo culture was

based on shellfish Is open to question. Such a conclusion Is derived

from a belief that the relative quantities of each taxon recovered

from a midden Is correlated with the relative Importance played by

each taxon In the diets of the people previously occupying the site.

However, consideration should be given to the following questions:

Did the people discard all or almost all their trash on one site?

The extremely low incidence of rodent material In the midden seems to

be misleading - the following rodent genera must have been available

locally, Proechemys. A99otj Dasyproctt. Especially the spiny rat,
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Proechemys, may well have been abundant and this fairly large rodent

(body length 6-12 Inches) is quite edible and easily trapped. No

lagomorph material was described but Sylvilacus must have been present

and In fairly large numbers; no Iguana (Iguana) remoins were described

but this large, common and very edible lizard must surely have formed

part of the diet - especially during the dry season when gravid females

are easy to catch and with their eggs provide an extra source of

protein. A most important lack in the site remains is vegetable

material. The grinding stones Indicate, however, that plant food must

have figured significantly in the diet. It seems reasonable to

assign to plant food a preminent place In the diet of these people.

Even in cases where hunting is developed to a much higher degree than

seems to have been the case at Monagrillo there Is often a heavy depen-

dence upon plant food. A basic problem relates to the relative

durability of various substances of plant and animal origin after they

have been cast casually upon the surface of the ground and thence

subjected to the attack of Insects, fungus, bacteria, carrion feeders,

and the heat and humidity of an A climate for over 6,000 years. The

wonder is that any animal remains were found. There Is the possibility

the site was only seasonally occupied - perhaps during the dry season -

and that wet season sites exist elsewhere. Another objection to the

statement regarding the importance of shell fish is that It is question-

able that the resource could have sustained year around exploitation.

In the present day when the gathering of Ostrea is done as a minor

activity of the local campesinos it is clearly evident that even these

efforts tend to quickly deplete the resource so that periodic cessation

of the activity if necossary for recovery of the shell beds to pop-

ulation levels great enough to Justify further exploitive effort.



Human Population and Distributions (Paleo-lndlan through Archaic)

Of basic Importance to an attempt to relate the activities of

human groups to biotic change Is the establishing of human population

numbers and distributions. However, before such a task can be attem-

pted It is necessary to know something about the carrying capacity of

the exploited blotopes In relation to the technological levels of

the people being investigated. Alas, for Panama this Is all but

Impossible to accomplish for peoples at the pre-agricultural level.

To assist In deriving a qross.approximtion of the possible densities

of human populations on the Isthmus of Panama In those early days the

demographic data of Steward and Foron for South America:- and Central

America (1959) may be employed. These authors have assigned to hunters

and gatherers in South America arithmetic population densities which

2
range from 0.2 person 1W, to 1.1 persons /m

If an arithmetic population density of 0.2 person /m2 prevailed In

Panama throughout most of the pre-agricultural period there would

never have many more than 6,000 human Inhabitants In the area at any

one time. However, It may be assumed that the larger'figure of 1.1

persons /m can be applied to Panama since the cited authors assign

the value to comparable (?) cultural situations where the ecological

base Is no greater than we may presume Panama's to have been. This

will produce a maximum human population of approximately 33,000.

If the hypothetical population of 33,000 people Is restricted to

the areas which were exploited, I.e., if we attempt to achieve a

measure of the physiologic population density, we may suggest that the

focus of exploitive activities tended to concentrate the people within

a belt running parallel to the coasts. Let this belt average ten miles
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in width (greater in some places much less in others) and by

using an estimated one thousand miles of coast line we can then

estimate a crude physiologic density of 3.3 persons/m2 . If it be

kept in mind that the Pacific side may have offered greater oppor-

tunities for pre-agricultural peoples than did the Atlantic side then

we might increase the density to 5.0 persons/ exploited mile 2 on the

2Pacific side and reduced the Atlantic belt density to 1.6 persons/mr

Although further (hypothetical) refinements are possible they are not

justified by the presently available data. The purpose of this highly

tentative reconstruction has been to suggest where the exploitive

activities were greatest in order to get at the fundamental question

as to what effects the exploitation may have produced on the biological

patterns on the isthmus. May 5 represents an attempt to reconstruct

the human population density patterns on the isthmus during this

period before the appearance of agriculture. No allowance is made for

a growth trend over the considerable time period involved. The

maximum population may have occurred just prior to the advent of

agriculture or may have been reached long before and then fluctuated

in the manner to be expected of any mammal whose numbers are largely

dependent upon a variable wild food supply.

Phytophysiognomic Changes

(Paleo-Indian and Archaic)

The attempt to reconstruct the population levels of pre-agricul-

tural peoples on the isthmus did not lead to the establishment of

particularly large density values even when the populations were

ecologically restricted to particular parts of the isthmus. However,

it should be kept in mind that a very considerable time depth is
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Involved, perhaps more than 15,000 years, and thus the cumulative

blotic pressures of even small human populdtions may result 1.1 sig-

nificant alterations. If one can correctly assume that all the

cultures present at any time on the Isthmus possessed a knowledge of

fire making one Is faced with the need to accept the view that

millenha-long burning of vegetative cover must have produced some

profound effects on regional phytophyslognomy. it Is well known that

fire was used as a hunting tool much farther back In pre-history than

we are here considering and It was very likely an Important tool of

the early cultures which drifted across the Isthmus. Because of the

coastal (regional) differences of climate on the isthmus (see Chapter 1),

It Is certain that fire was most effective as a tool for hunting and

thus as a factor of vegetational change on the Pacific side - particul-

arly In the areas which today (but not necessarily In the past) have

an Aw climate. In these areas fires are still set each year during a

period of up to four months. (The subject of burning has been recelv-

Ing Increasing attention, see, for example, Budowski, 1956, Bartlett,

1955t 1956, 1957, Cumberland, 1963, Johanne.sen, 1963, Stewart, 1957,

Sauer, 1958.)

Of significance are the present-day concentrations of certain

woody plants which are fire resistant. The following taxa seem to be

the most abundant and widely distributeJ of such plants In Panama

(and Central America) Cjuratella, j and Angjcordlj excelsum -

"Oumls" 'ninc ' end 'Vranon", respectively. (Maranon Is also known

In the U.S. as cashew.) CMjlJte}| Is so Intimately associated with

burns that this writer has found It to be an excellent Indicator of

past fire In a given situation when the plant Is present. Nonce and

maranon withstand droughty condl) ons and fire quite as well as
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That the shrub and grass "savanna" areas of Panama are not par-

ticularly old Is Indicated by a lack in such areas of a distinctive

fauna. Writers have noted the paucity of mammals and attention has been

drawn to the lack of a special stingless bee (Meliponidae) fauna or

special termite (isoptera) fauna which suggests a recent time of

origin of the so-called savanna areas (Michener, 1954; Emerson, 1952).

In Chapter I a brief description of the present phytophyslognomic

aspects of Panama was given and the accompanying map shows the present

general pattern of vegetation In the country. It is Impossible to

point to any part of the country and say that the present conditions

may be directly related to the cultural activities of people belonging

to the pre-agricultural sequence. On the other hand. if the suggestions

presented above are followed as to where the exploitive activities and

population densities may have been greatest It appears that vegetational

changes on the Pacific side of Panama were of greatest Importance. It

may be that some of the most anciently disturbed locales are now a

part of the marine environment-they having been drowned by eustatIc

changes In sea level In post-Pleistocene time. The Cocle Plain may

have been the most seriously effected area now avallabiz for observa-

tion but the obvious ecological disturbances In that area can only be

said to have been Initiated In the pre-agricitural period and, as will

be demonstrated below. further developed and Intensified later. It Is

here suggested that long before the advent of agriculture, howe ter,

fire and men had seriously altered most of the Pacific corridor from

Mexico south to and perhaps Into South America. On the other hand, It

Is sfiggested that only minor disturbances were accomplished by human

agency in Atlantic and nontane forests.
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Perhaps the major problem confronting an attempt to reconstruct

the zoogeographical past on the isthmus is that there Is no agreement

as to the time available for the various faunal dispersals and other

events to have taken place, In this discussion and some of those to

follow an attempt is made to isolate the animal (chiefly mammalian)

taxa A ich, on the basis of available inform:lon, appear to have been

present on and/or dispersed across the Isthmus in late Pleistocene and/

or Recent time, I.e., ":ithin the time span A Ich seems to encompass

the total period during which man has been in the area. Of prime con-

sideratloo to such a determination Is the taxonomic status of each

Implicated mammalian taxon In South America and the extent of the

areal dispersal Into South America.

There Is little agreement at present as to the expected rates of

mammalian subspeclat'on and speclation. Mayr (1963) masterfully re-

views this problem and shows that virtually each taxon in each situa-

tion must be treated as a separate case. He notes that the European

rabbit has become subspeclflcally distinct within 500 years in certain

areas to which It has been introducd and Indicates even more rapid

rates for other taxa.

As a working guide this writer has pursued the following course:

if the avallable geological evidencu Indicates a late Pleistocene or

Recent cntrance of the mamIllan taxon into South America; if the taxon

Is found chiefly in non-forested situations; If the taxon has not yet

pen,•trated any great distaire. Into South America but becaus, of its

knowm ecology may be supposed to do so In the future whenever an

opportunity occur'.; and If the taxon Is only subspecifically different

trom its more northorn congencrs, tis_ writer has proceeded with the
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any discussion wherein an attempt Is made to evaluate the human cultural

element as a factor in animal dispersal across the Isthmus of Panama

Into South America.

If it be kept In mind that the fire caused phytophysognoiic changes

Indicated for parts of Pacific Panama also occurred in most of the Pacific-

side area to the north of Pdnama on into Mexico, It Is tempting to suggest

that, long before the advent of agriculture,man had opened a continuous

corridor Into South America composed of shrubs, second growth woodland

and varying amounts of grass. Through such a corridor a number of animal

taxa could have moved north and south,, On the other hand, a number of

difficulties to such a hypothesis are present and must be considered.

One Important difficulty Is that today the corridor Is not continuous

but is Interrupted at several points by eniclaves of forest, the most Im-

portant of which Is In southwestern Costa Rica In the Golfo Dulce region.

However, all of the forest complexes in the Golfo Dulce area are seasonal

to some degree and located adja' ant to them are "savannas" whose phytophysto-

onomic and floristic characters are essentially the duplicate of those

described above for Panama. it would not have required any exceptional

effort for early people to have disturbed some of the dryer forest

formations but pie-agricultural people would not lkely have had reason for,

clearing the heavy monsoon-type forest of the Golfo Dulce area. On the

other hand, It has been suggested in Chapter I that there is reason to

suppose that climatic conditions on the entire Central American Isthmus

were different during the latter part of the PILlstocene (Wisconsin)

than they are at present. If such changes include!a greater tendency toward

a dry season than is presently the case then the resulting dryer forest

formations (or woodland) would have been more easily degraded by fire.
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Certain faunal phenomena suggest that some kind of "savanna" corri-

dor has In fact existed at some time or times In the pasta The questions

are: did such a corridor come Into being before human arrival and thus

have no bearing on human activity or did man, as:has been suggested

here,open the corridor.

To partially Illustrate the problem, the cottontail. Sylvila-gus

florldanus, has the following general geographical distribution at present:

widespread In North America (chiefly the USA) and south as far as the

woodland - grass "savanna" areas of Guanacaste Province of northwestern

Costa Rica. Thence a major break In the distribution until the species

again appears in coastal (Atlantic) areas of Colombid. dnd Venezuela, the

arid scrub-lands of the upper Rio Magdelena Valley, the upper Rio Orinoco

area and on the Islands of Los Testigos and Margareta In Venezuela

(Hershkovltz, 1950).Heishkovitz, (1950) who has made field observations

on these lagomorphs in South America has the following significant comments

regarding their choice of habitat:"

The species (S. florldanus) is never found in virgin

or fully established forests. Cottontails could have

been Introduced by man or could have entered the contin-

ent from Central America by following the Inter-

connecting maze of natural and artificially created

savannas In Panama and northwestern Colombia. These

savannas may have been more numerous and more exten-

sive than Is Indicated at the present time,

Primary forests are natural barriers to the

spread of cottontails in South America. Thus, the

northern Colomblan cottontail (S. floridanus super-

cillaris) Is abundant along the base and clearcd
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foothills of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta but

Is absent from savannas In the Sierra Nevada at

1,000 meters and more above sea level. These

montane savannas, apparently affording Ideal habi-

tats for cottontails, are separated from lowland

savannas by a continuous belt of forest. On the

other hand, the same cottontail has penetrated

clearings on the opposing slope of the Sierra de

PerIja to as high as 1,000 meters above sea level

where these clearings are continuous with those

of the lowland.

HershkovItz further suggests that the Insular forms noted above must

have been Introduced to the Islands by man.

Putting aside, for the moment, the possibility that man may have

physically transported the cottontail to South America and focusing on the

question of man-aided terrestvial dispersal we come up against the fact

that the cottontail Is not known from "savanna" habitats In Panama -

In fact the animal has never b-en recorded from Panama - even though

apparently suitable habitats exist for It there. There Is tht chance

that collectors have merely missed It but this seems doubtful. The

Chiriqul' area, for example, has been collected In by careful field

men and the only lagomorph discovered there Is S. braslllonsis a South

American Tapltl. The same species has been taken from near Panama City,

the Canal Zone, eastern Panama, Isla del Rey, and there Is a sight

record from the northwestern corner of the Azuero Peninsula. This

wr.ter has also seen this maiml at various points In Werrera Province

and Coclt Province.
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It Is Important to note that S. brasillensis occupies many situS-

tions In Panama which would seem to be well suited to Its (nearctic ?)

congener, that Is, brush, second growth scrub and grassy areas as well

as heavily forested sites which are not avail!able to S. floridanus.

It would appear that perhaps the tapitl Is a better cc-npetitor but Hersh-

kovitz has Indicated Just the opposite for Colombia saying that the

cottontail here replaces the tapItis in artificial savannas and considers

the cottontail to be the more aggressive animal.

An examination of the range of the cottontail In Central America may

assist in partly resolving the problem. Presently available Information

Indicates that the cottontail occupies j& (hot steppe climate) and Aw

climatic areas In Mexico and Central America and Is absent from Am and

Af situations. Furthermore, it appears that only the dryer portions

of the Aw climate contain cottontails. In Colombia the animal occupies

what appears to be the same kinds of climatic areas. It may, therefore,

be suggested that most of thw present Aw climatic areas of Panama are too

moist for the animal. It may then be further suggested that dryer Aw

conditions once prevailed In Panamna and southern Costa Rica and the

animals followed the corridor, but later sligI'tly more humid conditions

developed which did not permit the animal to survive In Panama. The

logic of this seems to conform with the present d.sJunct distribution

of this lagomorph In the southern part of Its range in Central America.

Does this rule out any possibility that human agency played a role in Its

dispersal? Not necessarily. If dryer Aw (and perhaps jB?) conditions

once occurred on the ParlfIc side of the Cent-al American Isthmus In

a much more extensive pattern than at present there may have rernalned

tracts of deciduous forests to block complut'on of a -ontinuous corridor

and those forests might have been disturbed oy escaped fires during the
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In partial support of thli suggestion Is the limited amount of time

which seems to be available for this disnersal. Cottontails seem to

have arrived very recently In South America and differ only In subspecific

characters from their more northern congener5. Furthermore, their pene-

tration thus far into South Ameryca Is restricted to a very small part

of the north end of the continent In spite of the aggressive character

asc. lbed to the species by Hershkovitz.

It has been suggested above that the absence of cottontails In Panama

might be the result of changed climatic conditions which have occurred since

the animals dispersed across the Isthmus. There is also the possibility

that the species was extirpated In Panarra by man. This possibility seems

quite remote, however, If It be kept In mind that the animal has a high

reproductive rate and has resisted extremely heavy human predation

pressures In other parts of Its range for very long time periods.

Hershkovitz has suggested that the animal may have been transported

to South America by man, This is a very distinct possibility If only the

known habits of aborigines are taken Into consideration. However, such a

transport would almost certainly have Involved the employment of sea-

going craft which appear not to have been a part of the cultures under

discussion. This possibility would be most appropriately taken up In the

next chapter but can be dismissed here by taking note of the fact that if

the neatest the cottontails ever c.me to South Amerlca Is in their present

area of dlstrlbution In Costa Rica It would have been necessary tocarry live

hares across Costa Rica to the Atlantic, put them Into boats, and after

a voyage of considerable time, put them ashore In northern Colombia In

a 1lve condition. The writer can only conceive of such transport as being

all but Impossible. There Is no reason why cottontails would have figured
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as a trade Item, It seems that a terrestrial dispersal Is Indicated,

whatever the human Influence may or may not have been.

The foregoing discussion has focused on one manmmalian taxon for the

sake of conveniently offering what seem to be the principal elements to

be considered In evaluating the possible Importance of early man as a

factor In the dispersal of animals across the Isthmus. Obviously all

suspected taxa must be considered for the full discussion, However,

Insofar as man-aided dispersals at this pre-agricultural level are con-

cerned there seems little to be gained in continuing what Is of necessity

a very conjectural discussion. Briefly, It may be indicated that other

mammalian taxa would figure in a more lengthly conjectural statement,

e.g., white tall deer, Odocolleus OtrgInlana; gray fox, Urocyon ciner-

eoargenteus; raccoon, Procyon lotor; spotted skunk, SpIlogale sp., hog

nose skunk, Conepatus sp.

An even more difficult element to evaluate Is the possible selective

effect that human oredation may have had upon all exploited anlmaý taxa.

That such exploitation does Indeed have evolutionary Implications has been

noted. (Mayr, 1963). Three particular aspects of the problem may be

mentloned, vlz., the effects of reducing the size of the gene pool of

Individual populations, the Implications associated with the removal of

"natural" barriers between allopatric species resulting In sympatry, and

geographically Isolating into separate small populations that which was

formerly one population. All of these probably occurred In the area under

discussion. But what the details were are unknown at present. One does

wonder, however, If the present large array of rmimmallan subspecies on the

lsthmus is only a part of the widely remarked but little understood

tropical taxonomic p.oliferation or If It Is in som•e way related to

human factors. It appears that the question of human actions as a factor
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Influencing selection In wild animal populations has not received much

attention for any part of the world. Mayr (1963) has summarized most of

the available data relating to these fundamental questions.
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CHAPTER 3

ABORIGINAL AGRICULTURALISTS

LntrodMCtonL . It is not yet possible to assign a date to the period

when people with agriculture were first present In Panama. This diff-

Iculty is due In part to the continuing reevaluation of presently avail-

able irchaeological materials. Thus it might be asserted that the earl-

lest date for agriculture In Panama Is approxcintely 2)0 * 60 BC (de

Vries# 1958). This would be based on a site in extreme southeastern

Chiriqui Province (Lathrop. 1959). The economy attributed to the pt.ple

once occupying the site was sunmarized (Baudez, 063) as follows: agri-

culture was probably the main source of food, but fishing and hunting

remain (ed) Important. In Chapter 2 It was noted that the Monagrillo

site did not yield evidence of agriculture. On the other hand, on the

basis of renewed !valuation of the same data, Willey (1960) has suggested

the possibility that "incipient cultivation" may date back to as much as

4,000 years BC in Panama and that ''village farming" with maize (Zea) as

a basic crop may have ben present In Panama as early as 1,500 BC.

Since any attempt to reconstruct man-biotic relations at this period

of prehistory in Panama is conjectural, the oldest dates suggested above

will be followcd as a guideline in the discussions to follow. This re-

sults in a considerable overlap of the discussion in the previous chapter

but cannot be avoided. It should be pointed out that the more ancient

agriculture proves to be on the isthmus and in contiguous areas the

greater Is the probabit Importance of man as a factor In biotic distur-

bance in the region.
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Archaelogical sites dated as more recent than the ones mentioned

above seem to Indicate a geadual shift from Incipient agriculture to

village agriculture with an accompanying trend upward In human population

numbers and densities. If the earliest date above for agriculture are

provisionally accepted there is a time period available of almost 5,,500

years prior to the first European contact on the Isthmus. The nature and

scope of agricultural activities were of course not constant through this

period but they were of major Importance at the time of first European

contact.

The "Incipient cultivation" stage as used by Wil!ey (1962) may

represent the starting point of plant cultivation but very little Is known

about the working fi.atures of this stage. There have been published

studies of contemporary cultures which seem to be at the same stage of

agriculture but of course It is possible that the techniques of such

pcople are only similar in a general fashion to those prevailing several

millenia in the past. Yet It must also be realized that primitive cul-

tivation Is at best limited In scope and technique and it is acceptable

to draw Inferences from the contemporary situations Just rntontioned.

One of the more important of such studies is by LLeds (1961) and It

dcals with Incipient tropical forest horticulture among the Yoruro, a

culture grouP occupying, at present or in the recent past, a portion of

the Venezuelan llanos at a distance of 450 to 600 miles Inland from the

Atlantic coast. The people's food-providing technology Includes hunting,

gathering, fishing, animal husbandry and horticulture. The basic culti-

vation techniques are those of shifting cultivators In general (shifting

cultivation has many synonyms such as milpa, ladang, swiddening, slash

and burn, fang, chitemene, and so on, Including what seem to bc purely anthrologIcal
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tion is directed he, e :s the employment of trec felling and the later

burning of downed-material to make way for planting and then the periodic

abandonment o, cultivated plots due to factors such as soil exhaustion,

grass encroachment, or super-natural beliefs (sce Canneiro, 1956, for a

discussion of some of these factors). It seems that the just-n..med

elements must come right at the beginning of agriculture and therefore the

important changes that take place subsequently are related to slow improve-

ments of the basic techniquus of cultivation and development of improved

crop plants as well as improvements in harvesting and storage techniques.

Although we are here principally concerned with those activities which

are directly involved with land use, improvement in the total technology is

related to greater carrying capacities and thus to larger population

densities.

Although it is not stated in so many words, one does get the impres-

sion from some of the archaeotogical iiterature that agriculture in Panama

first appeared in the western region, that is, in the area. v;.,ch have

thus far received the attention of archaeoloCisti. Wheter or not the

impression is correct this writer suggests that more optimal conditions

may have existed elsewhere, as for example, in the eastern part of Panama.

As was pointed out in an earlier chapter, there is almost no hard inform-

tion about the climatic conditions that existed on the isthmus during the

time now being considered but it might be argued that even allowing for

some :hange the present Aw are3 in the west must have been less well

favored for shiiting cultivation techniques than would the more forested

conditions of the present Am areas of eastern Panama. A major problem

is that the archaeology of Darien is very poorly known. With the excep-

tion of a brief and peripheral reconnaissance over thirty yeart ago
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(Linnu, 1929) and an uven more modest effort in the last d-cade (Cruzen,

1959) essfntialiy nothing is known of Darien's pr,-history. It is to

b, hoped that this will not remain true for v. ry much longer.

SPANISH CONTACT

Human Population, c. 1500 A.D. Although at presL.nt much of th,. low-

land of Darien is very spdrsely populated by man this was not the case

at the time of the first European contact in th( beginning of the sixtcenth

century. Moreover, the Atlantic littoral which today is vLry sparsely

populated along much of its lcngth, particularly in the eastern part,

was wull settled at the time of Spanish entry. The contact period docu-

ments attest to larg, and at times dcnsc human agricultural populations

in areas which today are largely despoblado.

Published Lstimates of thL numb!r of Amerinds prusent in Panama

circa 1500 A.D. vary widely and reflect the essential lack of hard d~mo-

graphic data.

Rosenblatt (19L:5) preferred to att-mpt an (stimatc for all of Central

America which he gave as 800,000 Inhebitants, a figure which most certain-

ly is far too conservative. He did citc a general source (Alba, 1935)

in which an estimate for Panama alone was givc.n as 83),J0O but no sub-

stantiation is off, red.

Guzman (19r,6) estimated a total of L:00,000 ptrsons for the territory

of present-day Pana-a. He considrred population &nsiti.,s to have been

greatest in western Panama brcausc of accounts that indicated more figh-

ing men presnt there than in Darien.

Steward and Faron (1959) offered an estimat d aboriginal population

in Panama of 225,000 but this does not scem to agree with a map in the
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time - as 4.8 persons/mile. A population of 225,000 would yield an

arithmetic density of approximately 7.5 persons per square mile. One

of the co-authors of the Just cited work earlier (1949) estimated a total

aboriginal population at contact of 224,600 (the more recent figure appar-

ently being "rounded" from this) of which 150,000 were placed In eastern

Panama, 74,600 in western Panama, and with arithmetic densities of appro-

ximately 7.8 persons per square mile and 5.2 persons per square mile

respectively. Steward also indicated that community size was highly

variable and may have ranged between 500 to 3,000 Inhabitants each.

The most ambitious recent estimate Is that by Fuson (1958) who re-

views the literature and concludes that there were possibly a million

Inhabitants of which one-half may have been located In the plains of

central western Panama.

Obviously, this is a numbers game at which many can play and each

with thp %-- excellent chance for failure. Neverthel-ss. It is necessary

to adopt some tentative figure here If the discussion Is to proceed.

I think that Fuson's estimate errs heavily on the side of too many

people since it yields a gross arithmetic density of approximately 30

persons per square mile which appears quite at variance with what Is

known of carrying capacities of siltlar habitats inhabited by people at

a sidllar economic level. Since no one, Including this writer, would

suggest that all of the territory was equally settled one must accept

densities exceeding 50 or 60 persons per square mile of expolited area -

a figure that Is not acceptable,

For the purposes of this Investigation, the greater number of people

that can be p_.tuiated, the greater Isthe:possIbIlIty of Inferring major

ecological Impact. For thi5 reason as well as for considerations of
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estimates of Steward (1949) will be followed.

Guzman (1956) estimated that 80 per cent of the land area of Panama

lies below the 800 meter (2600 feet) contour and if it be assumed that

this represents all usuable and used land circa 1500 A. D. then one may

derive a crude physiologic density for the human population of approxi-

mately 9.6 persons per square mile (using a total population of 224,600

and 80 per cent of a total land area of 28,576 square miles). Then, to

go a step farther, if the regional distributions of Steward are followed,

a physiologic density of 14 persons per square mile may be derived for

eastern Panama (using an area of 13,425 square miles) and a physiologic

densLty of approxrmately 6 persons per square mile is derived foi the

western part of the country.

Further refinement seems possible. In eastern Panama the greatest

human population densities were apparently aligned with rivers and explo-

itation must have dec.eased with distance eway from these ecological foci.

Thus, it may be sugQested that several distinct bands of physiologic

population densities existed in eastern Panama. Similarly, in western

Panama therc were, as there are today, important habitat variations, which

must have produced varying degrees of population densities. These esti-

mates are presented in Map 6. Examination of tlhe map will show that the

distributions have been determined on the bases of ecological conditions

and economic levels as well as data from contact reports although

the last have been used sparingly. It shouJd be particularly noted that

a continuous strip of occupied territory is postulated for the itlantic

littoral and a continuous belt of occupied territory is also indicated

for the Pacific side although the latter is much more varied ecologically
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than is the former. Only the higher elevations probably escaped the

attention of these farming people.

Vegetation at Spanish Contact. Contemporary accounts In the early

sixteenth century clearly Indicatt the fact that vegetation alteration

was of a large scale. The first of such accounts Is by Ferdinand Columbus

(Iglesla, ed., ((1947))) which follows (C.F.B. trans,):

.. dthout further delay, the Admiral continued navigating until

he entered Porto Belo, to which he gave this name because It

Is very large, attractive, and well populated and It Is

possessed round about with much cultivated land...The region

which surrounds the port Is not wild but Is cultivated and

filled with houses distant a rock or ballesta throw from one

another: it appears like a painted object, the loveliest that

had been seen.

Leaving the haven of Porto Belo, the Admiral sailed on to the east

and put In near Nombre de Dios:

.,.and because all those environs and Islets were filled

with maize fields there was given them the name Puerto de

Bast imentos.

Turning about and sailing wcst over the previous course the group

put In at the Rio Belen (see Map 6.) and mention Is made that In a near-

by area there were:

... six leagues of maize fields, which are like fields of wheat.

The early chroniclers supply elusive and often geographically vague

Information for Darien. One of the Important of the writers of this

period, Andagoya, (ICuervo, 2, 1982), spoke of the area In the follow-

Ing manner (C.F.B. trans.), "the first province to the west of Acla
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(A then Spanitsh base which was located not very far westward on the Atlantic

coast from the present Panama - Colombia border) Is Comogre where populated

lands and savannas begin: from that area It was well populated." When

speaking of settlements In the area Andagoya vaguely refers to "these

provinces" and does not specifically state which area of total Amerind

(probably all Cuna-Cueva as is usually assumed in literature) territory

he Is referring to. He Indicated that "in these provinces there are no

large settlements, but each settlement has three or four or more houses

... each one located adjacent to tho owner s cultivated land."

Drawing attention to Andagoya's remark that savannas began at Comogre,

Romoll (1953) In her able book treating the sixteenth century in eastern

Panama, placed Comogre in the upper Rio Bayano region and adjacent lands

throughout the entire layano lowland. (Savanna ((or sabana)) In many of

thM early documents appears to have been a word acquired by the Spanish

on the islands of Hispaniola and referred to open country with grass and

trees ((see Johannessen, 1963 for a partial discussion of this subject))).

There appears to be no reason why similar conditions did not occur In

the Chucunaque - Tuira valleys as well - since the.", were also populated

with the same or similar people.

That usually reliable chronicler, Oviedo, presented, in his account

of Balboa's passage across the Isthmus to the "discovery" of the Pacific

Ocean, a picture of at least partially open country and Indicated that

the major s ttlements, at least, were connected by broad trail s ("Camlnos")-

a feature still remaining in the Cuna area at present. Because so little

mention Is made In Ovledo~s account of cutting paths one deduces that
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the land must have been relatively open. No mention is made of encounter-

ing difficulty in maintaining direction - a major problem where forest

cover is present. It is also significant that the last leg of Balboa's

journey to the Pacific shore was overland whereas today it would be much

faster and easier to make the trip down the Rio Chucunaque to tidewater.

(See Oviedo, 1944, edition, tomo7).

The surviving documents written by Balboa (see Altolaguirre y Duvale,

1914, for these materials) provide very little information beyond the well

known interest of the Spaniards in gold. On the other hand, the virtudl

lack of attention given to the physical mili-u by Balboa strongly suggests

that the country over which hc and his group passed was in major part

far more open than is thc- case today.

Having placed eastern Panama In their control, thL Spaniards soon

dircctea their attention to western Panama south of the central sierra.

In 1516 an expedition led by Gaspar de Espinosa set out and passed through

Comogre and westward to Nata in the Cociv Plain (Espinosa, ((1982))). All

of the iand over which this agcrnt of the Spanish C-own passed was described

by him as "land as flat as the palm of the hand, it very healthful land

and all in savannas without forests other than trees which are on the banks

of thL rivers, and it is (also thus) in the- land from Nata to Guarari...

(on Romoli's map, Guarari is shown as a part of the eastern region of

prese:nt-day Los Santos Province). In all this land in summr or winter it

is possible to go on horsebe'ck as well as or butter than in Castile (and)

this through all that has b(en discovrtrd as (wtll as) that which is

possible to see on ahead." (C.F.B. trans.) I believe Espinosa's route

!ed down the Rio Bayano valley to the coast and thence westward sinc,

this agrees btst with th,, placement of Comogre, the starting point.
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Wherever the Spaniards penetrated in the west to and well beyond

the present Costa Rica-Panama border, they encountered large Amerind

populations. As the contemporary accounts give no evidence of forests

the conclusion to be drawn in obvious, viz., that all or most of w-tcrn

Panama, in the lower areas particularly, were open savanna lands. (See

Mapj for a hypothetical vegetation distribution c. 1500 A.D.)

SOME ZOOGEOGRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS

Mammalian Dispersals. If 5,500 years of agricultural activity prior

to Spanish contact dreavailable there would appear to be sufficient time

to have made possible the dispersal of some mammals across man-removed

forest barriers into South America. If the time available for pre-

Columbian agriculture in the Panama area Is only 1,800 years, the possi-

bilities of such agriculturally associated dispersals must be consider-

ably reduced although not entirely removed.

The mammalian taxa which appear to have been the most likely candi-

dates for such dispersals, if they occurred during the prc-contact agri-

culrural period, would be those mentioned in the previous chapter, viz.,

cottontails, Sylvilagus florldan~s, whitetail deer, Odocoileus virginiana,

grey fox, Urocyon cinercoargenteus. All three of these mammals seem to

take rapid advantage of comditions when they are altered to fit their

ecological requirements. This is especially true of whitetail deer and

this taxon may have dispersed cven If only the briefer time given above

was avallablc. Goldman(1920) Indicated that this deer probably followed

the disturbtd area caused by railroad construction across the Isthmus

in the midppart of the 19th century. In the United States experience has

shown that the animal responds very fast In nLrbnbrs whn habitat changes

take place. During the Pgricultural period a continuous corridor of
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disturbed second-growth vegetation probably was avdilabie West to East across

Panama and probably into South America (see Map _.L). Similar disturbed

conditions must also have obtained in Central America (as rer-':ns the

case in most of the Central American area today.)

That whitetail deer populations were high in parts of Panama in the

early sixteenth century is attested to in the docurrLnts of the period.

Espinosa (op.cit.) remarked on the great stores of deer meat 3vailable

in Indian villages in wcstern Panama and Andagoya (op.cit.) related the

tcchnique of using fire to hunt deer and further indicated the importance

of this mammal to aboriginal hunters. The laid-use techniques of shift-

ing cultivators produce optimal second-growth vegetation conditions which

greatly benefit this animal's populations. Lack of fire-arms apparently

prevented over exploitation. It would be very important to know if thcsp

deer were prescrnt in disturbed areas on the Atlantic side of the isthmus

and in ,astern Panama during thtse timos. Except for the dispersal of

deer along the railroad route it has long beEn held that Odocuileus does

not occur in these areas at prcsert. However, this taxon has bcen re-

ported in the banana lands of Bocas del Toro (Gordon, 1961) and Dr. Pedro

Galindo informed this writer that the deer vas recently discovered in

eastern Ljari(n ir an area of former important Indian scttlement.

As indicated in the last chapter, the cottontail, Sylv;lacius floridanub

is not now known from Panama and no very recent recerd of the grey fox

is available.

Avian Dispersals. Volant animals pose special problems In terms

of their disp-rsal potential but some taxa do appear to be candidatts

for human-assisted dispersals across tht Isthmus. The avian family pro-

bably most responsive to the creation of open lands and/or scrub and sccond
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growth is finches, fringillidae. Some of the taxa which might havc figured

In such dispersal include the Ruddy-Breastcd Seudeater, Sporophila minuta

minuta, the Variable Seedeater, Sporophila aurita aurita, and Lne Thick-

billed Seed Finch, Oryzoborus funeruus. All of these arc birds which keep

to open country or low scrublands. In Panama, Central America and South

America they do not s,:em to occur In forests. The Green-back Srarrow,

Arremonops conirostris may also have thus diipersed into South Amcrica

but It may have moved through beach-edge vegetation (see Wetmore, Iq57,

for discussion oi habitat on Isla Coiba.)

.Reptili~anlsersols. The herputo-geography of Panama and adjacent

areas Is vry imperfectly known and it is cxtremcly difficult to infer

what the effects of vegetation alteration by man may have been on reptile

and amphibians. Dr. Harold Heatwolh has kindly p.rmitted this writer

to quote from a paper which he will soon puslibh (HKatwole and Sexton,

In press). The authors have indicated that a common lizard in parts of

Panama, Ameiva am.iva ss which frequents non-forestd habitats, may

have once had a continuous distribution from Panama Into South America

but the present forests of Darien now cause a disjunct distributional

pattern. The authors suggist that the texon arrived In Panama from South

America during the upper Pliocene, thus following a suggestion by Dueliman

(1958) that a continuous savanna belt Jolied South America to North

America during the upper Pliocene and probably, according to Dueliman,

hito the Pleistocunt,. Without hre L.xminlng Ouilman's conclusions

vis a vis Isthmian paltoclimatology, It would seem that there are some

difficult problems In regard to tlmu and speclation. If, as has been

suggested, the AwIva amelva populations of Panama arc assignable to the

same sub3pcci,.s as the South American forms, pracsignis, It Is ncccssary
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for over a million years with man arriving In time to hold open the

corridor through vegetation removal until the 16th century A.D. when

abandonment of the area of eastern Panama led to a closing of the million

year old corridor and thu geographic separation of the subspecies.

An alternative hypothesis might be that the taxon here being con-

sidered dispersed for the first time Into Panama during the period of

human occupance of Darien after thcr% had occurred sufficient change of

conditions to make such a dispersal possible. HeatwolL and Sexton in-

dicate that the lizard follows closely on open areas created by man

and is particularly well adapted to maize fields. Part of my argument

hinges upon an assumed rate of genetic variation of separated gene pools.

But if the Panamanian and South American populations of this species

of Ameiva arL identical It would appear that a fairly recent entry into

Panama is indicated. A million years cf continuous distribution would

seem to ha,te led to clines so that now at least two vcry distinct sub-

species would be recognized from the geographic ends of the present

total range.

Transport of Animals. Thu possibility that some animal taxa were

transported by man within or Into Panama must be conslotrcd.

During the agricultural period the means available for such trans-

port were probably by no mwans modest. It Is well established that trade

was carried on by boat over ocean waters and for considerable distances

along both coasts of Central Amrrica (for a partial reviev of the abor-

Iginal employment of boats see Driver and Massey, 1957). Transport by

human labor was also Important in the area, perhaps cven to a greater

degree than were boats.
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Of particular Interest to the question of transport of mammals Into

Panama is the presence of squirrel monkeys, Saimiri oerstedi, in extreme

southwestern Panama and In adjacent parts of Costa Rica. This very social

primate occupies, in Panama and Costa Rica, very disturbed situations.

It is not found In forests but in shrub or highly declduou- woodlands and

Is particularly abundant In banana plantations.

The nearest living congeners occur many miles to the south in the

Arpazon basin (not having, as Goodwin, 1946, indicated, a continuous dis-

tribution from Panama into South America). Cabrera's remarks (1957) in

regard to the taxonomic status of the Central American Saimiri are as

follows: (C.F.B. trans.)

The numerous "species" which have been described for this

genus should be reduced to t*.-n at the most: sclureus of South

America and oerstedl of Central America. And it is even probable

that the latter Is not a (separate) species but is a subspecies

of the former. The authors have given excessive importance

to purely individual differences...

If the Central American Saimiri is but a subspecific form of the

South American species, transport and later liberation seems possible.

Why su.ch a transport took place, If it did, can only be conjectured. It

is well known, however, that tropical Amerind cultivators are excessively

fond of keeping wild animals as pets. For this reason this little pri-

mate, a great favorite in the Amazon basin among Amerinds, might have been

traded. Movement of animals in pre-Columbian time is well accepted (sce,

for example, Westermann, 1953).

There do not appear to be any Important barriers to the spread of

this primate into many habitats in Panama and Costa Rica (excepting recent
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removal of all shrub cover for pasturage and persecution by local hunters).

The post-Columbian maximum distribution may have represented the extent

of jispersal from a single point of introduction in western Panama. Its

present distribution Is much less now than it was only a few years ago

when it was common on the lower slopes of cl Baru (see Bangs, 1902) but

it is not now present there and In fact Is now only to bc found on some

of thu Islands Just to the south of David (Chiriqul Province) and in

the banana lands a little to the west (in Panama). The disturbed con-

ditlons of vegetation which were so long a part of the ecology of the

pre-historic period of Panama would seem tc. have favored the much greater

dispersal of this primate than seems to have been the case. Perhaps this

can be answered by an Introduction In the late pre-Columblan period?

Certain Panamanian insular occurrences of mammals suggest the possi-

bility of transport by man. Of particular Int.rest is the (known)

mammalian assemblage on Isla Colba. Exctuding Chlroptera, the mammalian

tuxa are: Colba opossum, Didelphis marsupialls battyi; Coiba Howler Monkey,

Alouatta villosa coibensit; Co!ba Agouti, Dasyprocta coibae (surely an
Whit, fac, Monk•.y, C Cbus c- cinus.

insular race of punctata?); Rothschild's Whitetail Deer, o.cOIles yIr-

j.nlana rothschildl. Thomas (1903) In commenting on this ,parce assembly

rather Incredibly suggested the following by way of explanation:

Probably at some perlod in its history the Island was lowered

to such an extent as to drown out all burrowing and terrestrial

animals, while leaving such species as either were arboreal

(Monkeys and Opossum) or were able to live in some slight

depth of water or swampy soil (Odocoileus and Dasyprocta).

Additional collecting of marrils on Colba will most cctainly extend

the list, especially Insofar as chiropterans are concerned, but giving
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all due allowance for what may have been casual collecting of Coiba's

mammals in the past, the list is peculiarly short.

It is Interesting to note that every mammalian taxon on the list

Just given is considered to be quite accepfable human food and certainly

these taxa were Important aboriginal food Items. Could It have occurred

that in pre-Columbian times these animals were transported to Colba by

man and there released to provide a food supply?

The avifauna of Colba suggests long physical Isolation from the

mainland. Wetmore (1957) found a high degree of endimism among the

birds of the Island and the lack of a considerable number of avian families

which are known to occur on the mainland.

If there has been a water gap of long standing it is ditficult to

account for the presence of some of the mammals. Particularly the

primates would have found It difficult to cross even a very modest gap.

If a land connection once occurred this would seem to solve the problem

except that three of the taxa are entirely or largely arboreal and would

have required a forested corridor. This does not seem to agree with the

avifauna which displays a singular lack of forest families, e.g. Tro-

gonidae, hotmotldaet Bucconidee, Ramphastidae, Dendrocolaptldae. Wetmore

has suggested that If Colba had In the past been Joined to the mainland

It may have been at a time when there were no forests (and assemblages c'

forest birds) on the adjacent mainland and that Ofter the Island was

suvered forested conditions came about but the water gap was too great to

permit the dispersal of certain avalan taxa present on the mainland. If

this Is true for birds It must also have been true for arboreal mammals.

The Archipielago de Las ýerlas In the Golfo de Panama also jossess

some interesting features for this discussion. On Isla Son Jose a brocket
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oermira which later was given subspccific status, viz,, M.a gouazoubira

permira (Hershkovitz, 1951). No other cervid Is known from this Island

group and this deer Is confined to the one island, being absent from the

much larger-and closer to the mainland-island of San Miguel. This

species of Mazama has at present a very disjunct distribution. It is

widely distributed In South America from the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil

north to northern Colombia (Cabrvra, 3960). Then a markedly disjunct

pattern commences with the aforementioned subspecies occurring In the

Golfo de Panama and one other subspecies occurring in the northern end

of the Yucutan Peninsula. The rest of the suitable Mazama habitat in

the Central American Province Is occupied by N. iiericana (assuming all

species in this genus are autochthonous to South America) and that the

latter preempted the former's habitats Thus, at the time of the arrival

In Panama of M. Qoauzoubira there may have been a continuous land conn-

ection to the Islands in the Golfo de Panama over which the animal

passed. It is hard to understand, though, why other essentially forest

mammalian taxa are not presen! in th-. Islcnd group, e.g., all tht main-

land primate taxa; three-toed anteater, Tamanua tetradactyla; trrc sloths

Choloepus and Bradypus; sclurid rodtnts; arboreal porcupine, Cotndu. Perhaps

the onimnl wa. once present on i!4i San Miguel but was extirpatLd by

aboriginals. If this were the case there should have been no greater

chance for survival on the smaller adjacent island of San Jose.

That the San Jose Island brockut may not bc particularly vwell adapted

to conditions there Is suggested by some of Kellogg's comments made in

the original dcscription (1ý46):
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The hinder upper surfacus of the skulls of both adult malts

(the types) are Irregularly pitted, which may indicate rickets

resulting from overcrowding or Inadequate diet on this small

island.

In addition to the brocket, Kellogg also dcscribed as new subspecies

from Isla San Jos, the following mammals: San Jose Island Agouti,

Dasyprocta punctatc bellula, Pnd the San Jose Island Spiny Rat, Proechimys

semisplnosys Ignotus =all useful food animals for aboriginals.

Linne (1929) raised the possibility that the pre-Columblan village

inhabitants of the big islar~d of San Miguel may have kept tame peccaries

penned beneath their raised houscs. If this was the case, the animals

must havw been obtained from the mainland as nonL have ever been descri-

bed from the Island group,

The San Miguel mammalian fauna Is incompletely known (or reported

upon In the literature) and the following list Is obviously partial

(the list Is from Bangs, 1,101 and Includes all taxa except two bats and

post conquest Introductions of Old World rod,2nts. The taxonomy has been

brought into line with that used by Hall and Kelson, 1959): San Miguel

Marmosa, Maermsa mitis fulviventer; Island Opposumn, Didelphis marsupialis

particeps: Island Spiny Rat, Pro~chimys semispinorosus burrus; San Miguel

Cane Rat, Zygodontoys seorsus; Gliding Spiny Rat, Diplomys labills;

Island Tapctl, .lvlijaju~s brasllinsis Incitatus; Island Agouti, Pasy-

procta punctata cailida. Perhaps all of thc just listtd mammals arrivwd

in thL Islands without the assistance of man but somc may havw bten

transported.

The avIan fauna of thL archipelago is fairly well known and Rendahl's

list (1920) may bQ followed. He noted that 26 families present on the

mainland are abscnt in the Isl&nd group. Of particular Interest are avian
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taxa which cr, of importancu in aboriginal diets cnd which arc prcse-nt

in the- are.a unde-r discussion. The familics Tinamidaec (tinamous) and

Cracidau (guans and curossows) art- of particular importancc as food

animals to Amcrinds. Of the former family the tinamou, Crypturus

soui ssp., Is present on San Miguel and is said to be identical with

the mzinland form (Thayer and Bangs, 1905). Reprcse.nting the- family

Crzacidiac is c ChachalIaca, Or talIis cincý!rccps ssp., which the; last

cited authors indicated does not in any way diff,,r from the; bird of the-

mainland. TheSL two aviar taxa may have. re.cently crossed the water

gap with no assistance from man (although tath f,-milies nre absent

from Isla Coiba which is close.r to the mainland than is this group

of islands in the Golfo d, Painama). The~re see;ms to be a good chiancc

that thes-. two spccios were; transported to thL islands by aboriginal

man. Me-mbe2rs of theý familics Tinamidat- Ind Cracida.. art- even today fre-

quently kept in a state of pe.rt ill dom.-stica-tion by the- Cunn of thL

Bayano are~a of Panama (s~e Bennett, 1962, for a description of this

tra it.)

Thib hterpetofauna of the. islands of Panima is too poorly known to

pwrmit discussion. tHowevur, there appea-rs to be a fa7irly rich ass~mbl:'gc.

in the Per las group of geckonids, iguanids, and te-ids, many of which are

good t roveeI crs cnd of t.n occur I-s human a ssoc i otLs .

introrsslve;Hybridizition. Through cultural- acts which Lad to

the destruction of barr iers bctwe~n normalIly a1llopatr ic tcxa,, m-nmrray

is sugg.:stud in the previous chapt,.r, play n role- in -niffkil vvolution

(seeQ Miyr, 1963). Possibiliti~s for this must haveý occurred during thi-

period of prL-Columbian -gricultur,. By op~ning thý- above- rostulh'td

corridor of disturbed vLgetation Into South Americi ce-rtain pre-viously
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geographically separated taxa may - from time to time - have been brought

into sympatric situations with the possibility of hybridization - if

reproductive barriers were noL. too great. F!senmann (1957) has drawn

attention to such possibitities under currently changing conditions in

the Bocas ýel Toro region of Panama. One wonders if the present sub-

specific richness of isthmian mammalian and avian faunas is in any way

related to such eccurrences.

Extirpations. The possibility that human activitics during this

period may have resulted in some extirpations of faunal elements must

bc considered. There is no evidence that such did occur but if reference

is made to the locally dense human populations that may have obtained

for long periods in turn coupled with exploitive pressure of such groups

for available animal protein it would appcar that some taxa may have

suffered. Is, for example, the absLnce of tapirs, Tapirus , and brockct,

Mazama, in western Panama south of the central sierra the result of

conditions which do not in any way relate to human land use and faunal

exploitation7 Land-us.. patterns which encouragcd the production of

whitetail deer herds would have had the opposite effect on the last two

naned taxa. However, those two animals, if they were ever present in

western Panama (south of the sierra) should have been able to survive

In forested tracts In the higher parts of the Azuero Peninsula and their

absence there argues against previous occurrc.nce In the adjacent rtglon.
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Chapter 4

PANAMA - 1501 to 1903

From the purely historical viewpoint, the four century period ex-

tending between 1501 when Rodrigo de Bastidas first sighted the Panama

isthmus and 1903 when thQ isthmian region became the Rrpublica de

Panama is a period charged with many events which wtre of signal import-

ance to the affairs of both the Old and the New Worlds. However, many

of these historical events will hnre be deliberately overlooked and

attention will be focussed upon the question as to how the general

historic trtnds of this four century period relate to the ecology and

the zoogeography of the isthmus during the samit time interval.

As was stressed in Chapter 3, th(rc, is a very close relationship

between human population size .,.nd land-use practices on thet one hand

and ecological alteration on the other. Thus, attention must first be

directed toward an attempt to determine human population sizes and land

use during the period under discussion.

The advent of the Spanish presence on the Isthmus led to an almost

immediate downward turn in aboriginal numbers. This was due to intro-

duý.cd disas, s, war, and general bad usage on the part of the Spaniards

who used the Indians for labor in mines and fields. Andagoya, writing

of Larly 16th century conditions in Panama (Andagoya, in Cuervo, 1892)

was able to point out that well befort the mid part of the century

Indian populations had become greatly rcduc(,d "so that in a brief time

neither chi f nor Indian remain(d in the land.'' (C.F.B. trans.) Actually.

quite a few Indians and chiefs remained on the isthmus and Andagoya's
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r(:marks probably refer main!y to eastern Panama which f, It first thc

brunt of the Spanish entrada.

By th( early part of thr' 17th cent~ry Indian populations had

greýatly decr,.2ased in nastern Panama End in the islands on thE Golfo dc:

Panama as the following rcmarks from a Relacion of 1607 indicate (Os'jo,

ud., 1938 ((1607)) (C.F.B. trans.):

In another time thcpo had many Indians (but) it has

long been diminishing. Therc arc; 1:1 mal,.k Indians

now. 35 men are mrried, 5 are widowcrs, and one

is not marricd. There are 6 widowLd women. There

are L-3 male infants or boys. There are 30 fcmalc

infants and girls.

*.* *.- -o y • • ¢ '

In this (Isla dUl Rcy) thtrc is an Indian town in

which 1 th, old n,-n a.ss, rt that the-rt, were morc

than 500 Indians 1:0 ycars ago. Thcre has comc

such a gr-at diminution that today th,,re arc no

morc than 12 malt Indians, all marrid, somc to

Negroes.

In the town (on Isla Taboga) therc are IL marritd

malt Indians with somt sons and daught(rs.

The availa2L•, documcnts indi(at that Indians r mained relatively

numorous - th(.igh vastly declincd in numbcrs as comparcd with 1500 A 0 -

in western P nama for a mu~h grattr pcriod than was thL cas, with tht:
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ezstern parts of the isthmus. There is a not, that as late as 1805

Indians were able to muster sufficient force to destroy the town of

Santa Fe - later rebuilt (Seemann, 1853.)

The negative influence of disease upon aboriginal numbers was not

(onfined to the sixteenth century for there is evidence that disease

was still exacting an important toll late in the eighteenth century.

An account of a reconnaissance of northwestern Panama in 1787 (Atencio,

1787, in Cuervo, 1892) contains a reference to a major outbreak of

disease ("una grande peste'') among the aboriginals in the area which

took a large toll of life and sent many of the healthy fleeing from the

afflicted region.

The rapid depopulating of Panama causk-d by the aboriginal dcmisc

was not immediately matched by an increasc in the numbers of Europeans

and Africans - the latter began to be importud into Panama early in the

sixt(;cnth century when aboriginal labor became scarce. Thus there was

an abandonment, early in the century of conquest, of vast areas which

at the beginning of the century has been populated by p(oples who

practiced shifting cultivation and who hunted and fished.

Unfortunately, census taking during most of this four century period

was soo poor as to be all but useless. Therefore attention is directed

to the Colombian census of 1832 in which it was indicated that the ter-

tirory which approximates the present-day Republica dc Panama had a

human population of 91,785. Eastern Pdnama (approximat(ely Darien

Province and the Comarca de San Bias) counted only 1,425 persons. Allow-

ing for considerable (and probable) error in the ccnsus, thQ eastern

Panama total would still b(e very much less than the 150,000 pcrsons

probably present there at the beginning of the- sixtecnth century.
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-IR32 cnsus also indicated that the area to the w.st of Panama

City and :outh of the western sierra had approximately 75 per cent ofr

the total isthmian population.

Th: census of 1841 produced a total of 128,897 persons; the 186L4

count showed 221,499 persons; in 1880 the count was 307,598 persons (all

nineteenth century population data are from Susto, 1960).

The question of land-use must next bo considered. In the rural areas

of the isthmus crop production was, as it still is, an important acti-

vity but most of the activity was at the subsitence levI and the

techniques employtd changed very little in the years after the conquest.

Steel cutting tools had replaced thobe of stone, dibbles were shoed with

iron, and fire was more easily kindl-d but shifting $ultivation remained

the standard crop growing system. New plants had br.%un introduced by

the Spanish some of which such as rice, bananas and plantains wcre to

-elcgate th, older basic food crops of mciz, and tubers to secondary

positions but the new plarnts were incorooratcd into the older :ystcm of

agriculture without any apprcciabl( chang., in basic land-usc patteýrns.

Of great ecologicel signiticar,- was th: introduction of livestock

into the isthmian area Qarly in tht sixteenth 'entury, Although a numb, r

of domesticated animal species wer- apparently cxpcrimcnted with it

quickly became evident that cattl,, and horses could bLst survive the

physical condition, on the isthmus. Swine wcrL also raised a. -t presunt

but they were of limited importance. By the •arly part of the s,.vcnteenth

cun'ury beef cattlu husbandry was well establish,-d in vwrious parts of

western Panama, south of the sierra and cattl, h'rds grazd in the

vicinity of th,: (old)sit, of Panama r'ty (oseJ.•, ed., 1933 ((1607)) ).

However, the livestock industry cannot bc said to havc flourished during

any part of this four century period with the possible txception of the
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very end of the nineteenth century. Thus it appears that only relavively

small areas were importantly effected ecologically 5y livestock during

the period here under discussion.

Throughout this period the economy of the mid-isthmian region was -

as it still is - dominated not by agriculture or livestock production

but by the presence of a convenient pass route between oceans. The

treasure from the mines of Peru flowed across the isthmus between oceans.

The treasure from the mines of Peru flowcd across the isthmus between

Panama City and Portbelo until 1746 when it becamc legal to employ

other routes to Spain and the economy of the isthmus fell into a state

of decay from which it was particlly rescued in 1850 (Rubio, 1950.)

The discovery of abundant and shallow placcr gold deposits in Calif-

ornia set In motion a flow of gold sLekcrs many of whom found the ocean

route via Panama more attractive than the alternate long journey over-

land. Sufficient trade was generated to attract financial intLrests in

tht United States which led to the formation of a company which construct,-d

a trans-isthmian railroad. 1850-1855 (for an account of thesL times

see Kcmble, 1943).

The railroad and the trade it generated brought economic life again

to the isthmus but after a few halcyon ycars another economic decline

occurred as the business of the railroad decreased. However, this condi-

tion was soon put toflightwhen a french company obtaincd a concession

from Colombia to construct a ship canal across the isthmus. This pre-

cipitated another economic boom which in turn slowed when the French

wcrc unable to complete the task. In a scrie5 of complicated operations

the United States obtained all rights to the canal construction and

completed the wo-k In thc carly part of the twentieth century.
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As important - or temporarily unimportant - the pass route was

during those centuries it should be remembered that the regions away

from the central isthmus wtere little influenced by the rise and fall of

the pass route's fortunes. A subsistence farm economy based on shifting

cultivation dominated the occupied portion of thelandncape and livestock

and modest crop surpluses provided the limited cash that was obtained.

Large tracts of land were not employed for any purpose since there was

little population pressure except very locally in parts of west and central

Panama.

The reliable ecological inferences to be drawn from the scanty data

of population and land use are few but it do.-s appear that there was a

large and very significant abandonmtnt of land which at the beglhning of

the sixteenth century had been occupied by shifting cultivators. The

maximum abandonment occurred in the northwest region between the prescnt

canal area and Bocas del Toro and in eastern Panama which was all but

emptied of human inhabitanti in the spece of a few decades in the early

part of the century of conquest. Large parts of western Panama also werc

abandonid, especially the footslopes of the westcrn sierra and large

parts of the Cocle Plains region.

In the areas of abandonment forests and/or woodlands bccam. rcos-

t ablished. Darien, which had been opened by the aboriginal farmers went

back to forest cover as did the northwest region. Fairly dnsc wood-

!and appeared in western Panama where once only isolated trees occurred.

The route over which Espinosa rode in the early sixteenth century grew

up to forest and woodland very different from the landscape he earlier

described.

There are few records which permit one to determint the rate of

forest rcgrowth. In DarierN forest appears to have become well csta-

blished by 1681 in arcas which were apparently open at the time of
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Balboa's crossing over one and a half centuries earlier (Wafer, 1934).

A map of the central pass route region dated 1829 shows patches of land

labeled as savanna indirectly indicating that forest was the prevailing

feature - this in an area described by Espinosa as being open country

several centuries earlier (Webster, 1834, v. 2).

Thus the reduced human pressure on the land ted to a radical change

in the phytophysiognomy and, by extrapolation, in the pre-existing

faunal patterns. The reestablishment of tree cover and the reduction of

hunting pressure over large areas must have had the effect of stimulating

areal extensions and numerical increases in many forest-associated animal

taxa.

On the other hand, the reestablishment of an ocean to ocean forest

must have resulted in once again isolating the low second growth and

grass land animal taxa of Central America from those of South America.

It is of course possible that as the forests of Darien became denser,

some taxa aasociated with secondary forest may have moved from South

America into the isthmian region as for example the marmoset, Squinus,

which this writer suspects of being closely associated with disturbed

forests in the Am climate of central and eastern Panama.

Within Panama, the corridor of disturbed vegetation created by the

railroad route may have permitted the dispersal of the whitetail deer,

Odocoileuj virginiana. from the Pacific side to the Atlantic side

(Goldman, 1920). Other animal taxa were undoubtedly Influenced by this

corridor of grass and low second growth and may have dispersed through it.

In sum, though the period 1501-1903 was for its greater part marked

by the ecological retreat of man and the reestablishment of foroqtcd or

wooded conditions over much of the isth.us. The trend was retarded
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during the latter part of the period and then reversed bcginning with the

modern historical period when a resurgence of human population -nd new

cultural 3nd economic activities led to the mounting of a new ecological

assault.
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Chapter 5

THE CONTEMPORARY PERIOD - 1903 to 1963

For the sake of clarity and convenience the contemporary period

of human occupancc in Panama is taken to include the time between 1903

and 1963. ThL year 1903 marks the emergence of Panama as an independent

American Republic and the beginning of the U. S. peýriod of canal com-

pletion and tfe later operation of same. Marked ecological changes have

occurred during this sixty year period, and continlu to occur, more or

less as a direct result of a rapid increase in the human population

which in turn has led to the intensification of certain land-use prac-

tices which are producing profound changes in the present and future land

bridge function of the isthmus.

In this final chapter much reliance is placed upon data obtained from

a field inveýstigation conducted in Panama by the writr in 1963. Largely

of a reconnaissance nature, the investigation was designcd to obtain

data which would show the nature and degree of the current and recently

past ecological attack by man and thus to provide the bases for gener-

alizing on what th- altered zoogeographic role of the land bridge is

or will soon bz.

The first part of th- chapter treats with Panama as a single re-

gional entity in order to avoid as much as possiblL the neccssity for

lengthy replication of some topical discussions. Thý past part of the

chapter contains a description of what the human influLncts havw been or

ere during this recent period. To ald in this last the country Is divi-

ded Into four regional units, viz, western Panama, "el interior"; north-

west Pan3ma, Candl ZonL and adjacent areas; eastern Panama.
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Part I

Human Population, 1911 to 1960

The first Panama census of human population, taken in 1911, demon-

strated a total of 736,742 inhabitants. The 1960 census taken one half

century later recorded a total human population of 1,067,766. The re-

sults of the 1960 census art! plotted by Distritos on Map 8 to indicate

the arithmetic densities prevailing at that time. Attention is directed

to the considerable distortion apparent for the Distrito de Panama.

Although It appears, on the map, that the entire Distrito is densely

settled this is not the case. The human population of the Distrito is

concentrated in and around thv city of Panama. In western Panama some

minor adjustments have been made in the Province of Veraguas to prevent

misleading cartographic distortions.

Perhaps the most arresting fact to be derived from an examination

of the several Panama ccnsusus is the very great increase in human num-

bers that has occurr,'d during a brief intcrval of time. Since the 1911

census the avwrage incr-as.. for the Republic has bcun 15,000 persons p-r

year. Actually this has betn acceleratirg for the annual rate of increasu

betw.-en 1950 and 1960 was approximately 26,000 persons per year. Rc-

ference should be made to Table 4 in which are shown somL of the recent

demographic data for the R.public.

Of particular interest to this study is the growth of human popu-

lation in the main agricultural areas of wustern Panama, that Is, In

the Provinces of Coclv, Herrera, Los Santos, Veraquas (th. Pacific side),

and Chirioul. All of these so-calli:d interior provinces doubled or

tripled their human populations during thu period 1911-1960. The heaviest

arithmetic concentrations occur in the areas of Aw climate although areas

of Am climate also have subjected to large p.opulation increments. It
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should bc kept In mind that much, and probably most, of this increase

has been among the rural poor class which depends chiefly upon crude

agricultural technigues to provide a livelihood.

In sharp contrast with the demography of parts of western Panama

is the present human population density of Darien Province. The recent

total of 19,594 persons scarcely leads to a comment that the area Is

heavily populated. The province is all but devoid of human Inhabitants

over large areas which, at the time of the first Spanish entry, were

rather heavily populated. The present-day human population tends to be

concentrated in the few modest urban areas of the region and, to a

lesser degree, along the lower reaches of the major rivers and their

tributaries.

Other comparatively empty areas include the higher portions of the

isthmus and the Atlantic coastal zone between the Provinces of Colon

and Bocas del Toro. The last named province has experienced wide fluc-

tuations in its human population during the last half century (see

Table 4L.). Most ol the fluctuation has been closely associated with

the changing fortunes of the banana plantations In the area.

The Increasing trend to urban settlement must bc noted. This Is a

phenomenon presently common to almost all of Latin America. In Panama

the most spectacular growth has buen registered in the capital city of

Panama which increased from 74,409 inhabitants in 1930, to 273,440 In-

habitants in 1960.

Of great interest Is the subject of Amerind demography ir, Panama.

Three groups of aborigines can be recognized In Panama today, viz.,

Choco, Cuna, and Guaymi. The first two groups occur In areas to the

east of the canal and the last group is distributed in parts of western

Panama. The recent numbers and distributions of these three groups are
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shown in Table j. (The figures in this last table have also been in-

corporated in the general table of Panama population but are not separated.)

The rate of Amerind population Increase has been accelerating In recent

years. For the entire thirty year period 1930-1960 the average annual

rate of increase was approximately 1.4 per cent. In the last ten year

census period, 1950-1960 the rate has been approximately 2.7 per cent.

The most outstanding rate of increase has been registered by the Guaymi

who average about 2.7 per cent increase per year for the thirty year period

and averaged approximately 4.1 per cent annually during the period 1950

to 1960 thus ranking with some of the most rapidly increasing human popu-

lations anywhere in the world and exceeding by a sigr.;ficant amount the

rate for the Panamanian population as a whole during the same ten years,

that is, approximately 2.9 per cent per annum. Standing in contrast is

the Choco population which was less in 1960 than in 1930 (assuming a

reasonable degrec of accuracy for tne 1930 census.) This fact is due

in part, at least, to the high mobility of the Choco who tend to move

rather freely between Panama and Colombia. The Cuna numbers seem to be

fairly stable with some Increase during the period of record. I om

unable to account for the decline between 194,0 and 1950. Between 1950

and 1960 there has been an annual rate of increase of only about 1.1

per cent,

The several aboriginal groups tend to congretate into differing

sized scttle-mcnts. Although it is not possiblc to assert with confidence

that settlement sizes are now the samc as those at the time of conquest

such data arc of significance for understanding the ecologic I relation-

ships of the present. The census data of 1960 which described the size

of individual Amerind settlements have becn reduced to the data to be

found in Table 6L. As can be noted, the numrerous Guaymi are at pree, nt
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chiefly grouped into settlements of less than 30 inhabitants and no

settlement exceeds 400. In contrast, the San Bias Cuna have several

villages which exceed 1,000 inhabitants. The Chcco tend to group them-

selves in small units and at present have the smallest populated units,

by size class, as compared with the other aboriginal units now living

in Pamana.

The population of the Canal Zone fluctuates according to a number

of factors having to do with the state of world shipping and/or world

military conditions. The 1960 census listed 41,684 inhabitants of this

leased area which was a decrease from the 52,822 numbered in 1950 (U.S.

Bureau of the Census.) Canal Zone population is not included in Map 8

Land-Use in the Republic of Panama

Crop Agriculture. Of a total employed labor forcc of 299,386 In

1960 approximately 52 per cent was engaged in agricultural activities

(this does not includ,- the aboriginal populatloi. Source: Censos Nac-

ionales de 1960, Republica de Panamc-) Of this large percentage most

were engaged in crop agriculture mostly at a simple subsistence Icv2l.

The main technique followed In crop agriculture In Panama is shifting

cultivation or, as it is called in Panama, roza. The basic techniques

for this sw7telhave been described in chapter 3 thus it Is only necessary

here to remind the reader that brush and trec removal is a basic featurc

In which cutting tools - usually a steel machete - and firc ire employed

in order to prepare plots of land for thL sowing of crops. The current

techniques employed and thcir regional variations hav( been detailed by

Guzman In a rec,nt monograph (1956) to which thk, intereste:d reader is

referred.

The annual burning of an increasingly larqL area of thL isthmus is

a fact of profound vcologicdl importance, During the latter part of the
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so-called dry season, that Is, In late March and early April, the smoke

rising from the many newly prepared plots Is so great that visibility

is greatly interferred with. The writer found that during this period

of the year it is very difficult to conduct reconnaissance from the air

and photography from low flying aircraft was rendered all but impossible

by the thick smoke haze.

As the human population in the rural ar-as of the isthmus grows so

to does the area of ecological disturbance. The Panrama census of 1960

makes available data relating to the amount of land given over to various

food-producing uses some aspects of which are shown in Table 7.. As

can be noted, in most instances cultivated areas represent rather modest

percentages of the total land area in a given province. However, it

should be kept in mind that under a pattern of shifting cultivation the

area of actual use over a period of years greatly exceeds the quantity

represented in a census. In addition there is the very serious problem

of locating all the cultivated plots and once having done that there is

the problem of determining the size of the plots. Since a large share

of the land in crops at any given time in Panama is land that has not

been measured and registered to the person using same any agricultural

census will if necessity be in error. On the other hand, the figures

given in Table 7. probebly do represent In a general fashion the re-

lative degree of importancu of agriculture from one province to another,

The most Important crops are rice (Oryza sativa)and maize, (La

mays., followed by a host of other plants.

Livestock. The raising of cattle Is probably the most Important

cash producing activity in rost of westc-rn Panama. The number of cattle

has increased dramatically in the years since Panama became Independent

and this increase has produced and will continue to produce Important
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ecological changes over large areas. The most favored areas for cattle

raising are the Aw climate regions of the Republic. in the early years,

according to Informants, cattle raising was not particularly profitable

because of the distance of markets as well as the poor dry season quality

of much of the grazing lands. Therefore, cattle numbers Increased slowly

never really catching up with the needs of a growing human, and parti-

cularly urban, population until very recently. As recently as 1956

(Guzman) it was possible for one writer to indicate that Panama was not

self-sufficient in cattle. However, some export has taken place since

that time and cattlemen have recently been developing schemes that would

increase total consumption of beef.

Of fundamental ecologic I importance is the phenomenon of Introduced

pasture grasses In Panama. The most important of these are Faraqua

(Hypar rhenea rufa), Par.a, (PanIcum spp.) and Guinea (Panisum maxImum).

The last two named grasses were introduced into Panama in the middle of

the 19th century and Faragua was introduced in 1914 (Fuson, 1958). Of

the three, Faraqua may well be the most important. This is a robust

species and prospers In areas where the native grasses sear, to the ground

during the seasons of reduced rainfall. Cattlemen informed this writer

that until faragua became generally available cattle raising was a poor

economic venture In many parts of western Panama where today the Industry

flourishes. This grass is extremely aggressive and once seeded into a

pasture tends to become dominant. Thus there is and has been a rapidly

Increasing area given over to permanent grass cover. Faragua Is now a

well established plant in all of the Aw climate areas of the isthmus.

The other two grasses named above require more moisture than faragua

and are better suited to lands In valley bottoms and In moister climatic

areas especially those areas of Am climate where cattle are raised.
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As indicated earlier, the cattle population of Panama has bcen

undergoing a rapid increase in recent ycos. and this increase has been,

most pronounced in a few western provinces, viz., Los Santos, Veraguas,

and Chiriqui. While it is true that the per cent increase is greater

.lsewhere than in thL just named provinces they together account for

nearly 70 per cent of all the cattle in the Republic, In Table 8 some

aspects of current and past cattle populations i~i Panama are shown as wcll

as data on the amount of land presently (1961) being devoted to grazing

purposes in the isthmian country. A part of the latter figure must be

relegated to livestock othur than cattle but since the figure is not

broken down in the census it cannot be shown here. However, the bulk of

the area in grazing land is given over to cattle, as vrified by field

reconna i ssance.

Urban Growth. Major urban growth has thus far been largely re-

strictpd to the citics of Panarma, Colon, David, La Chorrera, and Puertc

Armuelles and LaCeSe %ere, a the time of the 1960 ccnsus, the only urban

areas with human populations of at least l,O003. 1ith the exce'ption of

Panama City, the growth of urban centers im Pan.ýria tends to be compact

with limited tendency for sprawl. The main highway west of the Canal

Zone is having some effect upon the form of urban grow.th with a noteable

example to be found in the case of La Chorrera. This rity 0f over 13,000

is very largely a strasscndorf -sp-cially in the nc,.' arcnas of d(velopment.

Panama city is building eastward bccause its grow!ing human population

cannot go voest or north being blocked by the Canal Zone and hills. Epst-

ward the level plain cxtends for many miles and into this area the people

have been moving at an increasing rate.

Surface Trans2ort3tion Routes. Of ccjlogical importancc are the

nature and distributior of per-nanent surface rnutes of transportation.
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Very much of Panama is devoid or nearly so of surface routes other than

the crudest ox cart tracks, horse trails or foot paths. In eastern Panama

and In the Atlantic coastal region away from the canal there are few roads

of any kind (except In the banana lands of the Province of Bolas Dcl Toru).

The road net is best developed in the area imme-diatefy to the east of the

canal, in and around the two canal terminal cities, and in western Panama,

"el Interior." The few major highways near the canal are paved as is

also a large portion of the main highway west of Panama city to Costa

Rica. Feeder roads are often only gravel surfaced at best - many of the

rural roads are not passable to wheeled vehicles during periods of heavy

rain.

The Panama governmrent has long planned to construct a highway through

the eastern part of the Republic and thus completL the inter-American

Highway. Should this ever occur it will undoubtedly result In some signi-

ficant ecological changes in tho area crossed by the road.

The Panama Carnal, Of great economic importance is the Panama Canal

which was constructed across the narrowest part of the Isthmus. Begun

by a French company In the 19th century, the canal was completed in the

20th century by the U. S. government which has operated the Installation

ever since and has controlled a strip of land in varying width on both

sides of the canal - the Canal Zone. The various installations within

the Zone are for the purpose of operating the Canal and areas are given

over to a scrie. of urban and military functions. Large parts of the

Zone are uninhabited by people. Some agriculture is conducted in the

area partly on a cash and subsistence basis.
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Part 2

Western Panama

Chiriqui Province

It Is difficult to separate the recent human-caused vegetational

changes in the Province of Chiriqul from those which took place In

earlier centuries but the recent grotth of human and catLle populations

in this most southwestern province of Panama strongly points to major

changes having occurred in this century.

Until recently in the modern period the chief assault upon vegetation

cover was in the areas of Aw climate since these are most easily converted

to pasture lands. More recently, an Interest in dairy farming has led

to forest removal in C climate areas on the slopes of El Baru. Also,

beef cattle production has invaded the moister areas of the lowlands

(Am climates). The recent completion to the Costa Rica-Panama border of

the Inter-American Highway has made large tracts of hitherto Isolated

land available for farming and cattle raising or at least has Increased

the attractiveness of these activities where they prcviously existed ad-

jacent to the highway route, Some of the area south of the just mentioned

highway has been penetrated by roads the most important of which Is a

road Into the Alanje region which Is presently the focus of considerable

new farm settlement activity which Is producing a rApid clearing of

forest cover.

It !s probably not possible to point to any large part of the Province

of Chiriqui and describe the now existing vegetation cover as being of

great antiquity (the term "climax" is deliberately avoided.) Small areas

of what may be In relatively mature vegetation cover cccur at the middle-

high elevations 3nd In a rapidly shrinking area in the southwestern part
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of the province. In the latter area# isolated forest trees with trailing

lianas and heavy loads of epiphytes are increasingly common a: the area

is cleared for farms and cattle pastures.

David Area. The area of maximum vegetation disturbance is cestered

on the capital city of the province, teld. In this zone the vegetation

e•hibits many fire and drought resistant forms and grass cover is very

extensive. A common feature is the many 'chumicales' - areas covered

with dense thickets of chumico, Curatella americana. These thickets are

found where burning is an annual occurrence and there the dry season of

the Aw climate is especially well Seveloped. Of course, chumico is

generally distrib.ted in the seasonally drfer parts of the province.

Also, seemingly closely related to fire when found in fairly heavy stands

is maranon, Anacardium occidentole. This last is a common tree-shrub in

the Aw areas. A third very common tree-component of the drier areas of

fire d!sturbance is malagueto, Xylopla spp. whose curiously drooping

leaves are very distinctive. Scattered through the trees just mentioned

is the drought and fire resistant nance, Byrsonima crassifolia. No part

of this zone has not been repeatedly disturbed by man for a very long

time.

To illustrate in part the nature and areal arranginent of vegetation

disturbance In the central part of Chiriqui a highway transect fromn the

near sea level to almost 4,000 feet elevation produced the following tesuits:

Begin at Pedregal (approximately 4 miles south of David)

Elevation 10 feet. On land above tidal influence (this

lower area is covered by mongrove) there Is a high percent-

age In grass cover, chunico, and Isolated small stands of trees

of several genera. This region very likely was in forest

not very many years ago as is Indicated by tree remnants but

the impact of repeated burning and the introduction of
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faragua grass has converted the land to permanent pastures.

David (north edge)

Elevation 205 feet. This is in artificial pasture in which

imported grasses compete with tree and shrub species just

mentionea 3bove. In this area live fences are common

and contain several genera such as Bala. Glircidia septium,

carate, Bursera simaruba, cacique, Diphysa robinoldcs,

maranon, Anadardium occidentale.

Elevation 350 feet. Heevy stands of chumico, and some grass.

Elevation 680 feet. Malagueto common to abundant as is

maranon. Roadside trees include malagueto, carate, maranon,

higueron, Ficus spp., guandbana, Annona spp., cacique.

There are some palms In the pastures and fields and, where

there is abundant surface moisture, espave, Anacardium excelsum.

Elevation 1.300 feet. Artificial pasture, a few palms and

maranon is almost the only roadside tree species present.

Elevation 2,.000 feet. Heavy stands of chumico with some

nance and maranon. Much evidunce of recent burns.

Elevation 3,200 feet. Sparsu tree cover which is mostly

nance. Ciqua, Nectandra spp., and grass are present.

Eevatlion 3,_700 feet. (Top of grade on road to Boquete.)

A grassland with scattered low trees which are mostly

nance. The height of the tree cover Is seldom morc than

15 feet with an average of approximately 10 feet. The

trees are markedly deformed by the dry-season down-slope

winds. The trecs bend down slope and their maximum growth

Is alko in that direction. The grass is chiefly faragua.

The soil is very thin and stony with much volcanic material.
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n.b. At approximately 1,900 feet elevation there Is a

small grove of trees some of which exceed 60 feet In height

A fuw small surface streams cross the area of the grove

through the entire dry season and this probably accounts,

in part, for the presence of the grove although It Is

presently given protection from fire and clearing. The

tree genera recognized included espave, Anacardium excelsum,

higueron, Ficus spp. malagueto, Xylopia spp., nance,

Byrsonima crassifolia,guarumo, Cecropla spp., limon,

Citrus spp., mango, Mangifera spp. The last two generz

are exotics and their presence together with Cecropia

clearly indicate the disturbod nature of this grove.

Avian taxa were also observed and noted for sveral parts f the tran-

sect just dcscribcd with &he following results (dry season, 1963):

Pedregal area.

Grass: Variable Seed-catur, Sporoph)la aurita: Ruddy-

breasted Seed-eater, Sporophila r-inuta; Green-backed

Sparrow, Arremonops conirostris; Meadowlark, Sturnella

magna; Red-breasted Blackbird, Leistcs militarls.

Elevation 3,200 feet. Grass, nance, cigua. Thin, rocky

soil. Trees art short and do not provide continuous cover.

Wood Quail Odontophorus sn.

Lesser Nighthawk ChordcIlcs acutipennis

Rufous Nightjar Caprimulqus rufus

Plain Wren Thryothorus modestus

Clay-colored Robin Turdus grayl

Ani Crotophaga sp.

Yellow-crowned Euphonla Tanagra lutelcapilla
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Blue-grey Tanager Thraupis episcopus

Yellow-bellied Elaenia Elaenla flavorgaster

Meadowlark Sturnella magna

Green-backed Sparrow Arremonops conirostris

Variable Seed-eater Sporophila aurita

Elevation j.800 feet, Grass and sparse low tree cover.

Black Vulture Coragyps atratus

White-collared Swift Streptoprocne zonaris

Grey-breasted Martin Progne chalybea

Meadowlark Sturnella mgna

Blue-grey Tanager Thraupis episcopus

Green-backed Sparrow Arremonops conirostris

Rufous-collared Sparrow Zonotrichia capensis

No trapping for mammals was done and few were observed in the area

of the transect. In the hours just before sunrise a lagomorph, which

was probably Sylvilagus brasillensls,was often encountered et almost all

elevations. An oppossum, Didulphis marsupialis which had býen killed by a

motor vehicle was observed at approximately 3,500 feet Clevation. Hunters

indicated that the only game mammal in the area of the transect Is the

white tail deer, Odocoileus virginiana, and this is exceedingly scarce at

present.

Boquete area. Land-use In the highland area of Boquetc Is varicd

but agriculture of several kinds dominates the scene. Coffee production

supplies the single most important cash crop but truck farming is also of

great economic importance. Because the raised elevation produces a moder-

ation of tropical temperatures the Boquete region is one of the most im-

portant resort and recreational areas In Panama.

The most important recent removal of forest vegetation In this area

is related to the growth of coffee plantings and to discover some of the
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environmental changes associated with such alterations two recording

hygrothermographs were Installed so that one measuroJ gound (first 12

Inches) conditions within a forest remnant and the other measured conditions

at the same level In a cleared area. Although the record is very short it

is sufficient to show that fairly large temperature differences are to be

expected at the two kinds of locations., The time of observation coincided

with the dry-to-wet season transition period and, therefore, the humidity

record is not representative of the dry season. The data from these ob-

servations appear in Table 3.

Virtually no forest remains below the 4,000 feet level. Above 5,500

feet forest disturbance in the Boquetv area is presently very slight al-

though just to the west, near Cerro Punta at approximately 7,000 feet,

large tracts of montane forest have recently been removed to make pasture

lands for dairy herds. In the coffee growing areas it is customary to

leave some trees for shade although in recent years there has been a trend

toward planting coffee tree varieties which do not requirc shade.

Avian taxa commonly observed inside areas planted to coffee were

observed and recorded as follows:

Coffee Finca at approximately 4.000 feet.

Squirrel Cuckoo Piaya cayana

Clay-colored Robin Turdus grayi

Blue-grey Tinager Thraupis episcopus

Scarlet-rumped Tanager Ramphocelus passerinii

Baltimore Oriole icterus galbula

Rufous-collared Sparrow Zonotrlchia capensis

Green-backed Sparrow Arremonops conirostris

Flycatchers Faam, Tyrannidat:

Woodpeckers Faro, Picidae

Ilummingbirds Fami, Trochilidae
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Trapping for mammals was not done and the list of mammals for the

Boquete region was obtained through Interrogation of hunters living in

the area:

*Shrew Cryptots, sp.

White-face Monkey Cebus capucinus

Red Spider Monkey Ateles geoffro•vi

Black Howler Monkey Alouatta villosa

*Nine-banded Armadillo Dasypus novemc.nctus

*Forest Rabbit Sylvilagus brasillensis

*Tree Squirrel Sclurus varieqatcides

Paca Acouti paca

*Agouti Dasyprocta punctata

Otter Lutra annectens

Puma Fells concolor

-kCoatl Nasua narica

*Tayra Eira barbara

Tapir Tapirus balrdil vry rare

Collared Peccari Tayassu taiacu rare

White-lipped Peccari Tayssu pecari rare

Brocket Deer Mazama americana rar-,

Taxa preceeded by * also occur commonly within arcas disturbed

for coffee planting. The other taxa appear to b-J confined to

the forested tracts up to at Last 7,000 fu:t elevation.

All Informants insisted that whitetail deer do not occur in the

highland region though It is well known at lower ,levations (though now

rare.) All Informants also insisted that no primate matching the des-

cription of the marmoset Saguinus Is known in this region.
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David west to Panama-Costa Rica Frontier. The highway west from

David to the Costa Rica border cuts through an area which is being In-

creasingly disturbed because of the presence of the highway. The

vegetation elong this route Is described below.

At the western edge of David the country is in open artificial

pastures and the few trees present are very often exotic species which

are grouped in little clusters adjacent to residences. With increasing

distance westward increasing amounts of land is given over to roza farming

and the low second-growth of trees and shrubs associated with such land

use becomes increasingly abundant. In the neighborhood of the town of

Concepcion a climatic boundary is passed with visible indications that

there is more moisture here in the dry pcriod than in the area to the cast.

Second-growth patches of trees and shrubs now increase and palms become

frequent. The last are deliberately spared to provide thatching material

as well as raw material for the manufacture of a crude wine. For this

latter use the tree - probably Acrocomia vinifera - must be felled. As

evidence of the increasing amount of soil moisture encountered with in-

crcsing distance westward are the large numbers of platanillo, Heliconia

spp. (Musacae) which line the roadside and appear as an early scral stage

in abandoned rozas. In Panama generally, the writer did not observe Helironia

in arcas of Aw climate and it may be taken as a good indicator of humid

conditions at Itast as moist as those obtaining usually in Am climatic

regions. Also appearing with great frequency In disturbed plots Is balsa,

Ochroma laqopus, this taking over from guarumo, Cucropla spp. which is a

comon second-growth tree in almost all climatic situations but scems to

not to compete as well as OLhroma where the two occur where the vegetation

has bcen disturbed by man in moist regions.
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Westward from Concepcion there is an increasing number of small

tracts of less than an acre (less than one-half hectare) of forest that

have not yet been felled. Although most of the tree taxa were not Iden-

tified, espave, Anacardium excelsum appears to be very common and ceiba,

Ceiba pentandra were also occasionally noted with trailing lianas and

desicating burdens of epiphytes - chiefly bromellaceae. The land use

Is given over to cattle raising as well as roze farming.

The wide - and Increasing - corridor of forest removal continues

without Interruption to the border and beyond into Costa Rica and tence

westward at least 58 miles to Palmar. The road in Costa Rica has only

recently been completed and is now an avenue for new farm settlement

which is producing the same conditions just described for Panama. In

time, a corridor of grass and second growth vegetation will connect

Chiriqui Province with Guanacaste Province of Costa Rica and thus there

will be a long corridor of disturbed v,getation extending from southern

Mexico to and periaps beyond Panama,

Betwecn Uavid and the border the finches previously l t sted for the

area between Pedregal and the upper slopes of the road between David and

Boquete also occur. Also common are: White-tipped Dove, Leptotila

vurreauxi; Ruddy Ground-dove, Columbigallina taipacoti. In the moister

tracts of second-growth trues Scarlct-rumped Tanagers, Ramphocelus passerini

are cormcn. Over open lands flycatchers (fain. Tyrannidae) are common.

The grass cover provides sheltLr for Meadowlarks, Sturnell3 magna, while

beside the road, Ani, Crotophaqa sp. are very abundant.
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Between David and Aianje the land is chiefly used for cattle pasture.

Fields and (dirt) roads are lined by various tree species of which carate,

Bursera simaruba, is the most abundant, The pasture grass In this area

appears to be mostly faragua although in moister areas para and guinea

appear,

Beyond Concepcion the moister country noted above prevails with the

same type of disturbed vegetation and land use. Throughout this area

finches, particularly Spophil,• are vwry abundant. Just before the banana

plantations are entered there are a few forest remnants to be seen giving

testimony to the conditions that existed up until just a few years ago.

Within the banana lands all evidence of the pre-existing vegetation

cover has been erased and the land is givwn over entirely to the production

of bananas or to the production of crops and beef for the local labor.

The plantations contain a number of settlements which serve to house

plantation workers and their families. Birds noted within the bananales

include: Scarlet-rumpcd Tanagers which were very common; Blue-grey Tanagers,

also very common; Ani, common; Variable Seed-eaters, common in all grassy

locations; Giant Cowbird, Psomocolax (=Scaphldura) oryzivorus, common in

open areas; Ruddy Ground Doves, everywhere abundant; Cattle Egrets, Bulbul-

cus ibis, seen almost everywhere thlat cattle appeared In pastures.

Banana !and workers wtre agreed that Squirrel Monkeys, Saimiri

Oe~rte..r, are abundant in the banana plantings and are never encountered

in the small tracts of forest mentioned above. All attempts on the part

of the writer to view these little primates In this area failed. Time

did not permit the compilation of a reliable list of game mammals present.

David east to.provincial boundary at the Rio Tabasara. From David

east to the ton of Chiriqui the land Is in pasture and chumicales and no

clear Indication to the original vegetation is visible. Just to the east

of the town of Chiriqui the countryside begins to take on the signs of
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slightly greater moisture - signs that ':creasu with Increasing distancu

eastward. Patches of woodland appear In man-made Pastures and low second-

growth vegetation associated with roza farming become Increasingly appar-

ent. Infrequent large Isolated trees give evidence as to what kind of

vegetation cover recently occurred In the wetter areas which are now given

over to cattle pasture. In the vicinity of Remedios, now by-passed by

the new highway, enough of the forest survives In the cattle pastures and

roza lands to clearly indicate that the area would soon go back to forest

cover If man were to abaneon the land. Similar conditions continue

adjacent to the highway until the provincial border is reached.

North of the highway route and not visible from the road is a great

swath of land aligned more or less parallel with the Sierra throughout

which the vegetation has becen greatly disturbed and almost no forest

vestiges remain - even in the moister areas. This must be the result of

3boriginal land use since pre-contact time. It is in this area that most

of the Guaymi Indians of the Province of Chiriqul presently live and their

present number Is most certainly a fairly modest fraction of the number

that was prescnt in the early part of the sixteenth century. The appearance

from the air is one of great ecological destruction of ýNhich vegetation

removal, repeated burnings and accelerated soil crosion arc the most con-

spicuous elements. Toic, one of the largest settlements of this zone, Is

located in the midst of great apparLnt man induced ecological poverty.

Human Influences on thc Zoogeography_ of Chiriqui Province. The chief

re.ent human influences or, the zoogeography of Chiriqul Province are related

to thc najýr vegetation alteration that has takc:n plac, in the last few,

dcadts. This has had the ir-•ediate effect of greatly reducing or locally

extirpating all aninal taxa which are strictly forcst or woodland inhdbi-

tants, If the prLsent trend,, In tree rermoval continuLs for another two

decades forests will no longer exist at all in the lowlands of the province
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and will be restricted to the highest elevations In the highlands.

Animals which appear to have benefited by the new conditions include

chiefly avian taxa of which the finches (Fringillidae) are most prominent.

As was noted repeatedly above in local descriptions, seed-Biters Invade

man-created grasslands in a wide variety of elevations and climatic con-

ditions. In fact, it appear. that insofar as the lowlands are conrerned,

climate is of no appreciable importance In the distribution of many of the

fringillids but rather the presence or absence of seed-bearing grasses

seem to be the chief controlling factors to dispersal. Some of the open

country seed eaters appear able to disperse through the narrowest of man-

created corridors and will, for exartple, disperse along the str~ps of grass

growing beside roads which have been constructed through forested areas.

Destruction of forests and woodlands has greatly restricted the ranges

of the sevural primates, Alouatta, Cebus, Saimiri, which formerly were

widespread in the lowland voodlands or forests of the province. Th-se

genera are now confined, in the iowland, areas, to small tracts adjacent

to the littoral and especially on the islands just t. the south of David.

Hunting pressure on game bird and marmal populations in the province

has become extreme and, particularly in the eowlands, hunting is often

considered a wasted effort. Whitetail deer have become rare except il the

area near Remedios and tven thcre it is by no means abundant. In the high-

land area tapirs have become very rare whcrever there is any appreciable

huntinq effort although spider monkeys rermain fairly abundant even though

much sought after for food during some parts 2 f the ycar.

In sum, it may be asserted that Chiriqui Province has rapidly become

a sav'anna' land in thu elevations beclow ,,4,000 feet and that the exceptional

areas remaining in forest will, in the ncxt few decades, also be in a

similar condition. The destruction of forrxr physical barriers between
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allopatric populations leads to the possibility of hybridization among

taxa not separated by reproductive distance. The opportunities for

extensive latitudinal dispersals are numerous although hunting pressure

by man restricts somi of these possibilities at present.

Veraguas Province

Large areas of Veraguas Province are now very sparsely irnabHtcd

by man - especially the Atlantic coast region which will be included

in the discussion of the northwest region of Panama. The Island of

Coiba is a penal colony and thus is all but ,ompty of humans. The

westcrn slope region of the Azuero Peninsula is also lightly inhabited

althouqh this is an area into which people are presently moving.

Elsewhere in the province the human population distribution is

fairly evenly distributed excepting, of course, th,• several larger

settlements of which Sa tlago (1960 pop., 8,?'•6) is thK- larccst.

The economic base of the province consists of cattle raising and

.griculturt, with tho latt r being chiefly of the. roza type. The cattle

industry provid(-s the singln largtst sourct of cash ;ncom, for the arua.

Veraguas Province was well populated at the time of Spanish contact

and much of the presuntly visible ecological altcrations must have

occurred or were begun in the pre-Columbian ocriod. However, a more

rtcent ecological attack has been taking place resulting in a removal

of forest covr that had bccome establishd after the Qreat reduJction

in aboriginal populations which took place shortly after the conquest.

It is to this re(cnt period that attention is Iarqtly directed below.

San, tiajo to Santa Fe. An air transect btwtvn Santiago north to

S,•nt. F.. (which was not accessible by road at thL tlte, of the Investigation)
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produced vls•al cvidence that this area has been maximally disturbed by

man, and, in view of the present modest and disperscd human population

in the area, It must be concluded that an appreciable amount of the

vegetation destruction occurred in aboriginal times. Instead of the

forests that might be expected here thcre are grass and a few scattercd

trees. Thin bands of culturally-induced gallrry forest appear beside

some of the permanent streams the most notable of which are tributaries

of the Rio Santa Maria.

Santiago west to Rio Tabasara. An air transect w;-st of Santiago to

the provincial boundary at the Rio Tabasara Indicated that the conditions

already describcd for the eastcrn end of Chiriqui Province continue with-

out interruption into Veraguas. The chief feature noted in addition to

the just mentioned aspects was that moisture conditions between Santiago

and the Rio Tabasara change rapidly in the dry season from conditions of

pronounced desiccation in th, vicinity of Santiago to increasing moisture

westward.

Santiago - Sona - Bahia Honda (located on the west coast of the Sona

Pninsula.) An air transect which has as its chief aim the reconnaissance

of the peninsula south of Sona revealed that tht puninsular rtgion, though

apparently very reccntly covered by forest, is now undcrgoing rzpId tree

reloval as new settlers invade the area searching for farm land. This

human invasion has already result-d in a scvcring of the previously con-

tinuous coastal forest corridor which onct jo;ned thiv smil)r forests of

Chlriqui Provlncc with the forests ot th,. Azuero Pcninsula. Now, thc

wpstern shorc area of the Golfo de m•nzijo is in cattL pasture with rapidly

decreasing isolated stands of forest trees. In these are-s palms erc con-

spicuously abundant bcing prcstervL.d for the. samt r(.asons as those advanced

to account for the practice in Chiriqui - thatching and wine. In thu
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center of the peninsula of Sona and along its west coast, particularly In

the vicinity of Bahia Honda, heavy forest marches almost to the beach ]in,.

These conditions will not last for long as the entire peninsula area will

soon be invaded by roza farmers and stockm(en.

Santiago south to Southwest Tip of the Azuero Peninsula. An air

transect made ovcr the western slope region of the Azuero Peninsula re-

vealed that this area, though lightly populated at present, is being in-

vade. by farmers from the north and each of the numerous river valleys

has had a large amount of forest removed to make way for farming and live-

stock. Extremely isolated though this area is, it has not prcventeýd a

remarkable amount of tre. removal from taking place. This was especially

notic(ablt: in the northern part of the Azu.ro region where the forests

on slopcs hav, rutreated very appreciably in just the last t,n years. In

the northwestern corner of thý Azuero Peninsula, that is, near the head

of the Golfo dc Montijo, rucent forest removal has resulted in the

complete; isolation of rh. Azucro forests from similar vegetation cover

elsewhere in mainland Middle America.

Centr~al V.raquas. From Santiago castward, the climate bucomLs more

pronouncedly Aw and land use is given over increasingly to cattle raisin.

although roza farming never completely di-appears and in some locales

remains Important. Extensi,,c tree clearing and the annual use of firc

has created a phytophysiognimic aspect very similar to the ar,.as in the

vicinity of David, Chiriqui ProvincL. Roa.dsides arc charactcristically

lincd with trie fences containing now famill-r q:.n~ra such as carate,

Bursera simaruba; macano, Diphysa robiniodcs; jocote, Spondias spp.;

Maranon, Anarcardium occidcntalc. In the pastures Nnc•, Byrsonima

crassifolia, is very abundant as is also Chumico, Curatella am(rlcana,

UspLcially wh~rc soils art thinnest and burning most pronounced. In
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many parts of the central portion of Veraguas there would be almost no

trees et all were it not for the roadside fences.

Th-. Ponuga area. The area at the northwest end of the Azuero

Peninsula is illustrative of some of the recent ecological changes

caused by man In the Veraguas area and here, on a cattle and ricu finca,

two recording Bendix hygrothermographs were set in operation to measure

temperature and humidity conditions within tree cover and over artificial

pasture. A very short dry season and an uqually short wet season record

was obtained for the purpose of determining what differences, if any,

occur between thK two habitats. The results are shown in Tablc 10 .

Unfortunately, the so-called dry season of 1963 was poorly developed In

this ar~a and the data, therefore, are limited in value. As would be

expected, the diurnal tcmperature range Is somewhat greater In the pasture

area than under tree cover.

The area comprising the finca was thirty years ago almost entirely

in heavy forest. Evcn as recently as the 1958 dry season when thQ writer

visited this immediate region whcrj were heavy forests nearby on thL hill

slopes and the calls of howlur monkeys were heard d&ily. This forcst has

now disappeared and, of course, so havw the rr•nkuys. Thirty y~ars ago,

whiteface monkeys, Cebus, and howler monkeys, Alouatta, were common in

areas which are today devoid of trues and givcn over to artificial pasture

or rice culture.

During the ptriod of rcconnaissance (part of thu dry suason 1963)

the following birds wtrc commonly soen in thc cleared lands of the Ponuga

a rca:

Fork-tail Flycatcher Muscivora forticata (migrant)

VarlL'ble Scedcat r SporoE* IlIla auri ta
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Ruddy-brcýastcd Scudt-ater Sp22opilaminut.a

Ani Crotophaga sp.

Orang,ý-chinnv.d Parakeet Brotogcris iugalaris

Red-legged Honcycreeper Cyanerp%..s cyaneus (in gallery)

Tropical Kingbird Tyrannus mclancholicus

Yellow-headed Caracara Milvao chimachima

Ruddy Ground Dove Columbigallina talpacotl

Wood Quail Od2ontphru sp.

White-tipped Dove Leptotila vcrreauxi.

Hunters living in the Ponuga ar-a supplicd the data for the following

list of game mammals:

Status

Virginia Oppossum Didulphis marsupialis Cac

Nine-Banded Armadillo Dasypus novc2mcinctus o

Forest Rabbit Sylvikcius brasiliensis Cfr

Agout i Dasyprocta,. Runctata Rfr

Paca Agouti pýýca Rfr

Tree SquirrLl1 Sciurus vargkqtoidvs Rfr

Oce lot Fclis pardjlis Rf

Puma Fulis concolor Rf

Jaguar Felis once Rf

Coati Nasua narica Rfr

0Ot t,.;r Lutra anntct,_ns Rw

Whitiutail D~er OdocuDi 1,us virgqifiana Rr

Collarcd P~ccary Tr2yass5u tajiac Rfr

Wh Ite -Ii ppca P,.ccc ry T. pt-cori Rf

(C -commin; ac - ll of vt-gotLt ion covcr; f - forc.st;

rr.strojo or sccond-growth shrub; R *rare.)
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All informants insisted that brocket di er (Mazama) and tapirs (Tapirus)

do not occur in the area nor is thurc any record of their having occurred

in thu area at some time in the past.

Human influences on the Zoogeography. The ecological alturation long

ago begun by the aboriginal occupants of the foothills of thc central

siLrra of the Pacific slope of Veraguas is now being rapidly extended by

non-aboriginal peoplLs in their desire to extend the area given over to

cattle raising and roza farming.

One effect of this recent activity has been to isolate most if not

all of the older forest-associated animal taxa of the Azucro Peninsula

from all other forested areas of Panama. Until this ctntury an avcnuc

of coastal forcst (not including the still-prescnt mrangrov,-) connccted

the Azuero region with the Chiriqui area and, probably, adjacent forested

areas of Costa Rica. This corridor was apparuntly never very widt- but

possibly did ptrmit the dispersal through it of th, primate genera Atlcs,

Ccbus, and Alouatta, a disptrsal that may havw been from wust to Last.

That thu corridor v.as narrow is suggested by th, lack of Mazzma and

Tapirus in the Azutro area. The night monkey, Aotus, may hVw dispersed

through more open woodlands from the cuntral sierra (o routL that may have

bten followcd by th.. other thr~u primate genera mentioned abuv(,) Aotus

probably did not dispcrse frrm western Panama ai the taxon is not known

from west of the Azuero reQion.

Thu incwpletcly kouwn avifauna of the fori.sted tracts of the Azutro

region may also have moved through the pr-viously ,xisting coastal for, st

corridor.

Thu ope'ning of lands to grass has, as in Chiricui, stimulated th

dispersal of various animal taxa which find the now conditions accvptdbl.,.

Chi,.f a-ong such taxa ire th2_ finchus, Fringillidac.
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Extreme hunting pressure maintained for thu last three decades has

resulted in the virtual elimination of formerly common to abundant game

mammal taxa. At present, the larger game mammals havc becomc so scarce

in the more (human) populated areas as to render hunting little more than

an Qxcusc to take part in recreation away from regular farm tasks. As

rucently as fiftken years ago it was common for men of the Santiago, Ocu,

and Ponuga areas to add to their income through market hunting - chiefly

for whittail dec.r. By 1960 such activity had virtually ceascd due to

the extreme paucity of game.

As the drivw into the western Azucro region continues the ari-a of

forest and its associated fauna will shrink to a small rcmnant more or

less coincident with the higher elvations in the south around Cerro dv

Cambutal.

Provinces of Coc!d, Hcrrcra, and Los Santos

The combined areas of the thrt.i wst central provincc5 of Cocle,

Hcrrerd and Los Santos (,'xccpting the southwLst corner of thu last) form

a natural unit of ciimatc, landforms ond (ulture history. As indicat'.d

in earlier chapttrs, this is an arca of grasslands, woodlands end shrub-

lands virtually all of which owc their prs-sunt physiognomy to the long-t,'rm

cultural activities of man. At the time of the first Spanish entry into

the ar.a ccological disturbancc had reachcd an advancd stage. Rapid

depopulation following upon the period of contact Itd to a partial re-

establishmcnt of trec cover and this has in recLnt dc-•dcs undergone a

process of clearing which is now in a v~ry advanced statt.

Most of this rtgion ~xp, rienccs an Aw climatic rgimt* and the annual

it. riod of re.ceced precipitation (usually mid-Dctmbc:r to mid-April) is

accompanied by a continuous blast from the northe.ast trade winds which

in their duscent from the central sierra ar.. &3rm..d adiabatically and are,
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therefore, desiccating in their effect. Only the space of a couple of

weeks is required to change the wet season green countryside to dull browns

and yellows with swirling dust clouds where there is no plant cover.

Toward the end of the dry period farmers and cattlemen set the land ablaze

turning the air into a thick haze and the land to the color of ash. Burn-

ing is now more controlled than in past years but Is still so great as to

effect large areas of the poorer pasture and rnza lands.

During the early years of the Republic of Panama surface transport

connecting the central region with the capital city, Panama, was vrry

poorly developed and this fact coupled with the then poor quality of native

pasture grasses acted as a braking affect upon the development of the cattlc

industry and thus retarded the destruction of the rc-established tree

cover. When surface transport was improved and pasturcs improved through

introduction of the panic grasses and the hardy faragua there was new

inducement to turn to cattle raising. Land given over to roza farming

also increased as thr human population of these central provinces incrpased.

The ecological changes associated with the recent cultural changes havw

been on a large scale.

In the Aguadulcu area thirty years ago there were tree stands of im-

pres-ive siz2 wherc there are no longer any trees. In the Ocu area there

has been a similar recent removal of tr( es to make way for nvew pastures

of faragua grass. Similarly changed conditions arc found south along the

eastern cnd of Los Santos Province to beyond Kdasi. Today, viewing this

region from the air, or ground, it is difficult to discover other than

the faintest suggestions that this was rccently In tree cover.

This is not to say that no trees remain. In the flood plains of the

rivers crossing tht rgjlon dense though isolated stands of trees are

common and in some local areas where there is a high water table away from

rivers the pastures may contain mn-ny tr(,ecs. Also scuttLred throughout the
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cattlt! lands are little tree patches growing upon little rises of volcanic

matt.,rials upon which the soil is too poor to justify the effort of

clearing for crops or pasture.

Shore of Golfo de Parita Northwest Through Aquadulcc to thc Sierra.

Typical phytophysiognomic conditions of much of the central prcvince area

may be illustrated with a transect of vegetation from the shore of tht

Golfo c'e Parita northwestward to the central sierra.

The vegetation of much of the area rcgularly subjected to tidal in-

fluences is mangrove of which Rhizophora, Conocarpus, and Laguncularia are

particularly conspicuous. This formation is exploited by charcoal makers

but only occasionally is a stand found wherc such exploitation has rcsulted

in obvious impoverishment of the tree populations.

On the landward sid& of the mangrovws and at the tree line of the

beach the Manzanillo, Hippomanc spp., with its very toxic sap commonly

occurs along with a cactus, Pitahaya, Acanthocereus pentagonus, whosc fruit

Is gathered in season. Above the tide line and in less salin( soils than

occur in the Just previously mentioned areas thcre is usually a dense

thicket of low trees and shrubs many of which are armed. Not all the

genera were identified but the following partial list will serve to

indicate the general floristic naturc of this formation: Prosopis; Acacia;

Hamelia; Glirididla; Bromelia.

Landward of the thorn-bush thickets, pasture lands appar inwhich thure

are scattered various tree and shrib genera of which th'e following are

typical: Anacardium occiduntaic; Brý.onima; Pith•colobium; Curatella;

Cochlospermum; Sterculia; Diphsa; Tabebuia; Ent(rolobi.n.; Bursera; Xylopia.

As greater proximity to the central sierra is gained trees btcome in-

creasingly rarQ and grassland come to dominate larg, E'reas of what must be

an old culturally disturbed landscape. Although -xceedingly variabl(, Lhe
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upland forests usually commence at about the 4,000 fcet elevation level.

In places of human settlement, whether it be a single farmstcad or

an urban area, there is usually a largc collection of trces and palms which

often Include exotic taxa. Roadsides are often lined with a thin row of

trees which in this area are often of the following genera: Spondias;

Anacardium; Bursera. The. fruit of the Seondias spp., though oftcn utilizd

elsewhere in Central America, are htrc generally not harvcst'd though ptr-

fectly edible.

Penonome - Anton aroa. Beginning a little to the wost of Pcnonome

and extending in a broad swath east to, and well beyond, Anton, is a zone

of extremely disturbed vegetation that owos its character to a long history

of burning, severe edaphic conditions and pronounced dry season desicca-

tion. Although It is tempting to characterize this zone of poor grass and

sparse shrub cover as a climatic savanna it would, if protected from burn-

ing and incrtedible overgrazing, rvert to at least a shrub cover in which

Anacardium occidcntale, Curatella americana, and Byrsonimz spp. would be

very abundant, for these manage to survivw in sometimes large stands in

spite of the long-term ecological assault that has occurred in the area. To

be sure, there arc some small areas just to the cast of Knonomc where the

soil has been so badly eroded not vtn grass Is pr(.scntly able to become

established.

Aquaduic(.-Chitrc-Las Tablas-Pcdasl. Thu arcuatc portion of the central

provinces Lxt~nding from Aguadulcc to Pedasi is poss5sscd of a phytophy-

ciognomic charactcr very much like that dcscribLd above for the Aguadulce

area. Gallery forests intersect the region - forests vvhich are largely

man-created and being no more than thin Iints of tr, cs that havw been per-

mitttd to rumain beside the str, ams. Even thes,_ collctions of trees ar

often disturb-d, ho~wcvr, and baru river barn.- ar, by no means rarc cis. fr

oxam~ K, along strr-tchcs of the Rio du La Villa niZr Chitr,. In t~he dry
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shrub formation seaward from Chitre thert are local stands of an Opuntia

wpp. which do,.s not agrce with thu characters given for O. clatior - the

only mcmber of this genus which has thus far bten described from. Panama.

If it is a diffcrrnt spucics it may hav been introdo.ccd during thQ period

when cochineal culturc was significant in the Middle American area.

Rio Tonosi Vay,.Ky. Standing in sharp geographic contrast with th,

just described certral province area is the valley and adjacent areas of

the Rio Tonosi Iccat-d in the south of Los Santos Province. This region

has an Am climat:ý and largely bcausc of its long geographic isolation

south of th, southern Azucro uiplands has not, in the post-contact p~riod,

experienced the ecological attack that has b,.•n described for the other

parts of Lo< S.intos ProvincL.

The chief araus of significant vegyctation disturbance occur in the

lower part of the Tonosi river vallry in which thr town of the same name

is centrally located. Agricultur,. is poorly dcveioptd and virtually th,

only typL followed is that of rOze cLltivation. There arc very few

livestock animals in tht arLta due to limit.d pastur,. mnd a limited

local markt. In 1963 th,_re was a small amount of tortst cxploitation

on tht more accussabl, slopcs of Cerro Cambutal fror-.- ve',•h it was said

that mahogany, (Switcnia was being removed durin- thý. short dry stason.

Th• long isoldtion of this ri.gion was ovtrcomc: in thu. JattUr part of

1903 0h)n an .c.l -nt ull-y,.-ar road was comp•,.t-d to th• t).ýn of Tons i.

This is cu.rtai r to pt r duc" c-,Itur' l I .ctiviti.,.f which will result in a rr.,j,7r

f rcst rc'-oval in this i5.q1in as th.. prts~ur on farr-. I end Is•,hcrt zr

Panama 5timulat, s s cs ttl :-': n tht vall)y. Th,. soils though h ivy, tend

to huvf very high cu Ic oi- ccm:. t,. dtrivd fro.i I i%- tont parent m.,.t (rial .

In tht. irb-*diat, vicinity of TnosY th. re ,r,- some isolat,,d Ntands of

fore•s_ that h& nut ytt •' .n ctrCed to -'a,. way for farm or t stur, anc

ths,- tracts 3,v, an opportunity to ots,.:,v• ,C , of the f aunal 1-i- t s
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able to survive for long periods in such 'islands' of .!gctation in the

midst of cultivated landscapes.

The vegetation in this 'island' stand was growing on a heavy clay

soil that gave every indication of being waterlogged 4uring the long ninu

month annual period of heavy precipitation. In March the soils had

cracked badly even in the deepest shade of the forest. Only a few trees

were identified as to genus but one taxon, Espavc, Anacardium excelsum,

was by far the most abundant species. Under the story of low branching

trces there was a layer of palms of which r.iany were arme=d. That part of

th(; detritus ru_,sting upon the ground which was derived from armed palms

made passage through the forest r-xtrcmcly difficult as the spines passed

through all but quite heavy leather. L.af litter was abundant and made a

silent passage through the trees virtually impossible.

Mammals observed within the forest wi:rc: Cebus; Aiouatta; Sciurus;

Dasyprocta. Several bands ofAlouatta wcre frequently observed and the

Ccbus population appuared to bt- high though no rcliable count was obtainced.

Sciurus was frequently observed within thr forest as w,.ll as in s(.cond-growth

and tree lines well rcmovc-d from the dcns, trkt cover, Dasyprocta apnearted

to be fairly abundant although they arc much hunted in thý- arca.

Birds obscrvcd inside or at thL forust cdgq includ.d tht following:

Squirrcl Cuckoo edgu only Piay, cayana

Little Tina;nou Cryptur. ilus soul

Savanna Haw-k ..dg,: only Htvrospizlas meridionalls

Orangc-chinned P,.-rkcet Brotoqýjris jiularis

White-tinped Dove Lcototila vrrauxi

Rtd Lorcd Parrot Amazona at;tumnalis

tialy Parrot Amazon6 farinosa

Ant cdge only Crot22hŽ Sp,

ScrLeech 0%, 1.dgc. only Otus sp.
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Black-throated Trogon Trogon rufus

Slaty-tailed Trogon Troon massena

Blue-crowned Motmot Mornotus momota

Clay-colored Robin Turdus grayi

Semi-collared Nighthawk Lurocalls smitorquatus

Streaked Flycatcher Myo I2SC macutu s

Black-chcsted Jay Cyanocorax affinis

Hummningbi rds Fern. TrochilidaQ

In cleared areas the following birds were noted:

Variable Seed-e!at~r Spooplia aurita

Tropical Kingbird Tyrannus malanchol icus

Wood Quail Odonitophorus sp.

Ani Crt~hag s p.

Crimson-backcd Tanager Remphocelus dimitiatus

Snowy Egret Leucoph')yx thukz

Black Vulture Coragy~ps atratt~s

Turkey Vulture Catharte5 aura

Interrogation of hunters in thte Tonos i zirea produced data for thý

following list of l~arg~r mrnarnmls said to occur in thý_ region:

S ta tus

Whitc-face Monkecy common Cebu;s capucinus

Howler IMonkcy c ommon Alouatta villosa

Sp~der Monkey rare At1 ICS acofroyi

O tt er ra rL Lutr.? annuctens

Coati-mundi rare I'asua naric~a

Occlot com~mon Felis pardlis

Forest Rzbbit c o r~nun Sylvi laqus brasi licnsis

C oIIh-ir cd Pý_( czr y ra r t Tay~ssu ta iau

W/h it, -Iipp,:d PeccL3ry not cormmon lassu ~ctcri

Whii te- t aiI dtcr (or Odocoiltusvirgin~ana
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All local informants insistud that neither brockct dtur (Mazama)

nor tapirs (TAPirus) havc ever been taken in the entire area. Most

hunters are familiar with the tapir and correctly indicated where it is

to be found in Panama.

Soil sampIcs taken from under forest cover and in recently clcared

land (estimatud at two years) were analyzed giving the following rusults:

Forest Pasture

pH 6.6 6.8

Nitrogen 50 lbs./acrc 33 lbs./acre

Phosphorus 204 lbs./acre 204 lbs./acre

Potasium 125 lbs./acrE 103 lbs./acre

Calcium 583 lbs./acre 583 lbs./acrf.

Organic matter 10.2% by volumt 4.6^, by volume

Human Influences on the Zoogeography. Trk-L rLmoval, the rapid and

cxtcnsive creation of new and permanent pastures and xc,.issiv exploitation

of game animal populatlons have resulted in making thL major portion of

this three province region one of great zoological povwrty.

Until approximately L-0 years ago, game animals as well as other

animal taxa wtre common to abundant components of a generally forested or

heavily wooded art a that bugan cast of Nata and extLndcd southwestward

into Herrera Provincf joining with the th,'n much more Lxtcnsive hill and

highland forests of tho wct-ccntral Azuero Peninsula. In tht lower flood

plain of the Rio SanD Maria the tree cover was virtually continuous and

contalnfld c large component of evergreen species although the formation

was Probably sumi-deciduous, The coming of improveme.nts in the cattle

indu'try lud to a direct attack upon this trec cover and rad;cally alt(,r.d

the faunal picturL for a larg; area. In the ar a of formtr tree cover thc

following garn, ma•mals dnd bir&d ar, said to hav,: orcurrcd a(khough thti

pres•.nt stitus of cach taxon me.nti-nrd is often very diff.rent than four

d,,cad--s ago:
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Mamma)I s

40-50
years ago Today

Virginia Oppossum Didelphis mars-upialis common common

Nine-banded Armadillo DaSypus novc:mclnctus common unc-mmon

Whitt.-face Monkey Cebus capucinus common absent

HowIlr Monkey Alouatta villosa commvon absent

Forest Rabbit Sylvilagus brasiliensis uncommon uncormmon

Tree Squirril Sciurus sp. common rare

Agr-,.it DaSyprocta sp. uncommon rare

Paca Agouti sp. uncommon rare

Skunk Conepatus, sp. c ommon c omvo n

Coati-mundi ilasua narica abundant rare

Ocelot Fclis pard-alis common rare

Puma Felis concolor prt sent absent

Jaguar Fclis onca prtscnt abs~n t

Raccoon Prcyn loto common C rvo mn

Collarcd Peccary Tayassu tajacu obundant rare

White tail Deer Odocoilcus virginiana ot'undant rare

B irds

Wood Quail Oclont~ohorus sp. corwon common

Curassow Crax sp. uncommon absent

Little Tinamou Crypturcilus sp. uncommon absent

Scaled Pigeon Columba spcziosi scasonally abst~nt

abundant

Pal,-vcnttcd Pigeon Coubc~unni c ovwroon rare

Whitt-tipped Dovc LcPtotila vcrrauxi comirron abundant

Ila c i-o t.lld T r t, Dendrocygnz autumnalis c ormmn r r u
Duck
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In the earlier years the very edible and much exploited Iguana,

Iguana sp., was extremely abundant but this is now very rar_ in most of

this region. The greatest hunting pressure on this reptile is exerted

during the dry season at which time the gravid females art slowt-d b7

their burdun of eggs. This highly destructive practice has led to the

present scarcity of this formerly Important rural source of animal protein.

The absence of certain arboreal taxa, especially the two primate

genera, formerly present is chiefly the direct result of trec clearing

although the last faunal remnents appear to have been deliberately shot

without any particular reason. Small bands of howler monkeys, Alouatta.,

persisted in reduced tree-covered areas along the lower Rio Santa Maria

and the lower Rio de La Villa until ILss than ten ,cars ago but f!nally

gave way to hunters and tree fellers.

The second-growth shrub which was once so conrion wher roza farming

dominated much of the land-us( (as in aboriginal tim.) has given •ay to

the rather ecologically stt-rile conditions of purmanent pastur. and has

grossly reduced the fted and cover conditions required for optimal white-

tail decr populations.

As noted r4,peatLdly above in discussions in are:as to the west, the

open conditions favor the population growth and g9:ogrdphical di•persal of

avian taxa chlifly of which tht fringillids eppar to figure most pro-

minently. The high density .•f liv,,stock on the plains provides an !bundant

food supply for vultures whos: populations art imprcsslvcly high esp cially

in comparison with the numht:rs to b- observed in the Tonoss are'a.

4ORTHW[ST PDAO(A

The northo&st re-ion of Panama is here taýcn to include the ;>ollowing

areas. lhK Province of Bocas Del Toro and the Atlantic •ralnagc of Veraquas

Prov irc ,
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The wcst(srn lowland of Bocas Del Toro Province has for many ycars

b,.un devoted to commercial banana production and it is In this area that

thu most significant recent ecological changes have occurred in the

northwest region. The chief banana area is crossed by the Rio Changuinola

although lessLr areas are given over to the production of this fruit (s-

pucially in areas to the east around the shorcs of the Laguna de Chiriqui.

East of th,_ banana lands and up the many small river val]Lys there

are located the numerous but rather isolated settlements of Guaymi Indiana.

In the immediate vicinity of such settlements there is always a visible

amount of forest rcmoval but thcsu areas of disturbance are generally

isolated units at presnt and do not offer continuous corridors for the

dispersal of grass or second-growth forms.

East of thL narrow peninsula which forms the Uastirn sid,! of the Laguna

dL Chiriqul the human population is extremely sparse and thrre is virtually

no (vidence of current or rýcent vcg,.tation disturbance. Yhe he vy un-

broken - except by rivers - (xpansc, of forc:st now covrs land that at the

tikm of the first Spanish contact was undkr fairly h•:evy cultivation of

maiz.. (se- Chapter 3.) After the catastrophic reduction of aboriginal

populations following upon the conqut.st period this orca appears to hevu

becn abandone.d and has r not been occupied by non-aboricinzals Kxcept in the

most o;r al ý-. This is du,. in part to the wcttir climate as compared

with thc ccntral plain, the very n.rrow coastal plain off-ring but little

ea.",,ily cultivabl,. land ane tht. lack of any sheltt-red harbor which makes

-ctting ashore during thý. season of trad, winds in -xctedingly hazardous

task,

;,ith tht cxccption of the banana plantitions where human settlement

and thus hunting pressures ar, greatest th, rc is st rrcs.nt little dis-

turbanct of the tauna in this region. Mc-st of th,_ r-gion away from the

t#anpna lands has not be~nreprort,_d upon in the biological or geographical
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literature. Hunters which were interrogated in the area indicated the

presence of a fauna that includes virtually all the forest taxa that could

be expected to occur in optimal forested conditions In an Am to Af climatic

region in this part of the Neotropical region. Interest has recently been

expressed elsewhere in Panama for the establishment of hunting camps to

which would be attracted North Americans desirous of obtaining game such

as jaguars and tapirs both of which are said to bc relatively common in

the wilder portions of this area.

CANAL ZONE AND ADJACENT AREAS

The area comprised of Colon Province (excluding the Comarca de Son

Bias), Panama Province. and thL Canal Zone may be recognized as another

region in Panama, this being united by human population concentrations

and, in part, divid•.d by the Canal which so dominates thr affairs of this

narrow part of the isthmus.

Canal Zone end Associated arcas. As noted in Chapter 4, construction

of a trans-isthmian ship c.nal was bcgun by the Frtnch In thc 19th co,,tury

and compl%,ted by thc' U. S. in the 20th ccntury. Detailed accounts of thE

construction period arc easily obtainLd and thc r'rmarks b. Iow arc writt,ýn

with the assumption that the reader is familiar in a general manner with

this aspect of the historical g(ography of Panama. Thus th• remarks to

follow focus chi fly upon thL influence the canal has had or is having

upon the zoogeography of th! isthmus.

The canal its, If is in many places relatively narrow - just over IjO

feet in the individual locks and approximately 15) yards in the long narrow

cut sauth of Gatun Lake.

Th, canal is spanned by two movablc bridges and by one fixed high span

bridig a,. One of I* movable bridges form a part of th. lock system on the

Atlantic sid,- and operatrs with grci.t frequency every day. The other
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movable span is located near the Pacific sid. of the canca but is not

now in opuration as its function has been takcn over by the high span

located a short distance away. The lock doors form narrow bridges each

time they are closed which is quite often during the course of each day's

opcration.

Vegetation disturbance alongside the canal is morL or ILss continuous

but some areas, chiefly on the west side, have large tracts of forest close

by the water's .dge. Vegctation disturbance in the Zone is greatest in the

areas of urban, govwrnment, and military developments. The greatest area

of disturbancc occurs on the Pacific side although major disturbance occurs

also in Colon. A continuous corridor of grass and second-growth parallels

the railroad which is located on the c,-st sidc of the canal right-of-way.

North of the urban area of Balboa and south of the Chagres River

therc is a forest preserve crossed by a pav-d road. This reserve consists

of a iargu stand of semi-deciduous forest in vhich palms form a conspicuous

J.Iement. It provides eloquent testimony as to what the vegetation of

neighboring areas would bc (at least) were there no cutting or burning.

A part of the forest preserve boundary coincidks %,;tn th, Canal Zone -

Republic of Panama boundary and the phytophysiognimic lint her,- is v ry

sharp with forest on the Zonc sidc and rcrass and scrubby low sconc growth

on the Panama sidf - rhe forst having bLcn cinovud in rtccnt ye-ars by

local roza farmers. Few places in Panama offer such en accLssibL and

uncontrovertable illustration of how nrofound th,_ phytophysiognomic changes

havy been in recent yeurs du•. to tht humnan L:cological impact upon fort-sted

areas.

Ourin•j World wa- 2 a sjrfdccd hli;13h y -s constructed across th,.

isthns conn, ct;ng th, citieb of Panam and Colon for the fir~t time by a

.liable all-sasooi autouobilu and truck route. The road hod the effurt of
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stimulating suttlement in an area previously too isolate•d to attract -more

than a ft-w persons. Roza farmers invaded the region and havt. succecded,

in this brief time, in creating a corridor of grass land and second-growth

all the way across the isthmus. Up to 1963 the area of greatest changes

occurred south of the place where the highway crosses the Changres Rivcr,

that is, in th. Province of Panama. The area of chief present pioneer

settlement and, therefore, forest removal is in the vicinity of the highway

to the north of the Chagres River - highway inte-rsection in Colon Province.

There is no reason to suppose that the process of forest removal in

the area crossed by the highway will decrease in the ycars ahead. Indeed

there is r ason to believe that the process may increase a little. This

will result in a broad coast-to-coast corridor of grass and low second-growth

in which forest stands will be rare or entirely abscnt.

West and .iast of Colon city there has bcen recent removal of a forest

that was probably re-established after the pe!riod of aboriginal d:popula-

tion. There is a fairly rapid removal of forest in thL western end of Cclor,

Province to thc vicinity of the Rio Cocle Dcl Nortc. Forest removal has

been advan".ing upon Portobelo - hcre again removing what must certainly

be forests established after the period of first Spanish contact. Just

Last of Portobulo there arc generally disturbed vwgctation conditions

although fairly large stands of forest remain.

On the Pacific side, in addition the vegetation removal associated with

the urban areas of Panama City and Balboa, there has been tree removal in

and around the sevLral military ,establishments in tht area. If it were

not for the currtnt and rectnt cultural activities of man in this area

there would bt some typeý of forest in all locations cxcept whi.re the soil

becomes to saline nar the AdCU of the Bahia de Panama. Ample evidence to

support this assertion can be scen in the forest r.-inants near Balboa,
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high br ;dg( and the Panama town of ArraiJc•n, In the vicinity of Arraijan

t:'ere is a very sharp linO of vwgetatior betwceen th2 Canal Zone where it

is in part protected and the Panama side where hea,,y pressure from roza

farmers have turned the land into pasture and scattered palms and low

scrubby second-growth.

Zoogceographical Influences. The most obvious qucstion posed by the

area of the Canal Zone is docs the canal constitute a water barrier to the

disprrsal of animals across the isthmian land bridge. The answer cannot br

a simple yes or no but requircs somc discussion.

The narrowness of the canal cut south of the Chagres entranc,: at

Gamboa (Uaillard Cut) and the presence of some tree cover on both sides of

the canal probably results in little or no interference to the crossing

of most if not all avian taxa present in the area nor must there be any

particular barrier to those mammalian taxa present which can swim o.', in

the case of bats, fly. Mammals present in the genera! area which should

be able to cross by swimming includQ at Ieast Lhe following: white tail

deer, Odocoileus virginiana; occlot, 111lis pardalis; puma, Fellis concolor;

Jaguar, Flis onca; coati-mundi, Nasua narica; taopir, Tapirus bairdi.

Principally arboreal mammals may find such a modest gap as the one

describcd too formidablr, to pass and among such tax.. I include: the primate

gencra Cebus, Ateies, Alouatta, SaQuinus, Aotus; the little arboreal ed-

entate Cyclop~s; the tree porcupine, Cotndu, and th, two sloths, Bradypus

and Cholocous (although Bates reported s,.eing a sloth swimming in the

Amazon at a point where the river wes 300 yards wide - Bates, 1919)

Any arboreal man.mil just listed as well as some of those not listed

might be able to dispcrsc across ont of the bridge structures mentioned

above. No matt..r hov. Tcw chances there mry be for such dispersal the pos-

sibility exists and, therefore, must be ace pted as significant. Such
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dispcrsals, ;f thky wtr, to occul, would most likely involve taxa that aru

nocturnal or ercpuscular in habit as a day-light dispersal would be more

difficult for rather obvious reasons.

The canal appears, therefore, to be a partial barrier or, rather,

impediment to the dispersal of some mammalian taxa but is probably not

a completely effective barrier for any mammalian taxon. This L.onclusion

can be extended to include most of the animal taxa present with the probable

exception of certain soi! fauna which may not be able to pass the water

barrier.

Of greater and growing importance as a barrier to dispersals is the

ever widening trans-isthmian corridor of grass and second-growth veg,•ta-

tion. This corridor is large enough at present to be influencing potential

dispersals of forest-associated animal taxa and within a decade the width

of the corridor will likely be such as to effectively separatc the forest

fauna of Central America from the forest fauna of South America.

The changed vegetation conditions In the vicinity of the Canal have

also produced conditions favoring the dispersal of some animals. The white

tail deer appcars to hdVe followed tire railroad route across the Isthmus at

a time preceding the construction of the canal (as mn..ntioned in earlier

chapters.) This preeminently edge and second growth species has invaded

areas to the east and west of Colon on the Atlantic sid. dnd if It Is not

over hunted will continue to follow the spread of the newly Increasing

agricultural frontler in the region under discussion.

As elsewhere in Panama, seed-eating birds, especially the finches,

find the new conditlons of grassland and shrub much to their liking. The

following list of birds is representative of the taxa to be found in grass

and/or second-growth shrub at almost any point along the disturbed corridors

Ii or adjacent to the Canal Zone or the highway route:
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Rufous-tail cd Hunringbird Amazilia viridifrons

Tropical Kingbird Tyrannus mI.lancholicus

Mourning Warbler Oporornis philadelphia

Yellow-crowned Euphonla Tanagra lutelcapilla

Clay-colored Robin Turdus grayi

Plain Wren Thryothorus modestus

Thick-billed Seed Finch Oryzoborus funereus

Variable Seedeater Sporophila aurita

Yellow-bellied Secdeater Sporophila nigricollis

Blue-black Grassquit Volatinia lacarina

Streaked Saltator Saltator albicol',s;

Green-backed Sparrow Arremonops con-rostrls

The clearing of forest In the Canal Zone has sometimes not been complete

in a given area leaving behind small islands of trees and shrubs in which

are to be found remnants of the previously more widespread forust fauna.

One such example occurs on the top of Ancon Hill In the Canal Zone (vcry

near the Balboa Administration center.) This hill, which appears to bc a

plug of resistant volcanic material, Is topped by a poor tree cover which

has been greatly disturbed on Its tmargins and covers only a few hectares

of surface. Mammals observed here include the following: whitetail deer,

coati-mundi, agouti, tree squirrels, marmosets - all giving Lvidence that

even very small areas of tree cover will provide the ecological requirements

for a varied mammalian fauna if the fauna is afforded protection from

hunters and tree cutters.

Hunting in the Canal Zone and adjacent areas has resulted in the

serious reduction and near extirpation of several game mammal and bird

taxa, viz., brocket deer, Mazama; whitctall deer, Odocoilcus; Tapir,

Taplrus; collared peccary and whitc-lipped peccary, Tayassu sp.; agouti.

Vasvproct.; paca, Agouti; Curassow, Crax; guan, P.
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It is not generally known that thi.re is a considcrabl, trade in gain,

meat in the city of Panama. Most of this meat is sold in thc main public

market located at the edge of the bay but game meat is also often sold In

other markets in this city. A very significant portion of this meat is

obtained in the Canal Zone. There is no iegulation of this activity in

Panama.

In sum, it can be said that the activities if man in the general area

of the Canal Zone haw resulted in conditions which will seriously influence

the future role of the narrow Isthmus as a land bridge. Most of the in-

fluence appears to be of a negative nature but some animal taxa, particula-

rly avian forms, will expand into the new grasslands and second-growth

covered areas.

Province at Panama, west. Thr. Province of Panama is divided by the

Canal Zone into two unequal parts. The western part is by far the smaller

of the two but is an area of maximum ecological disturbance.

Maximum vcgetation alteration has occurred in a zone aligned with the

only major paved route in this arca (the east-wcst inter-American Highway).

However, even in relatively isolated situations the hand of man is clcarly

seen in the new pastures, isolated trees and exotic plant taxa covering the

landscape.

Near the extreme southwestern end of this area the climatL and vege-

tation conditions are the same as those described earlier for the puorer

portions of the Coclk plains, a set of conditions owing to the same

factors of pronounced annual dry seasons, severe edaphic conditions and

extreme misuse of the land by the human occupants.

An Interesting and Illustrative picture of ruccnt vegetation changes

is afforded if the road north from the main highway to the crater valley

of El Valle Is employed as a transcct route. As recently as 1958 most

of the region traversed by this side road was in heavy brush and shrubs.
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This condition _xtended up to the rim of th,. coldcra whcre brush gavc way

to trefs. In 1963 conditions were very different and instead of the shrub

covered slopes there was an almost unbroken expanse of faragua grass ex-

tending up to the caldcra rim and in places descending well down toward

the floor of the crater. The forrmer lush forest had been cut back to small

remnant areas and these were under attack.

Returning to the main highway, the country eastward becomes increas-

irly moist as compared with the Cocle plains. From Chame eastward the

grasslands retain a markedly greener cast during theory season as compared

with dryer parts of the Republic during the same period. All the tree

vegetation in the neighborhood of the highway had recently undergone major

reduction but it appears that this is another area where forest may have

become reestablished in post-conquest time. Espinosa reported on his

having ridden by horse.back through this area which ho characterized as

very open (sec Chapter 3). Within a decade virtually all forrst will

have been removed from this zone.

Even relatively steep slopes have not deterred people from cutting

down the tree cover. The slopes of Cerro Campana, a volcanic plug (see

Chapter I), would appiar much too set.p to make them attractive for pasture

but nevertheless tree removal has progrtssed rapidly here so that by 1963

only a small, and rapidly diminishing, forest area r(:malned in the higher

parts of this upland. The once tree-clad slopes are in grasses and sedges

upon which a few head of livestock se.ek sustenance.

ZoogeographicInfluences. The major apparent influence that man has

recently had upon the zoogeography of this area is that of opening a grass-

land corridor through a forested area which has permitted the dispersal of

animal taxa associated with such changed ccological conditions. Reduction

of forest cover had had an adverse effect upon forest-associated animal taxa.
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The., raýid d,'struction of tree cover at th( highur elevations of this arca

has very serious implications because the summit fauna contains elements

that occur only disjunctly at prescnt in the southern part of the Central

Amcrican isthmus. The small remaining tracts should be given the stroogest

legal protection.

Hunting pressure in this area has had the effect of reducing the

populations of game animals and birds to a point that hunting is no longer

regarded as an important means of obtaining food. The destruction of the

brushlands mentioned above seems to have had a very negative effect upon

whitetail deer numbers but the reduction must be equally due to over ex-

pl•i tation.

Province of Panama, east. The non-urban area of the eastern portion

of the Province of Panama will be most easily described it the area is

divided into four sub-regions, viz., (1) highlands (.;ast of Madd(.n Lake,

(2) east edge of Panama City to El Llano on the Rio Bayano, (3) the Rio

Bayano valley, (Li) the serrania de Maje (or de Canazas.)

(1) The highlands east of Madden Lake constitute one of the wi!dest

and least known areas of Panama. Heavily clothed In forest and vry diffi-

cult of access, this tabular upland has not received other than periphcral

ecological disturbances by man in the modern peo;ud aod it may b, that

this area haý; never been much influenced by human activity though such a

conclusion must await archaeolgical Investigations.

(2) The lowland zone extending between Panama City and El Llano on

the Rio Bayano Is an area in which It apprars that human activities have

been the cause of much of the very obvious ecological disturbance. Much

of the ecological changes must have occurred during thu prL-conquest period

but since this rLglon was occupied b the Spanish early In the sixteenth

century therc has been a long and essentially unbroken cultural - ecological

hisr-i -f impoierishment of vegetation, -&l', end fatina,
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A paved road extends across this lowland from Panama City to Chepo

after which the route becomes an unpaved dry season tract to El Llcno. Through-

out the length of this transect the vegetation shows major signs of having

been maximally disturbed as a result of cultural activities.

Just east of the last of the urban development near Panama City the

land (1963) was in pasture - faragua, para, guinea, and other exotic

grasses - and in tracts of second-growth shrub in which Ccropia spp. is

a very conspicuous element. In somewhat older stands of second-growth forms

suchasBarrigon, Bombax, or Cuipo, Cavanillesia platanifolia, are often

very conspicuous. It is desired thet note be taken here that the Cuipo

appears to be a taxon that is associatc-d with disturb=.d ecological condi-

tions and when it occurs in lowland situations is almost certain to indi-

cate by its presence that it is part of a scral stage that is not the

"li;max". Cuipo is often encountered on very steep slopes and ridge tops

where it may be expected that edaphic conditions are continuously unstable.

It appears to invade lowland aroas from thes( upper posit;an. when the

lowland vegetation has been disturbed by roza farming and similar activities.

With increasina distance eastward the dry scason character of thL veg-

etation changes to morc vivid greens and that indicator of soil moisture,

Heliconia spp., b(co',-s abundant in rcecently abandoned roza tracts or along-

side the road way. The incrcascd moisture supports roadside stands of

uspave, Anacardlum cxc,°lsum, and higu, ron, Ficus spp., but most of the land

is in permanent pasture. In dryer portions of this zone chumico, Curate la

americana, nanc,:, Byrsonima crassifolia, and maranon, Anacardium occiH4r-1-

tale, are common to abundant.

(3) The middle and upper parts of the Rio Bayano valley are Inhabited

by the Bayano Cuna Indians - remnant of a once far more numerous group that

at the time of Spanish conquest occupied almost all of the eastern two-

thirds of Panama. The preso~nt-day ecology of this group has recently been
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reported upon (Bcnnett, 1962).

These Indians depend upon their own agricultural and hunting and

fishing activities to provide their required food.

Shifting cultivation (roza) is the type of agriculture employed with

the chief food crops being, in order of importance, bamn~as, plantains,

and maize. In spite of a recent statement to the contrary (Ladd, 1961:)

manioc, Manihot, or other tubers are not here nor elsewhere in eastern

Panama presently of any particular dietary Importance though they are

cultivated.

Areas given over to cultivation are often scattered In a random fashion

over the land but are usually close to a stream or are located adjacent to

village sites. In the latter case2 the arrangement of the land under agri-

culture use tends to be orderly. This near-the-scttlcment-cultivation con-

sists of small gardcns next to the owrwrs housc (Bennett, 1965) and of plots

distributed near w(,ll-establishcd footpaths. The arrangement of farm plots

between the village-, of Icandi and Pintupo is shown in Map q . It should

be no:ed r ixcd is th- phytophybiognomy and the varied animrl hab-

itats which are created by such a system of land practice. Of course, at

present the areas of formcd land 6re small and are disjunctly located. A

greater number of Cuna, though, would br able to extend the conditions

shown on Map 9 over large areas - a point to keep in mind when trying

to reconstruct prc-h;storical -cological Gonditions in this region.

At present, forest covL'rs the greater part of the middle and upper Rio

Bayano arca. The relative abundance of cuipo trULs in the region suggests

that much of thL present forest covcr has rcappeared In post-contact time.

This would seem to accord with th(e accounts of thL first Spanish entradas

into the area.
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(4) The Sc-rrania de Maje region is an isolated and almost unknown part

of the isthmus of Panama. The slopes are now under heavy forcst cover and

this was apparently the condition when the Spanish arrived. An air re-

connaissance of the summit region Indicated that cuipo is common on some

of the sharper ridges. The area Is only occasionally penetrated by hunt-

ers and there were no evidences of permanent human occupance except at the

base of this small range.

Zooqeographic Influences, The most pronounced recent human influences

on the zoogeography of eastern Panama Province have occurred in the zone

between Panama City and El Llano. This has been due to forest removal per

se and to extreme hunting pressure. Market hunting is done in this zone

but litt!e success attends such cfforts until the area east of Chepo

is reached.

Ecological disturbance in the Bayano area is not now sufficient to

influence the faunal picture to any apprcc!able extent. Although th., Cuna

are avid hunters their numbers are too few to result in overxp~oitation

except In some extremely local instanc(s. Game mammals such as brocket

deer, Mazama, and tapirs, Tapirus, zre still numerous In the Cuna lands as

are also the other bird and mammals which they hunt.

Although grassland conditions have been extended to El Llano, beyond

this point strictly grassland taxa cannot now casily dispcrs.. However,

a highway is being planned that will connect Panama with Colombia and if

this should cor- into being there will result In the kind of corridor that

grass and second growth conditions which have bcen described repeatedly

above for other parts of Panama. The highway will attract a horde of roza

farmers from IsLwhcrr- in Panama and the ecological outcome is only too

clear.

EASTERN PANAMA

The region here dcsignatcd as EASTERN PAý'AMA includes the Province of
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Dar iun and tht.,: Courca du San Bias.

Darien Province. The human population of Darien is racially heter-

o%%nuous but cconomically rather uniform. Two aboriginal groups occurhere,

In the Choco and Cuna, of which the former is by far the larger,$roup. A

large Negro population is concentrated in and around the major settlements

of the province.

ThK chief economic activity is that of ;hifting cultivation. There

is also a significant amount of cash crop agriculture - chiefly bananas

and plantains - but this activity is concentrated in the lower parts of

the Rio Chucunaque and Rio Tuira valleys. It is in this last area that

reccnt vcgctaticn disturbancc hds b, en gr%!atst.

Other areas of rcc~nt and ecologically significant amounts of vege-

tation removal include the valley of the Rio Sambu, Lhe valley of the Rio

Tucuti, the area rdjacent to Jaque, and the shores of the Golfo do San

Miguel - especially between Garachinc and La Palma.

All the areas of inaximum plant disturbance are characterize:d by grassy

expanses 3nd frequent tracts of low second-growth shrub or trees. Pcrhaps

the most intensively disturb-d area is to be fotind along the Rio Chico in

the lowcr Chucunaquc valley. In this culturally mixeu arca of Choco and

Negroes the land is given over to cxrnmercial and subsistencc agriculture

which has led to a major reduction or elimination of for,-st covur.

However, most of tht Province of Darien is presently undcr forest cover

which in the lowlands along the Chucunaque is dominated by onc tree

species, thL cuipo, Cavanilllsia platanifolia. In vikw of the land use

and settlement at the time of first European contact in this area it may

be suggeste.d that the present forest has largely been re-establishtd since

the sixteenth century and is still passing through a series of seral stagcs

presently marked by the dominance of thq. cuipo, a softwood specics.
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Zoogeographic Influences. The influence of current and recent human

populations of the fauna of Darien is and has bten limited to areas adja-

cent to the settled parts of the province.. In some of these 3reas, espe-

cially in the Sambu drua and in the Rio Chico - Yaviza area, virtually all

the larger game mammals and birds have been extirpated locally. Away from

these areas of over exploitation animal populat;ons must at present be

little influenced by the human presence.

Allusion w~s madc ab've to a planned highway through this region and

it should be stated again that should such a highway materialize there will

result a corridor of disturbed veg.-tation through this cxt(nsivc forest

region which presently must act as a significant barrier to the dispersal

of grass and open land animal taxa presently occurring on both sides of

the barrier.

Of even greater potential zoogeographic significence would bc the

construction of a sea-level canal in the Darien region. Such a canal

would very likely form a major barrier to the further dispersal of

virtually all but volant animal tcxa between Cntral and South America.

Conmarca de San El8s. Stout (1947) has reported upon some of the as-

pects of the San BVos Cuna Indians who constituteý almost the sole cultural

unit inhabiting the Comarca de San Bias. The Cuna engage in shifting; cul-

tivation and some srdentary cash crop agriculture (coconuts, Cocos nucifera)

in combination with marinc subsistence fishing and a vwry minor amount of

livtstock husbandry.

The lands utilized for egriculture lie in a narrow belt between tht

Serrania dcl Darien and the Caribbean SeL. There is presently a continuous

zone of vcgttation disturbance throughout the farmed part of the Comarca

which links similar ar(as in neighboring Colombia with the entire complex

of grass and second-growth d~scribd for other parts of Panama. Thus it
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appears that it is now possible for some edge and second-growth animal taxa

to disperse between South America and Central America. There probably is

not yet sufficient development of grassland to permit the dispersal of

most of the fringillids mcntioned in other parts of Panama.

Although the San Bias Cuna population appears to be approximately

stable only slight increases in the future should serve to effect a more

open corridor through which j large number of animal taxa might possibly

move or mrhet.

There is still a continuous belt of forest in the Serrania del

Darien and thus It may be presumed that thre is little faunal disturbance

here.
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Table 1. -Distributiin of Miammalian Ge.nera which Occur in the.

Central American Province of the irazilien Subregiirn.

Degrees .'.orth L~atitude Degrees South Latitudi;

45 4, b~ 3j 25 2U 15 10 5 1 5 lu 15 2j 25 3v 35 4J 45

(;Iiarsupial ia)

Dideiphis 5 __

riarmosa - --- j--- -

Phi lander

Caluromys

Chiront~ctes

rionodelphi s

(I nsec ti vira)

Cr yptot is ---- *-

(Chi roptera)

uilantiapteýryx I -
Rhynchiscus

Pe~r opot e r y

Centronycturi s

.Diclidurus

Cc rmu ra

iioctillo _ ____

esfmod us J-- --

Diphylla

Chi lanycteris

45 41 35 3u 25 2UJ 15 lo 5 1 5 10 15 20) 25 30 35 4~J '45
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rable I. (Cont.)

45 4U 35 3u 25 2U 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3u 35 4u 45

Pteronotus

1-orrno ps

Miac rotus-

Micronycteris-1- 
____--__

Lonchorhina

11 ,mon -- -_ _ _ _

Phyilostomus L _ _ _

Trachops I_______
Ch roto t e ru s

Varnpyrui

iiacrophyl lum

Toriatia

Phyl loderma-

Choe~ronycteris

LIeptonycteris

SI ossophags

Anoujra

Chooroni SCUS

Ilyonycter Is

Lonchophyl la

Liconycteri

Carollia s--

Sturnira

Artibeus-1-- ----- -_ _

45 4.0 35 30 25 2,) I5 10 5 U 5 IJ 15 20 25 31 35 40 45
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fable 1. (Cont.)

45 40 35 3j 25 21 15 10 5 5 10 15 20 25 3U 35 4U 45

Ench is thenes -

Uroderrna

Platyrrhinus

Chiroderrna

Pygoderma -
Centuri o

Vamp~yrodes

Vap _yres sa -
fhyroetera

55
Corynorthinus ~

Pip.strel lus

Rh sa - _-a

Dasypt~erus
*65 55__ _ __ _ _ _ _

6J
Epeicus'

55 _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Lasi uru s

fadarida

EuMopst

Promops --- ~- ---

(Primates)

AtelIes 4

Alouatta -- - __-

45 46 3;5 3u 25 2u 15 10 5 J) 5 I0 15 21 25 3j 35 4uJ 45
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45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Cebus -
Aotus

Saguinus

(Edentata'i

rame ndu a

My riecophaga

Jradypus 1
Chol oepus

Cabassous ____

50
Sylvilagus

(Rodent ia)
60

Sperniophi lus

Mi crosc lurus 1
Sc lurus

G 1aucomys

Synthteosciurus
55

Thomomyst

Orthoqeomys -

Htterogt~amys

45 40 35 30) 25 21 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
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4540 3530 25 2015 105 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4145

Mac rogeoMys

Heteromys

Oryzomys

rNeacomys

RhLp2domy

Nectomys-

lagdon tomys

Tyl omys

Scot inomys

ototy lomys

iqyc tomys

Baijms

65
N'eotoma-----

70
Peromyscus

Reithrodontomys

Otonyctoinys

70
Microtus

Coendu

ilydrochoerus

Dasyprocta

45 4J) 35 3U 25 20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
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Table 1. (Cont.)

4+5 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Proech imys

Hop lomys

Diplomys

(Carni vora)

I ctycyon

50
Urocyon #

70
Can is o

- 60
Procyon

Nasua

Jentinkia

Po to s-1

lbassar icyon

Gal ictis -

Conepa tu sI

Lutra

Must e Ia

65
medphitis

50
Soil ogale 4

60 56

Herpailurus--1~~1

(Perrisodactyla)I

(Art lodacty Ia)

45 4035 30 2520 1510 5 0 510 15 20 25 30 35 4u45
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Table I. (Cont.)

45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Tayassu
"_Pecari? 

I

65
Odocol leus f
iiazama

45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

The vertical lines delimit the area between 7°, and 23°30'i, i.e.,

Central America and the Hexican portion of the ,Seotropical Region.

Sources: Cabrera, 1U57, 1560; Hall and Kelson, 1959; Hershkovltz, 1958;

Miller and kellogg, 1955.
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Table 2. Distribution of Some Mammalian Species which Occur in Panama

(Provi sional)

83 ow 820 810 800 790 780 7nO
a~e lb V6 .0 bi 6* ae f

(Marsupial ia)

Dideiphils marsupialls-_________ __________

Ch ironectes panamens is

Philander opossum

marmosa mexictana

Marmosa invicta

Caluromys derbianus

Monodelphis inelanops

Metachirus nudicaudatus

(I nsect ivora)

Cryptotis endersi

Cryptocis zeteki,

Cryptotis tersus

Cryptotis mer

(Primates)

Aotus Lipunctatusj)

Aotus trivirgatus------

Alouatts villos,

Cebt-s capucinus

Saimiri orstedli

Ateles gecoffro~'i

SaguinusSeof.'royi -- -- -- -- -- -- (2)

(Edentate)
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830W 820 810 800 790 780 770ý

Myrmiecophaga tridactyla -_____________ ________

Tamandua tetradactyla

Cyclopes didactylus-_______________________

Bradyyus 2riseus 
()

Choloepus hoffmanni (2)? -

Cabassous central is (2)?

Dasypus novemcinctus

(Lagomorpha)

Sylvilagus brasiliensis

(Rodent ja)

Sciurus variegatoides

Sciurus granatunsis

Syntne sciurus brochus

Micros:iurus alfari

Microsciurus bogueto-nsis

Microsciorus isthmius

Macrogcomys cavator

Mac rogeomys da riensis

Liormys adspersus----------------- -

Heteromys d,!srarestianus

Heteromys austral is

Oryzornys alfaroi

Oryzomys talamancae

Oryzomys bombycinus-----------

Oryzomys du.vius

Oryzonys_ p irrvns is

Oryzornys tectus

Oryzomys fulvesccns

Oryzornys azuer,ýnsis ?- ?
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830W 820 810 800 790 780 770W

Oryzomys cal iginosus

Orxzornys endersi

Oryzoys_ trabeatus

W'eacomys eictus

Nectomys alfari

Rhipidomys scan-dens

±li2ms fulvi venter

Tyl omys panamtns is

Tylomys watsoni

Nycomy suichrasQ -

Reithrodontomys sumichrasti -

Rei throdonrtomys darienensis

Reithrodontomys mexicanus -

Reithrodontomys creper-

Peromyscus nudipes-

Peromyscus flavidus

Peromyscus pirrensis

Zygodontomys chorrici~

Scotjinornyý xerwmpcl inus

Scotih~ryý teguine

Siginodon hispidus

Rheomys underwood-i

Rheomys hartmanni

Rheomys raptor

roendu mexiCanus

Coendu rothschi Idi

H-ydrochoerus isthrrlus

Agoutl paca



8ýOw 820 81 800 790 780 7"

Oasyprocta punctrtu.

Hopolomys gyMnur-.s

Proechimys semi seinosus

Diplomys darlingi

(Cam i vora)

Urocyon cinereoargent-eus

Speothos panamens I s

jentinkia sumichrasti

Procyon lotor

Procyon cancrivorus (2)?

Nasua narica

Potos fIavus

dassaricyon gabbii

Bassar-icyon pauli

Mustela frtenata

Eira barbara

Gal~ctis allamandi

Conepatus semistriatus-------------------------

Lutra annectens

F-.1is oflca

Fells concolor

Felis pardalis

Felis wiedji

Herpai lurus yagouaroundi

(Per issodactyla)

rapirus bairdii (2)__________

(Art jodactyla)

Tayassu tajacu
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830W 80 10o 800 790 780 7q 9O
Tayassu pecari

Ococoileus virginiana

Mazama americana (2)

Symbols employed in Table 2:

(1) Known only from the Azuero Peninsula

(2) ivLt known from the Azuero Peninsula

----. Doubtful range.

So,-rccs: Aldrich and Bole, lj37; Galindo, U•b3 (pers. comm.);
Goldman, lj2 ,; Jial) and Kelson, lt5j; Hershkovitz, l>5d;
Miller and Kellogg, 1.55.

Oorrnents: It appears from the table that there are at least four
distinct mammalian distributional patterns on the Panamanian
istrimus, viz.,

(I) Distributions restricted largely to the highlai-di
of western and/or eastern Panama, e.g,, Crmý_Otis,
Nicrosciurus, Reithrodontomys, Peromyscus.

(2) An eastern Panama pattern with the wtestern
boundary being near the Canal Zone, e.g., Metachirus,
Hop lomys, Hydrochoerus.

(3) A western P, nama pattern with th,: eastern boundary
occurring rnear the Canal Zone, eu.g., Cabassous,
Sigmodon, Procyon lotor.

(4) An absence of certain expect..d taxa in the Azuero
Peninsula area, e.g., Mzzama, Tapirus. Saquinus.

To some degr•e (perhaps very imp rtantly in many cases) the distributions
shown in Lhis table reflect the distribution of tht collecting efforts of
biologists over the years. This is particularly true of the central sierra
east of the El baru region, west central Panama, the south two-thirds of the
Azuero Peninsula, the SLrraniia de Maje', and the Atlantic coast between the
Canal and Almirantc Bay.



TABLE 3 -1b

MAMMiALV)FROM ISLAnIDS IN THE TERRITORIAL WATERS OF PANAM~A

Islands Irvnw-ddtely South of Davi'd

Virginia Opossum Didelphis 710rsupialis
Wooly Opossum Caluromys derbianus
Brown Opossum Metachirus nud7caudatus
Howler Monkey Alu-t ils
Squirrcl Monkey -aimirj ocrstedii
Two-toed Sloth Cho-loepus hoffmanni
Tree Squirrel Sciurus sp.
Tree Porcupine Coendou rothschilid
Spiny Rat rEchf~mys sp.
~'r,;a jou Poto-s f lavus

Islas Cebaco and Gobernador

Virginia Opossum Didelephis marsupialls
Wooly Opossum Calur~om s dt~rbianus
Two-toed Sloth C ho I otu s Wo ff maanni~
Thmandua Tamandua ttaatl
F3rcst Rabbit Sylvilaqu brasilensis
TrcL Squirrel Sciurus sp.
hispid Cotton Rat S-ismodon hispidus
Hlarvest Mouse Reithrodontornys sp.
Con Rat gycodontomys chcrriel
Spiry Rat Proechimys sp.

Isla Coiba

Virginia Opossum Dideiphis marsupialis
Howler Monkey Aloua-tta vi))osa
Whl'e,-face Monkey Cebus ca ucinus
Agouti Dasyprocta sp.
Whitctail Deer Odocoileus virginiana

Isla Sam Jos,

Agouti Dasvprocta punctata
Spiny Pat Procchimys stmispi osus
Brocket Deer Mazama Soazubira

Isla del Rey

Virginia Opossum Dldelpbis marsupialis
Mousc OPOSSL-0 Mfirrosa mitis
Foretst Rabbit SYlvilagus brasilitensis
Cane Rat Zkgodontomys scorsus
Agouti Dasyprocta punctata
Spiny Rat Proechimys Spinosus
Giiding Spiny Rat Diclyhs labills

1kla Escudo Oc Veragua

Thick-spined Rat Hop12=1 sgymnnurus

(I) 'Excludes Bats.
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TABLE 6

AMERIND SETTLEMENT SIZE# PANAMA, 1960

Inhabitants Guaym" San Bias River Choc6
per settlement Cuna Cuna

1-9 182 12 3 41

10-19 207 9 1 38

20-29 166 6 1 5

30-39 98 3 - 5

40-49 61 4 - 8

50-99 136 5 4 6

100-199 45 9 6 1

200-299 5 4 1

300-399 1 2

400-499 3

500-749 3

750-999 2

1,000-1.499 3

1,500-1.999 I

Source: Repdblica de Panama, Censos de j_20, Vol. 1.
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TABLE 7

AGRICULTURAL LAND-USE(I! PANAMA, 1960
(By Province)

Province Total Area under Cultivation.(2) Rice Maize
(Acres) (% of Province) (Acres) (Acres)

Bocas dcl Toro 116,912 2.8 2,209 2,763

Cocl4 451,L:86 19.0 40,222 24,073

Col6n 138,588 L•.O 11,886 13,803

Chiriquf 1,398,287 34.0 98,559 76,713

Darien 73,108 0.9 7,703 8,220

Herrera 1167, 927  41.0 37,393 33,957

Los Santos 768,656 42.3 55,206 72,652

Panama L,83,329 9. I L:6,624 54,548

Veraguas 867,652 16.6 116,809 76,539

(1) Only the two major subsistance crops are shown separately.
(2) Includes sown pasture.

Source: Reputblica dc PanarnS, Censos Nvc cionales de 1960.
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TABLE 8

CATTLE AN£D RAZING LAND, PANAMA, 1950 AND 1160
(By Prov!nce)

Province Number of Catt~e I Land Used for Grazin9
of total area of Province)

1950 1960 1950 1960

Bocas del Toro 4,829 8,623 2.0 4.7
Cocle 57,395 70,613 19.2 28.6

Colon 7,286 9,708 2.9 7.4

Chiriqu" 162,581 234,44,7 33.0 42.L:

Darien 1,888 3,586 0.5 1.5

Herrera 80,707 90,236 "'2.5 57.0

Los Santos 117,622 158,963 34.7 54.9

Panama 29,630 53,061 9 .j 18.6

Veraguas 108,085 131,6"38 1I1.5 26.0

Source: Repu'b!Ica de Panama, Censos Nacionale5: 1.50; 1960.
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TABLE 9

ALTO LINO (Boquete)
TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY

April 2-8, 1963 (Dry-Wet Season Transition)

Forest Clearing

0600 1200 1800 2400 0600 1200 1800 2400

AprilF2 - 66 62 59 - 70 65 60
%RH - 90 100 100 - 68 80 100

April 3
OF 57 70 64 63 56 78 62 63
%RH 100 68 100 100 90 64 100 100

April 4
OF 63 69 62 59 60 74 59 54
%RH 100 75 100 100 100 64 100 100

April 5
OF 61 67 65 64 56 76 62 59
%RH 100 100 100 100 100 64 100 100

April 6
OF 64 66 66 62 59 66 60 58

1RH 00 o 0 O100 100 100 70 100 100

April 7
OF 60 67 66 64 54 76 64 60

0/Rii 100 100 100 100 100 75 100 100

April 8
OF 61 68 66 64 56 75 64 59

1RH I00 100 100 100 100 80 100 100
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TABLE I) (Part I)

PONUGA (F inca A I ba)
TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY

March 2-8, 1963 (Dry Season)

Forest Clearing
0600 1200 1800 2400 10600 1200 1800 2400

March 2
F- - 80 68 - 96 33 70

%RH - - 75 98 - 44 59 78

March 3
OF 65 87 80 64 66 97 81 68
%RH 100 42 51, 98 80 38 55 76

March 4
°F 66 89 78 70 72 95 80 74
" ",RH 100 48 88 100 68 40 70 78

March 5M r 69 80 76 691 72 91 77 72

7%RH 100 62 92 100 76 50 78 78

March 6
OF 67 84 68 66 70 97 72 69

1H 100 60 100 100 78 42 78 78

March 7
OF 63 82 76 66 75 94 77 68

1H 100 47 94 93 70 30 76 78

March 8
OF 62 84 72 67 70 98 74 68

10RH 10 46 1O0 100 I 70 38 76 78
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TABLE I0 (Part 2)

PONUGA (Finca Alba)
TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY

May 13-19,1963 (Wet Season)

For st Clearing
0600 1200 1800 2400 0600 1200 1800 2400

May 13
OF - 90 88 74 - 98 84 7!
7. - 68 75 1o0 - 48 70 100

May 14
S70 82 80 75 78 95 81 74
%RH 100 60 78 100 100 42 70 10n

May Jr.
73 82 80 75 72 90 78 73

"%RH 100 72 86 100 100 62 88 100

May 16
OF 73 83 78 73 70 94 74 72
"/",H 100 64 100 100 100 54 100 100

May 17
OF 71 82 75 74 68 93 74 72
%RH 100 75 100 100 100 55 100 100

May 18
0 F 73 82 77 75 70 92 78 72
/UH 1100 75 100 100 100 54 100 100

May 19
OF 73 83 81 78 72 92 82 78

100 72 100 100 100 54 72 85
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